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11/21/74

TO: S£C, (Xtgy^na City

From: v̂ rector, FBI
**

4?
UNSUBS;-
KAREN 6. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

;

L1IRDA; OOJ

Enclosed are copies of self-explanatory r.::

memorandum from Criminal Division of Department dated
11/20/74, together with copies of its attachments,
which requests preliminary investigation.

Prosecutive aspects should be discussed
with USA. Bureau should be kept currently advised
of pertinent developments by appropriate means.

Surep promptly.

Enclosures (6)

Assoc. Dir.

Dop. AD Adm.

Dep. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

Ident.

Inspection

Intel I .

Laboratory _

Legal Coun.

Plan.&jfvqj.

Spec,

Trairdiitf

Telephone Rm. .

Director Sec'y _

Deleted Copy Sent|

I„ .k;" dated S'/C - '/(,

Per iOtirA Request te, //.

1 MAILED a

NOV 2 11974
’

* fl-FBl
. 6

mailIroom
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NUNITED STATES GO^SINMENT

^ Memorandum
» » » DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE '

j

to : Director,
jFederal Bureau of Investigation

date:
Jlsvember 2 0, 1974

Assistant Attorney 3ener
Criminal Division

subject

:

Death of MS* Karen G» Salkwood

Jtft&At ^rlkvjtfoJ

HEP:JML:emc
123-017-60

rP'<)

V-f id

It is hereby requested that the Bureau conduct a pre-
liminary investigation into the matters alleged in the attached

New York Times article of November 19, 197^1 b6
b7C

These allegations, if substantiated, may constitute vio-

lations of Section 530, Title 29, United States Code (through

the impairment of Ms. Silkwood’s rights guaranteed by Section 4ll,

Title 29, United States Code) and Section 1505, Title 18, United
States Code (in that Ms. Silkwood was a witness in a pending

investigation before the Atomic Energy Commission.)

Attachments

DOJ—1973—04

fiovaiW
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THE NEW YORK TIMES,,

By DAVID 3UHXEAM
{

Spi

^

^ V-sr* T:cc'T^_£5

VvASHDvGTC-N# Nov. IS—

A

Hgh-rankz:g urnor official said
tcSsy than the cea± Iasi week
of uvrcmnn who; had raised cri-

tical safety cusstfors about one
of the two cctrnnercial pluio-

nium facroiies in the United
Scares not have been an
accidents
The onhciel sent telegrams

calling on the Jusuce Depart-
ment and Ire Atonic Energy
Commission id begin an imme-
diate mvesdgssdcr. into the
death of Hareta G_ Silkwocd,
who died Last Wednesday when
her car crashed rnte a cmbert a
few miles scuhh cf- Crescent,

Ckla.
The crash was described as

an accident by the Oklahoma
Highway PatroL Sinks omcials
are ma&g a rcrjifre investiga-

tion into whether - alcohol ^or

drags were a factor inthe crash.

Neither tbs Justice -Department;

the AJEC nor Okar.oina off!-

cals bad any fimirsdiate comr
mens tcnight cn the union cfa-
ciai’s telegram.

I

hi has re’esxam to Attorney
General v^illiam 3. Saxbe, An

4

thony Mazzocch Washington!
representative cf the Oil, Chem4
rEl end Atei: Workers*
Union, said an investigator:

hired by the ndon had o iound'1

evidence "Ac suggest that Missi

S2kwcod*s car was hit from be4
hind by another vehicle causing
he to leave the road and hit the
concrete cdvertA He said he
was net accnsi any specific per-

Urdon Has Car

Mr. Mszzcecho told the At-
torney General than the union;

had the car, its investigative re-
port of the crash and other
data in its possession andwould
make them availableto both the*. -

Justice Department and the\

He safe that the union had"-

dedeed to mass the evidence
available ~o the Justice depart-*

.mem and fee AE.C. rather
than state crudals because “the -

problems were of such great-
'

sericuscsss that the required'*

the reounl present." - , \
Alias “Srswocd, who worked

:

in the Chnarrea funky of the

.

Kerr-KcGee Corporador near
Crescent, was cn her way to a * •

peering with an crucial of The
’

upipn and a reperrer for The
New York Times to discuss
safety CDndfdoos at the plant *

iTro^weeks^ago, she was^s,,.^

diados. in an accfcent at the I

''

At a meeting wife the com- |

ri!“sS»3\
|

°f

At
6
Ipproxtoately .4® ^ 1

^A%nwff$ioPnaV^
vided the union

facjjiry was; |l
allegations m faulty fuel; ft
manufacturing some > do.« g

<te>e ?«““(!
tiiey ?*!\S?th other techm- |
versations ',

d -jiat inspec-

I
Responsible to A ‘E*C

I |

the union, AEhief executive 1
chairman and “£/ aid that

*

officer of Kerr-M^-
o

-.

d>s death ;

““SSklegations of fj,
|

sificatfonE^E^ponsib^ to’
|

are
continuous^auditea.^.^J

|
, chain-link I

protected by a -u
miles |

fence on* low nm
iaaRufac.| |

tur£ P^A^ae^eriSenS||

Karen G. Silkwood, who
died in a' car crash last

week in Oklahoma.



tor being constructed for the'sicn at this time of sufncrent

AJE-Clnear Riddxnd. Wash. evidence that we believe would

The
;-s- bernst belt

S~2(f-mih:ca
ulrd' to be co

J
end credibility, to Miss Silk-

rood's allegations.",

-.au, is ivi:cu- 3It, Mazzocchi said mat on
:ed in 1977 ebing informed of Miss* Silk-

and lo be in qreraden in 1978. wood's death, he obtained the

It Is intended to test a new ge- remission of A. F. Grospiron,

aeration cf reamers that the president of the union, to hire

Atomic Energy Commission k private investigator who had>

hopes will provide the United expertise in examining car

States with incsssing amounts crashes to determine the cause

of electric power. pi her death.

There are varying estimates
t

tJThe investigator hired is

about the potential danger Mr a. O. Pipkin Jr. cf Accident

should the aZegstiais of the Reconstruction Lab of Dallas,

workers aboux fanhy fuel rods Tex," he said. “He conducted

be true. IT. Ralph Lapp, for Ms investigation cn Saturday,

nol believe tacky rods werej—x Miss Silkwood's car" was
much of a problem. ;hit from behind by anothernuen or a promem. :mt irom oemna oy ajiuuici i continue representing workers
“Should any problem cause a decide, causing her car to *. , . Th druon won

eak it would he spotted and*sTe the road and hit the con-!£ T*rZ
r'n* rrvl would he removed.’.! he icr^a culverts > I

the oattie a ™ts of
-
80 to

„ 2,000 Accidents

In a telephone conversation.

(
be rod would he xa

'explained.

,

! Dr. "Henry'KerdaH. a leading

,nuclear critic and physics

;caase of the accidenfcon a small

'Thera fsdluras -could start off ffresh dent on the

an accident Tshicn vould lesah ouraper of.M^s Sil^wood s car

a the release of huge amounts 'and rhe configuration of the

of radioaedvitr,” he said- .skid marks on the grassy left

.. H . - joank. of -the hignway just be-
No Explainanon .. <.-Qr3 ^ dipped, into the small

The day sftsr J-Ess SSk- 'stream, bed and struck the cul-

v?ocd’s wins 1S73 Hooda h

smashed into the culvert on
ft sde css

T02.&, the Okiaho:

Mr. Pipkin, did highway in
straight —g^g^tions for the Albuquer-
Hignway*^^ ^ m., Police Department

Di sssoad a zfpart aesenD- he-ween 1951 and 1955 before
ing the aceidmt bur not ofter-

'establishing his own firm. He
ing any expiration ior at Tne.^ investigated more than
accident whkh occurred accui - — • * —

the left side cf the straight

Jroad, the OMsboma Hi^xway
‘Patrol issued a report dascrib-

*7:30 P.M., was investigated by
t

Troooer Rick Fagan. T
2,000 accidents and testified

. - - -fa more than 300 court trials„_
bmte trooper

,
Lagan. ^nUently for insurance com-j two years

Miss Silkwood vvas ounea yes-
~
gTp*p ._ \

,

61 on Oct 16

In her meeting with' the

A.E.C. bn Sept. 27, according to

the commission’s nummary of

the session, Miss Silkwood and|

her companions charged that

the facility had failed to edu-

cate and train workers properly

in the handling of plutonium, 1

long regarded as an extremely

, toxic substance. They also

charged that the company had

failed to keep exposures of plu-

tonium as low as possible, to

[adequately monitor workers'

exposure and take the required

hygienic precautions.
^ ,

1

One specific allegation they)

made was that the -company
had gradually reduced training

jfrom five days to two four-
|

hour .sessions during the last;

i .
Because of. Se incident ^ d

-^“”5
the' skid marks” it

'rad&orn eTTcon- acted upon by an ex-

'•^SSe^toSad^Mr-^.Mng struck oy another

j

Mazzocchi said that m ^iy
wooa, at sne me cr ner ceatn.

, _
-

“was on her way to meet Mr.,?* mv sr^iciop^ ann y i

i Steven .Wod^ legislative as-nmneoiate aUent on to this

s

sist2nt to the O.CA.W* ancr matter, he concluaed. ;

: David Burnham- a reporter for' -ln re^onSe t0 a Q*ues
.

tlon ’
be‘

-The New York Times, who -said: *T am not accusing an}

were wafting aor her in the particular person widi murde

“Hoiidav tarn - W. in Oklahoma Eased on an independent mves^.

Citv Okia." dgation, however, it is apparent

\

W
^diss Slkwood," Mr. Alaz-*tbat someone' forced Karen f

zeechi ccmfened, “was bring-* ShkwcKxi from therosd, there-

ina iniormanoa concerning the by causing her death. I li leave

allied falsmcamcn of records; it to the Federal authorities to

concemir^ ccaliiy of nudear’ cetennrine who and wnv.

mel elemenm bsmg manufac- Miss Silkwood had been a.

tured at the Cimarron facility."pleader in a recent battle to have

He said: “vTe are in posses- Local No. 5-2S3‘of the O.C.AAV..

He said that baceuse of the
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I HEREBY REQUEST -ON BEHALF OF MY ORGAMIZATI ON^^IMMEDI AtE. IN VEST!--

GA.TJOK JNTO.THE DEATH OF KARST SILKUOOD^ .AW OFFICIAL' OF ..LOCAL HO- .

5—233 -OF -THE -OIL, CHEMICAL AND ATOM I C- WORKERS INTEBMATi GKAL. .tD'IBIL

, , ,1 , .

*'
*’V*Y

* *.*,

SASES ‘SILKSOOD'. WAS KILLED ON WEDSESBAY., AT. APPROX
MATELT' T: 30- P.M-i . .WHEtf^R. AUTOMOBILE LEFT, TH.E-;.RM£ AND^SRB-7 * 7
SE^UEMTLY HIT .A -UOKCRETE fc'uLvERT 'SOUTH 0 F/. ORESCEi T^/'OKLAjj'GMA' ' OK f?

'b7C -V

G FOB HEP. IK THE HOLIDAY INN M . vL -ID OK
HOME CITY.? OKLAHOMA.

ES. ' SILKWOOB WAS BRINGING INFORMATION "COM CEENIWG ABIE' ALLEGED
FALSIFICATION OF RECORDS CON C’ERNTN G ' QUALI TY * CONTROL OF-'-HUCLEA

ELEMENTS BEING MANUFACTURED AT .THE CIMARROW FACILI TY OF :.KERR-
IS CGEE NUCLEAR COHP IN. CEESEi-JT.? OKLAHOMA - FHERE-'SE- WAS EMPLOYE
MY 'OFFICE HAD' BEEN I KE CONTACT -WITH MS. SILKWOOU^EVER SINCE HE
APPEARANCE IN MY. OFFICE ON SEPTEMBER 26;- .1974. '.'-SHE "WAS 'PART - Q
SsPEHSON UNION COMMI.TTEE WHO.TfERE SENT BY .-THEIR'^0Ci^>^P3L0N -T

RASUNGTOS TO PRESHvT;-THEI R, -COMPLAINT *T.O ;7HE * A'T&KH C lEN-ERCY .CO

*/ — 77* 7 f > ’ *-
**' >' "7

* r - r* 7 •

.* *» . h(* ^ ^ f . ‘'•r* * '«> * -

. *“ J
- * .a st** .

V * rv“' <

SSI OK ABOUT THE PROBLEMS CONCERNING WORKERS HEALTH AND . SAFE
' THE ClMc.RRCK FACILITY OF KERR-MCGEE. -

'
'

-
:

'

THAT TILL MS. SILKUOOD LESC-RIBED SOME OF THE ALLEGED QUALI

EFULLY DOCIM

AT THIS T
r>7 cn t rrv

UFFICIENT EU
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PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR' WHO HAD EXFESTJ.SE IN EXAMINING
ES JH ORDER TO DETERMINE THE CAUSE OF HER- DEATH.

:
‘ -

TH INVESTIGATOR HIRED IS OF ACC12ZS7 EZ-
QMS-7EUCTI ON -LAB OF DALLAS, TEXAS . HE 'CONDUCTED HI S- ZMJZES7I SA7XON
U SATURDAY VEMBEiTTT6s •

' (9 74 . I . SPOKE TO HXK.CJHX’S IfG^ISS AMD -

E HAS TOED ME THERE IS EVIDENCE T.0 SUGGEST THAT MS. . 'SIRKVCaE'S
ET FROM BEHIND BY ANOTHER VEHICLE CAUSING -SEE XAB 70 “LEA'

CONCRETE 'CULVERT . •

- 1 .-'S'.
4' v ’ • *V-

POSSESSION OF ->HER GAR-AMD IT 2
r
$\AVAILABLE . TO ,T.OU- ‘ •

SO IN POSSESSION O^\T/^£^c65giSgS>^C0RDS.^I> OTHER
DATA RELEVANT TO THIS CASE. 2* HAVE ALSOv-N0 71TIED

r_JL
v Or jUSF'"

; ;

p-

. 39 !
• •MOV 19

DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR FIELD OPERATIONS, DIRECTORATE OF| EEGUL£TQEY^
OPERATIONS OF THE ATOMI-C. ENERGY COMMISSION AMD 1

STI GAT I ON INTO. MS. SILKWOOD'S ALLEGATI ONSL-

:E THE FULL GRAVITY OF MY SUSPICIONS AN
ATTHITI ON TO' THIS MATTER.' \ .
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11/25/74

/0
1*0: _ SAC, Oklahoma City

REC-llij Director, FB^
/ —

Assoc. Dir.

Dep. AD Adm.

Dep. AD Inv.

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com. .

Gen. Inv.

Ident.Ide

Inspection

Intel!.

Lai

Le

Pl<

sp<

Tr<

le

Laboratory

Legal Coun.

Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

(ephono Rm. —
ctor Soc'y

UNSUBS; fa
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

;

LMRDA; OOJ /O

f
ReBuairtel to Oklahoma City 11/21/74.

of the staff of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy,i . ... . . .
"

be
hlC

contacted FBIHQ and advised that it was his understanding
that the FBI had been requested to investigate the
death of Karen G. Silkwood who was killed in an
automobile mishap An: Oklahoma. He said that news
accounts of tfois matter indicated that a labor unionfchj

official, one
|

|
has alleged that SiIkwood *s

automobile was forced off the road into a bridge abutment
and further stated that she was en route to a meeting
with a New York Times reporter and implied h«r d**±h
was to prevent her talking with the reporter.

stated that in September, 1974, testimony was
taken from Jby

andC

„ the Joint Committee which he
ght well be pertinent to any investigationbelieves » __ v

being conducted . by the FBI concerning Silkwood ’s death
. allegations. He relates he would be

pleased to make this testimony available to the fbt and
stated he could be contacted at telephone number
(Washington, D. C.) to make necessary arrangements?

If review of this testimony appears desirable,
Oklahoawt City should furnish sufficient background
information to WFO to enable them to conduct this review.

Deleted Copy Sent
SLR *

,

by Letter DatedJ^TZ,
~

. "Z
1

. it
Per POT PA 77 ^ „< {0*0Per FOIPA Request ac* I<\

s

MOV ?, f, 1974

0y-S
-

. W
/ -

MAIL ROOMm TELETYPE^NIT

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

*"N'iv r*r ». *

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

*
Assoc. Dir.

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

DATE: 11-22-

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS
KARE#SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LMRDA, OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

\ LLL

Inspection .

Intell.

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval.

Spoc. Inv.

Training

igal Coun.

(ophono Rm.

, ,

Executive Direct.,
staff of the Joint committee on Atomic Energy , contacted Inspectorf
on the morning of 11-21-74 and stated he understood that the FBI has been
requested to investigate the death of Karen Silkwood who was killed in

V*-t

* w xixv me ucctwi ul Acii cu oJLJJvwuuu wuu was Kiiiea in
an automobile mishap near Cimarron, Oklahoma. He said punts

II. • -t . I -i . mm . . | |

Ujl

hasof this matter indicated that a labor union official,
, i

alleged that Silkwood’s car was forced off the road into a bridge abutment*'
He said this union official also alleged that she was en route to a meeting
with a New York Times reporter and implied her death was to prevent
her talking with this reporter. I

\
said the Joint Committee had

taken testimony from l MA
/4#^iwhich he believes might well be

pertinent to any investigation we would be conducting concerning Silkwood’s
death ancj . He said he would be pleased to make
this testimony available to our Agents handling this investigation. He asked
that he be contacted if the review of this testimony is desired at telephone
number to make the necessary arrangements.

b6
b7C

RECOMMENDATION:
A

Refer to General Investigative Division.

Deleted Copy Sent,
, r

by Letter Dated 5 -/£ -7fe yk^nJ^> VI l\ P ' / /*J J-'

Per PQIPA Request AC* K. . jQy/Ju 7
,JL

1 - Mr. Callahan
1 - Mr. Gebhardt
1 - Mr. McDermott
1 - Mr. Bowers

DWB:dkg (7)

m&r

£9tyGREssp$/ii
SERVICES,
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962J0ITIQN ^
gsa gen. Teg. NO. 27

TO

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

AFROM

0

b6
b7C

n
)

<:

4
r-1

A

i
$

N
1

vS

>

i

)

Mr. Ge

R . E . Long

SUBJECT: UNSUBS
jfc}

KAREN Gr SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND
DISCLOSURE ACT; OBSTRUCTION
OF JUSTICE

DATE: 11/21/74

1- Mr . Gebhardt
1- Mr. Adams
1- Mr. McDermott
1- Mr. Wannall

b6
b7C

Inspection .

In^oll.

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Coun.

phone Rm. ,

Captioned individual was an employee at Kerr
McGee Corporation, manufacturer of plutonium at Crescent,
Oklahoma (20 miles north of Oklahoma City) , and a member
Atomic Workers union at ^e’

n

€ilmer'^e
'
was''

,

fcilled wlien\her
automobile crashed at 7:30 p.m. 11/13/74. We have Jpeen
informed that, since this individual was reportedly gn
gaged in union business and was considered a witness at
hearings before Atomic Energy Commission (A.EC) , the /j
Criminal Division of the Department has drafted a request//
for us to conduct preliminary inquiry in order that Criminal
Division can determine whether possible Federal violations
are indicated. Memorandum from Criminal Division had not
yet been received by a.m. of 11/21/74.

Captioned individual had previously testified
before hearing of AEC relative to alleged unsafe conditions
and falsification of inspection reports submitted to AEC
concerning faulty production procedures. She was one of
three on a committee appointed by the union to obtain
information regarding these matters and furnishing it
to the. union.

. ffiC#
/ _ J ;j

Although Oklahoma Highway Patrol found no
indication of foul play regarding fatal accident of this
individual, union obtained professional accident investi-
gator who reportedly concluded her car had been purposely
bumped and ran off the road which resulted in her death.

*
<0?

The union directed telegram to the Department
requesting investigation because captioned indiv“t&uD£C 3 1974

was allegedly on her way to meet a legislative assistant,,
of the union, as well as a reporter for the "Ne^^^^^Times'''^3
at the time of her fatal accident.

V .

T
i

c
x

E
x

f
8

JRA:maw
(5)

'Yt
()(<

(j

CONTINUED - OVER

l

u
Tr 4 1974

if’ S !
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Long to Gebhardt Memo

Oklahoma City Office has been maintaining liaison ^
with security officer at the foregoing corporation and
AEC representatives since 11/7/74, when it was reported
captioned individual was determined to be contaminated by
plutonium produced by the corporation. Several tests have
been made by AEC to determine how she became contaminated
but no conclusion had been reached at the time of her death
11/13/74, which was the day she had returned from her medical
examination by AEC. Oklahoma City is continuing to maintain
liaison with view to ascertaining whether there may be some
possible violation under the Atomic Energy Act, which pertains
'to theft or other irregularities concerning nuclear material.

Preliminary inquiry as to possible Labor Law or
Obstruction of Justice violation will be instituted as soon
as memorandum has been approved by Criminal Division of
Department and received by the Bureau i

2



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64) * %
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Transmit the following in

A I R T EL

Date: H/27/74

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) (P)

RE: UNSUBS; 4)
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LMRDA; OOJ
00: Oklahoma City

/o
^ j

Re Bureau airtels to Oklahoma City, 11/21/74 and
11/25/74.

For information of recipient offices, the Bureau
by re airtel, 11/21/74, forwarded Departmental memorandum
dated 11/20/74 which requested the Bureau conduct investigatioi
into matters all pgpd in a Npw York Timp.s articlp, 11/19/74,
and in a telegram of I i

T - 1
i f?_

The Department noted the allegations if substantiatec
may constitute violation Title 29, Section 530, U. S. Code
(through impairment of SILKWOOD’ s (union) rights and
Section 1505, TitleVLjyjU. S. Code) in that SILKWOOD was a

#
witness in a pending investigation before the AEC. g

u

PEO 17 I T 7 -* J
For the further informatiori of' recipients,

*

SILKWOOD was an employee of the Kerr Me Gee Corporation OtMC)
Nuclear Products Division facility at Crescent, Oklahoma,
which facility is in part a plutonium (Pu) fuel plant.
SILKWOOD was employed as an ahalysfei-in the Pu fuelcplant
and worked with radioactive material, primarily Pu.

On 11/5/74, it was learned that SILKWOOD was
contaminated with Pu. Checks made several days thereafter
determined that SILKWOOD was again contaminated and it was

_ Deleted Copy Sent — _ ....

^

32yBureau by Letter Dated^jT

~

JZ -,-p, 17Z L
~

1 b6

2-Dallas Per FOIPA RequeslT/tc It. «, inr11 »

b7c

2-WFO
J -

- » DEC 2 1974
,

& * y(?

DEC 2 1974





OC 159-45

*
* ' V

*

learned the apartment in v;hich she resided was also
contaminated. SILKWOOD’s roommate, a KMC employee, was
contaminated too.

SILICWOOD and her roommate were sent to AEG,
Los Alamos, New Mexico, for medical checks 11/11/74 and
11/12/74. SILKWGOD on 11/13/74 was involved in a one car
fatal accident which occurred south of Crescent, Oklahoma.
Accident investigated by Oklahoma Highway Patrol who indicated
no foul play involved: however, an independent accident
investigator. I I, of Accident Reconstruction j"

Lab, Dallas, Texas, who was hired by the OCAW speculated ° r

there was evidence to suggest that SILKIJOOD's car was hit
from behind by another vehicle causing her car to leave the
road and hit a culvert. The union has alleged that
accident possibly was an attanpt to keep SILKKOOD from
talking to a New York Times reporter and union officials
about information that she had concerning allegations of
unsafe practices at the Crescent facility.

SILKUOOD had previously met with AEC representatives
and union officials 9/27/74 in Washington, D. C. at which
time she and other union representatives presented other
allegations concerning safety and allegations concerning
classification of fuel rod documents which rods were
fabricated at the Crescent facility.

The Bureau bv referenced 11/25/74 airtel advised
Executive Director, Staff ofthat

[
the Joint committee on Atomic Energy, had contacted
Headquarters re FBI investigation of captioned case

I I stated in 9/74 testimony taken from one[
by the Joint Committee might well be pertinent to any
investigation conducted by the FBI re SILKHOOD's death
and

]
1 allegations. He would make this testimony

avaiTaBIe if -needed tin he contacted at Washington, D. C.

,

telephone numbert J

b6

]
b7C

— 2-



i

IiRnKraifil 1 1

!

r the information of ihe Eureau, it \iss learned
hrough contact withIMC, Oklahoma City, that both

ents from a fomer_KHC
vjho presently
that he in an eieven-montn

period raisined tuei rod documents by altering photograph
negatives to omit flaws or suspected flaw’s

. |
[claimed

he did this on own volition and no oth er persons involved.
I-Ie claimed this was done to increase his production.

LEADS

DALLAS

AT DALLAS. TEXAS - Will locate I

Accident Reconstruction Lab, and obtain ru]
investigation re SILKWOOD's accident.

resuj

AT WASHINGTON. D.C. - Will contact
Executive Director, Staff, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy
and obtain any pertinent info in his possession re captioned
case.
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To: SAC, Oklahoma City (p7-a7.lV
1

- ^
. i '***- $$*%'> .
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•

From: Director, FBX+V-^e f*r f
'• /y'^

^

. >1 WT .
^

:

"

11/27/74

UNSUBS; KAREN^KSlLKWOOD (DECEASED)
LABOR-MANAGEMEMmEPORTING AND
DISCLOSURE ACTJ^pSTRUCTION
of justice yy

0$
. , Reurtel 11/20/74.
b6
b7C

(

Bufiles do not reflect any information identifiable />

with
| |,

and Accident Reconstruction Laboratory
basea upon avaixaoie information.

WWH:mjgrM‘\
(5)

^
NOTE:

Above in response to Oklahoma City request for
name check.

Deleted Copy Sent
by Letter Dated -S-V^tZ
Per F0IPA Request ,tc >
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5 -22 -64 ) #

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 12/11/74

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

ATTENTION: FBI LABORATORYTO: DIRECTOR, FBI ATTENTION: FBI

FROM: SAC* OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) (P)

UNSUBS; A
a Jc/CTT

$c
"1

KAREN G.^SILKWOOD
(Deceased)
LMRDA; OOJ
00: Oklahoma City

i.Crf'V.

j* ^ . i ^
ft; 3
i I X ^
? . i V V;

Re Oklahoma City airtel to the Bureau. 11/27/74,
and Bureau airtel to Oklahoma City, 11/21/74.^'

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one film
/
j)

cassette container and one purple pill box. Enclosed
for WFO is “New York Times* 1 article of 11/19/74, and

bg
telegram of

| | b7c

For the information of the Bureau and UFO,

Oklahoma City has conducted extensive investigation
relative to captioned case in the immediate Oklahoma
City area. Contact with local leaders and members of the
Oil, Gas, and Atomic Workers International Union (OCAW)
in the Oklahoma City vicinity has failed to develop any
person who has specific information or personal knowledge
of allegations of possible violations under captioned >

characters. cT 103 rFC^o /t'l' ^ )
characters. SlW5

:
REC-iw ^

Contact with the deceased’ s' boy friend has
failed to develop any knowledge of specifics on hi&jBart^^.
as well.

I 1 ,
- a , DEC 14 1974

I
when contacted on 12/3/74,

^
.

would not submit to interview except under his cond^y^haaHH^^
including tape recording of interview and/or having an *

attorney present based nr>> Itistrue.tions received from
OCAW Legislative Assistant] L .

(&- Bureau (Enc. 2) \\iik
f >-3#* l

2 - WFO (Enc. 2)
2 - Oklahoma City^''

iU
^J0:pWo (7)

X/ Approved:

J0:pyo
__ Sertt.

.

Special Agent in Charge

61975

GPO : 1970 O - 402-735
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OC 159-45

On 12/4/74, after further checks with
|

submitted to interview without any restrictions
whatsoever*

it. is noted that was one of the two
persons with whom the deceased was to meet on the evening
of her death I

,

Tt i s noted that the telegram over the name of
[claims that the union is in possession

or tape recordings, records, and other data relative to
this case.

b6
b7C

officials, including!
j a _ i _

Accordingly* it is felt that contact with union
including! |and| I

would be helpful
and leads in this regard are being set forth below.

b6
b7C

Oklahoma City has a pending report in this
matter in dictation setting forth results of investigation
to date.

J-

Gn the evening of 12/3/74, SA
at Oklahoma City examined the deceased' s

vehicle, a 1973 Honda Cipic, 2-door sedan, white in color,
VIN SBClQi454l r bearing 1974 Oklahoma License YF 8261,

[
stated that damage to left rear coroor of

car was damage believed by
|

|
Independent

Accident, Investigator hired t>y union, to be pertinent to
1 theory of possible foul play in connection with

fatal accident. Visual inspection of damage failed to
note any particles of paint either on dent or busier other
than white Honda paint* From interviews with wrecker
personnel it was learned that car possibly received this
damage when wrecker wes removing car from culvert. The
left rear quarter panel was at one time against wing well
of concrete bridge. It is noted that damage to the car was
at a point some 13 to 15** off of ground level at a point
below horizontal midline on Honda bumper. ^ f

Film cassette container contains white paint
samples from dent area and pill box contains minute
quantity obtained from bumper. Samples
were collected^xcn nard steel tool.

b6
b7C

h>

2



OC 159-45

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

It is requested that the enclosed material be
examined for paint particles and other evidence so that a
determination can possibly be made whether or not
deceased* s car was struck from behind by another vehicle*

LEADS:



ENCLOSURES TO THE BUREAUS 3 sets each of 5 photos of accident
scene and 5 phots SILKHGOD* s car* *

j

OC 159-45

! UNSUBS;
KAREN 6* SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LMRDA; 00J
00: OKLAHOMA CITY

Rerep of SA dated 12/13/74.
b6
b7C

•

• .car

/

*1
if



HJ}®!
10111® City teletype to the Bureau, dated D/19/74.

Oklahoma City airtels dated. 11/27 and 12/11/74.

THE BUREAU

accldent ™enrind
a
f!ve

h
photlgrIDhrof°ST|

f^S»^?tg|rf
ph3 of the

Deleted Copy Sent
\J letter Dated : <

Per FOIPA Request

b6

_ACCOMPLIir/MtNTS CLAIMED
CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR j^Y ES HnO
PENDING PROSECUTION

COPIER MADE:

3- Bureau (Enc/30)

1 - MFO’
Oklahoma City (Enc. lO)

2- Oklahoma City (159-45)

PFwm r,°ti4MfSfcord of Attached Report

<f/‘ DO NOT WRITE IN SPACES BELOW
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FEDgag^BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
> D. C. 20535

DATjp£2/23/74

To./ SAC, Oklahoma City
/ (159f45)

UNSI3BS;
KAREN G. SILKWOOD
(Deceased)
LMRDAj OOJ
00; Oklahoma City

deleted Co^jr Tent'

bj - -C /*-/•> ^~~Z
j? uxa ii. * Ay

Q1-Q2

„ Invoice of Contents .

. / /
, /

*~WA!LED 9
“7

OEC 241974 I 716187

I I Crypt.-Trans.

REGISTERED HAIL
Special Instructions:
Mail Room: Show shipment date and registry number.
Shipping Room: Show shipment date; bill of lading number;
initial invoice; return to Section checked in block; after

initialing in block, invoice to be placed in administrative file.

* y mi § w

FBI File No.

12/23/74
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OC 159-45

ADMINISTRATIVE

As previously indicated to the Bureau by
referenced Oklahoma City communications, SILKWOOD was
employed at the Kerr Me Gee Corporation (KMC) Nuclear
Products Division, Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma,
which facility is considered a critical Atomic Energy
licensed facility. Oklahoma City maintains a separate
file regarding the facility, Oklahoma City file 117-43P'
and maintains liaison with the facility and has included
the facility within current division contingency plans
in accordance with existing Bureau instructions.

Continued liaison with KMC and AEC
representatives indicates that the circumstances of
SILKWOOD* s contamination incident on or about November 5,
1974 are yet not fully understood, nor are the anomalous
readings obtained from body samples submitted by SILKWOOD
understood. There apparently is the possibility that
a small quantity of nuclear material may have been diverted
in regard to the contamination incident and it is also
possible that the SILKWOOD body samples were ’’salted”
with nuclear material. It is understood that both AEC
and KMC investigation relative to these two aspects is
ongoing.

It is noted included in the^l^P^^jil' allegations
made against KMC was an allegation that dccG^en^ relative
to fuel rods fabricated at the Cimarron were altered.
As previously indicated, KMC and AEC rtpi^^^^ives have
obtained a statement .from a former employee the facility,

in which he admits he retouched
inspection negatives for fuel rod quality control.

Leads are presently on t~ standing for Dallas
to obtain copy of report of

| \ Accident
Reconstruction Lab in Dallas, who investigated SILKWOOD'

s

fatal accident. When received, these results will be
included in subsequent report prepared by Oklahoma City
Division.

Cover Page
B

b6
b7C



three copies of report being provided Bureau in
view of Obstruction of Justice aspect of case and in the
event that dissemination Of report to AEC is desired.

LEADS

WFO £ INFORMATION

Information copy furnished to WFO in view of outstanding
investigation that division.

OKLAHOMA CITY

AT OKI AHfiMA my . OKLAHOMA. Will recontact USA,
WDO,
tion at Dallas and WFO.

upon receipt of outstanding investiga- b6
b7C

c*
Cover Page



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-5^V

* r #
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

2- USA, Oklahoma City

12/13/ /4

b6
b7C

omcc: Oklahoma City

Field Office File #:

Title:

159-45
Bureau File #:

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

Character: LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT;
OBSTRUCTED OF JUSTICE

Synopsis:

On or about 11/5/74, KAREN G. SILKWOOD, white
female, DOB 2/19/46, a member of Oil, Chemical and Atomic
Workers International Unin (OCAW) Local 5283, was involved
in a contamination incident at her place of employment,
Kerr Me Gee Corporation (KMC) Nuclear Products Cimarron
Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma, Her apartment in Edmond,
Oklahoma, was contaminated, SILKWOOD. her boyfriend.

I 1 and her roommate, I I were sent
to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Facility, Los
Alamos, New Mexico for examination on 11/10-12/74. On
11/13/74, SILKWOOD involved in union-company negotiations,
met with AEC representatives and later attended a union
meeting at Crescent. Two union members, I 1 and

J offered to drive her home from the meeting,
for they thought she was in no condition to drive.
SILKWOOD turned down offers, left meeting shortly after
7:00 pm and was involved in fatal one car accident 7.3
miles south of Crescent. Accident investigated by
Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP) , whose official report
revealed no indication of foul play in the accident.
Autopsy indicates cause of death multiple injuries and
that she was under influence of hypnotic drug, methaqualone
at time of death. A trace of ethyl alcohol also found in
her system. Allegations received from OCAW indicating
that independent accident investigator hired by union suggests
that SILKWOOD* s car was hit from behind by another vehicle
causing fatal accident. Oklahoma Highway Patrol has ruled
out any such possibELity. J a Sebring Ford
(garage) employee, who helped move SILKWOOD car from culvert,

b6
b7C

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1970 O - 406-840
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OC 159-45

said her car at one point had left rear quarter panel
against wing wall of bridge (culvert). He cannot state
specific condition regarding damage to rear end.

|

I L KMC employee, advised that SILKWOOD, after
October union meeting Crescent, Oklahoma, spent night
with her because SILKWOOD was in no condition to drive
because of medication. SILKWOOD was involved in a one
car accident on 10/31/74, not reported to OHP, at which
time right rear of car received damage. Description of
accident scene and damage to SILKWOOD car set out.

has no tangible information to support
theory SILKWOOD met with foul play. I I said KAREN
was using methaqualone, not as sleeping pills, but
using them as downers, and that he has seen her under
influence of the pills, finding her a little drowsy, but
still very functional. | |

had no specifics regarding
SILKWOOD* s .contamination or allegations concerning quality
control . 1 |

has no personal knowledge concerning

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

fatal car accident or related matters, including contamination.
USA, Oklahoma City, requests written report prior to making
final judgment concerning allegations.

-P-

ENCLOSURES

TO USA

Five photographs of accident scene and five
photographs of SILKWOOD* s car.

DETAILS;

2



OC 159-45

I, PREDICTION

Investigation in this matter was initiated
upon receipt of request from the U. S. Department of
Justice dated November 20, 1974 as made by|
Assistant Attorney General, as set forth below:

*’

"It is hereby requested that the Bureau conduct
a preliminary investigation into the matters alleged in
the attached New York Times article of November 19. 1974
and the telegram of I I

"These allegations, if substantiated, may
constitute violations of Section 530, Title 29, United
States Code (through the impairment of Ms. Silkwood'

s

rights guaranteed by Section 411, Title 29, United States
Code) and Section 1505, Title 18, United States Code (in that
Ms. Silkwood was a witness in a pending investigation before
the Atomic Energy Commission)."
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WASHINGTON, Nov. IS—

A

high-ranking union official said
today that the death last week
of a woman who had raised cri-

tical safety questions about one
of the two commercial pluto-
nium factories in the United
States might not have been an;
accident. •

|

The official sent telegrams!
calling on the Justice Depart-
ment and the Atomic Energy.
Commission to begin an imme-|
dials investigation inro thej
death of Karen G. Silkwood,'
who died last Wednesday when
her car crashed into a cuibert a
few miles south of Crescent,
Okla.
The crash was described as

an accident by the Oklahoma
Highway Patrol. Stale officials

are making a routine investiga-

tion into whether alcohol or
drugs were a factor inthe crash.

Neither the Justice Department,
tire A.E.C. nor Oklahoma offi-

cials had any -immediate com*

l

•merit tonight on the union offi-

cisTs telegram. I

In his telegram to Attorney
General William B. Saxbe, An-
thony Mazzocch Washing toa
representative of the Oil. Chem~-
deal and Atomic Workers:
Union, said an investigator*

hired by the union had o found}
evidence “to suggest that Miss:

Silkwood *s car was hie from be-
hind by another vehicle causing

concrete culvert.” He said he
wssjiotarciwi any specific per-
sorToTa cringe. ~i ’

«<. tfnion Has Ca* M
Mr* Mazzdcchi told the At-

torney General that the union
had the car, its investigative re-

port of the crash and other
data in its possession andwould
make them available to both the

Justice Department and the-

a.e.c. ; i

He said that the union had:
decided to make the evidence
available to the Justice depart-
ment and the A.E.C. rather
than state officials because "the
problems were of such great
seriousness that the required
the Federal presence."
Miss Sttkvvood, who worked

in the Cimarron faflitv of the
Kerr-McGee Corporation near
Crescent, was on her way to a
meeting with an official of The
Ut.lon and a reporter for Tne
New York Times to discuss

-

safety conditions at the plant*
Two weeks ago, she was ex*l
posed to a large amount of ra-j
diation. in an accident at the*
plant that the A.E.C. is still imj
vesugaibg.

j

At a meef-ng with the com-
mission in Washington oh Sept.*

27, Miss Silkwood a*'n two of,

her colleagues from the Cimar-
ron plant charged that officials’

there had endangered the lives
t

of the workers. . i

t

At approximately the samel
time, the three technicians pro-!
vided the union with additional*

allegations that the ‘acuity was
manufacturing some faulty fuel*

rods and that inspection do-
cuments moil irod for tn^cr* rnrU*

had been falsified. ..
j

The union tape-recorded i

these allegations at ti'.e time!
they -were made. Recent con-,
versations with other techni-j

chins, who asked that inspec-:

tion iTEUi’cis had been T<osSfiecK

Hgsp.0risible to A.KC 5

Informed of the statement of

the union, D. A. McGee, board
chairman and chief executive’

officer of *;-;t»':hat.

because Miss Silkwood’s death
was still under investigation, it

would riot be appropriate to

comment on it.

“Regarding allegations of fal-

sification of records,” he added,
“we are fully responsible to

the A.E.C. and other regulatory

agencies for both quality con-

trol and «afety and our records

are continuously audited.”

The Cimarron facility, 5

protected by a tall chain-link

fence on a low hill four miles
south of Crescent, manufac-
tures plutonium fuel rods tlxt

will be' used in an experimental,

liqui-drmretul, fast breeder reac-

Dep. *AD AcVn* __

Dep. *AD Inv.

Asst. Dip,:
i

Admin.

j Comp* Syst.

*cxt. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gen. Inv.

Idont.

Inspection

(ntoll.

Laboratory

Plan. & Evai.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coun.

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec*y __

The Washington Post -

Washington Star-News —
Daily News (New York) —>’

The New York Times 1 1 / i.

9

The Wall Street Journal

The National Observer —-

.

The Los Angeles Times

•KXX PAGE 28 C

KarelT'G. Silkwood, who-

died in a car crash !ast
(

week in Oklahoma.



«' <a
tor being constructed for IheSsion at this time of sufficient

A'.'&Crnenv Richland, Wash. {evidence that we believe would
The experimental reactor,! lend credibility to Miss Silk':

which is being built under a [wood’s allegations.”

$420-mil]ion contractus sched-| Mr. Mazzocchi said that on
uled to be completed in 1977:ebing informed of Miss Siik-

and to be in operation in 1978. wood’s death, he obtained the

It is intended to test a new ge- (permission of A. F. Grnsniron,

neration of reactors that the president of the union, to hire

Atomic Energy Commission
hopes will provide the United
States with increasing amounts
of electric power.
There are varying estimates

about the potential danger
Sshould the allegations of the

a private investigator who had
expertise in examining car

crashes to determine the cause
of her death.

“The investigator hired is

Mr. A. 0. Pipkin Jr. of Accident
Reconstruction Lab of‘4>aha.s\

workers about faulty fuel rods -Tex,” he said. “He conducted
be true. Dr. Ralph

.

Lapp, for jhis investigation on Saturday,
many years a leading atomic
power expert, siad that, as a

hypothetical situation, he did

not believe faulty rods were
much of a problem,

“Should any problem cause a

leak it would be spotted and
the rod would be removed,” he
explained.

Dr. Henry Kendall, a leading

nuclear critic and physics

professor at the Massachusetts

Nov. 16, 1974. 1 spoke with him
this morning and -he has told

me there -is evidence to suggest

that Miss Silkwood’s car was**

hit from behind by another
vehicle, causing her car to

leave the road and hit the con-

crete culvert.”

2,000 Accidents

In a telephone conversation,

Mr. Pipkin said he based his

continue representing workers

j

in the plant. The union won!
the battle by a vote of SC to!

61 on Oct. 16. *
|

In her meeting with the!

A.E.C. on Sept. 27, according to

of radioactivity ” he said.

No Explanation

wood’s white IS73
smashed into the culvert on
the left side of the straight

road, the Oklahoma Highway

K
klC
l

l

'th hi*
Iong re3arded as an 'extremely!

bank of the hignway just be*
{ox |c substance. Thev also!

.tore sue dipped mto the small „i,i!JP£ywi vr
The day .after .M>» jjstrw. bed and struck the cul-& tofcpSposTrb of fej{Hvert. v tonium as low as possible, to

Mr. Pipkin did highway in-

vestigations for the Alhuquer-
adequately monitor worker"
exposure and take the required}road tne uuanoma rngav/ayj M ?olice Department!^-enTc mec^ns 1

Patrol issued a report deserm-*,* f
* _ n iqr- hpforpt

1 1u
v !

ing the accident but not offer-^^ °.ne specific allegation *:hey

in? anv for (r Th* *establisning hiS own turn Hw made was that the company
^

, P . ,

1
• r;has investigated more uhanijiprj araduallv reduced tra'^in 0,

accident, which occurred about rinn +**t;p**'* v rcv i

ira
\
AU*

: i i2,000 accidents ana testified jrrom five davs two rcur-
7:30 P.M., was investigated bykh

4 i„„„ onn mm* HikT' ” -.7
cfo+p Trnr^r Pirk Fwn l

,n 11101 e 3.0° court U.ais, hour sessions during tne *ost

f“- frequently for insurance com- two vears.
•

Miss Siikwood was buried yes-

terday in Kilgore, Tex.

Because of the incident in

the factory where she was ex-

posed to a large amount of
redfet’Vm. th° A C. ^n*

requently
panies.

He said that baceuse of the

dents and the skid marks,” it

was highly probable that the

car was acted upon by an S3

two years.

ducting a soecial autopsy on| l
f
rna ^ io

f
ce * that tne crasa was

her organs.
*

I
the result of Miss Silkwood’s

In his telegram to Saxbe, Mr. car
.

hemg struck by another

Mazzocchi said that Miss S:lk-ivehicle.’
#

wood, at the time of !.er death,
|

<4
I recognize the full gravity

“was oh her wav to mfcet Mr.jOf my suspicions and urge your

Steven Wodka, legislative as- immediate attention to this

sistant to the O.C.A.W., and
|

matter,” he concluded.

David Burnham, a reporter fori In response to a question, he

The New York Times/ who said: “I am not accusing any

were waiting for her in the; particular person with murder.
5 Holiday Inn . W. in Oklahoma | Based on an independent inves-

City, Okla.” j ligation, however, it is apparent

“Miss Silkwood,” Mr. Maz-Jthat someone forced Karen

'zocchi continued, “was bring-
j

Silkwood from the road, there-'
#

ing information concerning the i by causing her death. I’ll leave

alleged falsification of records jit to the Federal authorities to

concerning quality of nuclear idetermrine who and why.”

fuel eN.r"r. f s b^ir.g y*/: Sd’rw^orl iv'l a

’i

y
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The following investigation was conducted by b6

sa| Is b7 '

AT OKLAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA

On November 21, 1974,
Kerr McGee Corporation, and .

Kerr ifcGee Corporation, appeared at the Oklahoma
— . _ — . « * « . * « _ . e_ e

City Office of the FBI to advise that they had been
instructed by their company to advise the FBI that they
*exe conducting an internal investigation within the

Kerr McGee Corporation regarding allegations made by the

Oil, Gas, and Atomic Workers International Union concerning
,

safety procedures at the Kerr McGee Nuclear facility at
Crescent, Oklahoma, and allegations surrounding the

r

circumstances of the death of KAREN C* SILKWOOD, who was
employed at the facility* They advised that they were

extending the full co-operation and the resources of their

company to the FBI in connection with the FBI* s

investigation into the SILKWOOD matter and indicated

that they hoped that their investigation would in no
way hinder the FBI investigation* They noted their company
had given considerable co-operation to the Atomic Energy
Commission who also is interested in several aspects of the
SILKWOOD matter* They indicated that the company had
rather belatedly started this internal investigation,

having instituted it only two days previous*

On November 25, 1974,
,

Kerr McGee Corporation, and
[Kerr McGee Corporation, both extended the iull

co-operation of their company to the FBI relative to the
SILKWOOD matter and related matters involving the Kerr
McGee Corporation* advised that he hoped that

the FBI would not limit their investigation only to the

allegations made against the Kerr McGee Corporation by
the union but would include thorough inquiry into other
areas which he understands are within the jurisdiction
of the FBI such as possible theft or diversion of nuclear

b6
b7C

be
b7C
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material, possible doctoring of SILKWOOD* s biological
specimens and determining who really was behind the
falsification of the plutonium fuel rod records*
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I
Kerr Me Gee

Corporation rumxsned the Hollowing information:

A review of KMC records reflects that KAREN
GAY SILKNGQ) was hired by KMC on August 3, 1972* She was
hired under the name of KAREN GAY MEADOWS* was divorced
and reverted to her maiden name of SILKSJ00D. She was a
white female, bom February 19, 1946*

b6
b7C

At the time of her death, SILKW00D worked
as an analyst in the Metalagraphic Plutonium Section of
the Plutonium Laboratory, Crescent Nuclear Facility,

„ I I
made available a copy of SILKW00D*s

application dated July 31, 1972,

In regard to SILKtJOOl)* g T-nniTB-nat-pJ

she was hired by KMC on|
vjr *u-*v yu i land

wortes as an analyst^in the Web laboratory, Plutonium
Laboratory, Crescent Nuclear Facility. She is described
as a white female, bom 1

In regard to SILKW00D* s boy friend,, ,

he formerly worked for ICC also as an analyst
at the Crescent Facility from August 11. 1969 to .W.pmW
20, 1974. He is a white male, bornf

and
and

Jroade available copies of,
KMC applications dated December 21, 1973

1 /* A . * ** *

June ib, 1969 respectively.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

KMC is currently conducting investigation
relative to the KAREN SILKLOQD contamination incident and
other related matters* Much work remains yet to be done*

As a point of information, it might be well
to consider certain events, which have occurred previously b6
which may well have some bearing- on the SILKW00D incident b7c
and related matters*

| |
who is active in the

Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) -quit his .job

Interviewee^

SA

by

11/27/74
~/0r

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-
!

File #

11/29/74b6
b7C

_Dote dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it ond its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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with IdiG in September, 1974. It is his understanding that
SILKNOOD was rather unhappy with KMC, but had been
doing a good job for the company prior to quitting.
Apparently

| |
felt that he was not getting proper

recogition for some of the jobs that he had done* He had
two contemporaries with the company, both of whom, continued
on to college while they wnykeri for KMC and both of whom

. received degrees*
I did not continue his education

and therefore, fell behind as far as being able to compete
for promotions*

Additionally father.

that
] had personality clash with his Project Head;
and therefore, quit KMC and went to work in

- n*? trl rvr* ^4* 1 ^ 7f *At lb
Hiathar

tne Marketing Division of another oil company.

heme life and may have had an adverse effect on|_
mily

I |
again stated

| |
was very active in

the OCAw and was one of several persons involved in the
leadership of the OCAW Local. Two years ago, the local
got its ears pinned back” in contract negotiations with
the company and it appeared that since that time, the union
had lost popularity with many of its members who worked
at the Crescent Facility. Even though I Tterminated
xn September, he has continued to remain active in the OCAW.
His girl friend, KAREN, also was very active in the OCAW.

_J KAREN and their associates had control of the local
until about three or four months ago, at which time
another group from within the union seemed to dominate
the leadership.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

It is well to note that at the time of the
SILKNOOD contamination incident, that the union and company
were xn a period of new contract negotiations, which
contract incidentally, was overwhelmingly accepted by the
union membership on November 26, 1974.

n
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KAREN was a committee woman with 0CAT7 and
in that capacity* in late Sentimber. 1974 « KAREN and
anion members f I I p1^ be

the present local president , | |
went to Washington , b7c

D.C. to participated in a meeting of the Safety Arm of
the National OGAW Union and the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEG). It is his -understanding that the itinerary for
this meeting was to include two atomic installations

,

(other than Crescent) and complaints regarding the
Crescent Facility were thrown in by KAREN and the other
local members, apparently as an afterthought*

At the September meeting* KAREN, after getting
approval from the Local President I 1 presented to
AEC a four page list of allegations concerning safety
violations at the KMC Crescent Facility. The first that
KMC was aware of these allegation was from newspaper
publicity generated by the SILKHOOD contamination problem
and her subsequent death. Procedures have been in the
past established for such allegations to be referred to
the company, however, the company was not notified. It b6

was only within the last week that the company received b7c

the allegations concerning safety from AEC.

It might be also well to consider that at
the time of the death of SILKWOOD, KMC was completely^
unaware that she had apparently scheduled a meeting with

| 0f t|ie "New York Times”# Nor was the company
aware that SILKNOOD had collected documents, which purportedly
related to the alleged safety problems at KMC Crescent
Facility and/or allegations concerning falsification of
documents for fuel rods.

X-jfhether or not any of the documents or papers
in the possession of SILKUOOD at the time of her death
are actually missing, KMC does not know* I

that he is aware of the fact that the OHP and wrecl
personnel did see some papers in SILKHOOD* s car after^the

stated
er

accident and e is also aware that an AEC representative,
who checked SILKUOOD* s car for radiation

at Crescent, Oklahoma, on N0vember 14, 1974, made a check
of some papers* It is his understanding that|

I

had indicated that the papers that he checked were "union
notes" and
the notes’

-unable to be more specific concerning
contents. It is his further understanding that

b6
b7C
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the contents of the ear, including the papers, was turned
over to

| |

and to KAREN 1
s parents*

L
took possession of the car
e wrecker service at Crescent

and he has reportedly held the car since that time at
some serret location in Oklahoma City. It is his uxribrstanding
that

|
took several photographs of the car and on November

24, 1974 left one roll of film in a "drop” in a telephone
booth at 23rd and Broadway for "The Daily Oklahoman”* He
does not know the reason for this type of secrecy in
connection with the SILKNOQD incident.

KAREN SILKNOOD and her roommate,
were sent to the AEC Facility at Los Alamos for medical
checks during the period November 11-12, 1974. On November
13, 1974, she participated in negotiating season at the
Crescent Facility, met with the AEC and later attended a
union meeting in the City of Crescent, which was held in
a local cafe, possibly the ”Hub”. She left tie union meeting
sometime shortly after 7:00 pm. Reportedly, several people
at. the meeting were concerned about SILKtfOOD* s ability to

‘ drive at the time she left the meeting. These included
an OCAW committee man I

It was about 7:30 pm at a point seven and
one-fourth miles south of Crescent where SILKKOOD* s fatal
accident occurred. It is his understanding that two union
employees, whose identities are presently unknown to him,
were among the first to stop and help at the accident scene.

1
i

l

he
hlC

He is aware that SILKIJ00D had previously had
a wreck on or about October 31, 1974, at which time the
car in which he had the fatal accident had received considerable
rear-end damage. As a result of this October wreck. SILKI-700D
complained of neck pain and consulted I Iwho
has offices on Hay Avenue in Oklahoma City. It is his
understanding that I 1 did prescribe the drug which
SILKU00D was under the influence of at the time of her death#

IB

b6
b7C
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It is also his understanding that SILKUOOD had another type
of medication prescribed to her ’while she was at Los
Alamos during the period of November 11-12, 1974; however,
he does not know what type of drug was prescribed.

_HIs
andlength

the situation.

company has interviewed !

~~1
at

has indicated that to further complicate
that KAREN had told her that

b6
b7C

|
also continued that KAREN had said

that the information that she was going to pass on to

|
and the ”New York Times” reporter was lacking somewhat

in quality and she was very disappointed in this regard.

|
I has also indicated that KAREN was

going through periods of deep depression and was supposedly
very worried about her contamination and needed to take
medication to sleep. She was also reportedly visiting a
psychologist, identity as yet unknown, in Oklahoma City.

In regard to the falsification of the fuel rod
records, his office and representatives of AEC have^
ir>tp»rvi awari at lanp-thl who resides
at |

presently

[

I

comp^r

and who is

worked for about
company' at the descent Facility,

a 11 month period tor The
terminating on

He was a fuel rod inspector and microscopically

b6
b7C
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inspected the stainless steel welds which attached the

caps to the fuel rods. He would visually inspect the

welds with a microscope making impressicns with highly

magnified photographs of the welds* looking for voids

and inclusions* During the 11 month period* he inspected

some 1700 fuel rod units and admittedly altered the
photographic negatives of less than 50 rods with the use

of a felt-tip pen*

, ,
claimed that he did this of his own

volition. He claimed that his immediate supervisor

had no knowledge of these acts and also claimed that he
received no encaragement or instruction from KMC to make

1

'claimed he had told no otherthese alterations,
person of these acts

[

made full admissions both to the

company and AEC.

I I indicated that the primary reason that

he did this thing was to increase his productivity inasmuch

as the person who was inspecting his workj

was rejecting an abnormal number of units which should not
have been rejected because there wore no flaws*

Even though
else knew of the alterations
negatives, two union m
to be knowledgeable of

i
had indicated that no one
at he was making to the

and I L appeared
acts and it was I I who

first Informed the AEC in specific detail in this regard*
was able to identify a particular fuel rod assembly

as to number, thus pinpointing an altered negative.

The first knowledge that KMC had of the
alteration s was as a result of media publicity concerning
a. union telegram to AEG and the Department of Jtistxce

reporting the allegations.

To date, the company has discovered some
37 altered natives* however, apparently one negative is

presently missing.

b6
b7C
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Various items were recovered from SILK1J00D* s
apartment in a contaminated state. These items are
being stored in a safe place at the Crescent Facility
inasmuch as they are "hot1

* with radiation. These items
included two roaches (partially smoked marijuana cigarettes)
and several inches of- marijuana plant. Also recovered at
her apartment, but not "hot", is what appears to be a
narcotics kit, which included a syringe, two needles,
a small vial and a larger vial. Also obtained at the
apartment was a list which appears to be a separate

Hand KAREN. One of the budget
""dope" with the maximum amount

budget for
entries is tor an item
indicated for this entry under KAREN* s name of $300.

b6
b7C

There are indications that KAREN had contact
with several juveniles in the immediate Crescent area
and had reportedly supplied these juveniles with drugs
and had reportedly also indicated to these persons that
she had diverted a quantity of nuclear material* Further
inquiry is being made by AEC and KMC in this regard.
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J Regulation and
uciear Division, Kerr McGee Corporation (KMC)

,

Control

_

furnished the following informations

b6
b7C

His company has conducted an extensive
inquiry relative to a contamination incident involving
KAREN SILKW00D, who was employed by KMC at the Plutonium
Plant located at Crescent, Oklahoma. Miss SILKW00D was
employed as a laboratory analyst in the plant’s metallographic
department. On November 5, 1974, she was working the 4:00
p.m. to midnight shift and as she prepared to leave work
was found to have a low level of radioactive contamination#
She went through the normal procedure of decontamination
at the plant which consisted of Scrubbing with a heavy
detergent and a clorox solution. Following the decontamination
procedure, Miss SILKW00D returned to her apartment in Edmond,
Oklahoma. She was checked prior to having left the plant
and found to be completely free of any contamination.

„ Miss SILKW00D returned the morning of Wednesday,
November 6, 1974, to work at the KMC Crescent facility on
the 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. shift. At approximately 9:30 a.m.

,

she checked herself and again found a slight degree of
external contamination. Again she was decontaminated and asked
to report at 8:00 a.m., Thursday, November 7, 1974, to the
Health Physics Department at the Crescent facility for further
checking.

tt _ , ,
0x1 November 7, 1974, she reported directly to the 4

Health Physics Building and did not go to the Plutonium
Plant. The check determined she was contaminated again, and
since she had not been in the Plutonium Plant., it was thought
that the contamination may have been acquired outside the
plant. The Thursday examination indicated SILKN0QD had
internal contamination, while the previous tests had only
shown external contamination.

°n November 7, 1974, a team of specialists from
the KMC Health Physics Department went to Miss SILKWOOD’s

Interviewed cn_

t? OKLAHOMA CITY
11/27/74 Oklahoma City. Oklahoma fh. # 1 SQ-AS

SA
by-

b6
>7C Date dictated.

12/4/74

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. ft is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed oulside your agency.
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apartment in nearby Edmond, Oklahoma, and discovered a
high degree of surface contamination at various spots
in the apartment.

Miss SILKWOOD’ s roommate,
| 1 who was

also a KMC Plutonium Plant employee 1 was in thg ana-rfcmATTfc

at the time the team of investigators arrived. I I

had worked an earlier shift at the plant and was completely
free of contamination when she left the facility. However*
at this time,

. I was found to be contaminated, and
she was taken trom the apartment to the plant for decontami
nation.

b6
b7C

The company thereafter notified the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission and the State Department of Health
relative to the contamination.

On November 7, 1974, the company had not determined
the degree of contamination of SILKWOOD,

| | or their b6
apartment, nor had the cause of contamination been determined. b7c
Both women submitted samples of fecal material urine
for bioassay analysis to determine what extent of internal
contamination there was, if any, within the two women.
The apartment in Edmond, Oklahoma, was sealed off pending
a determination of the extent of contamination.

On November 8, 1974, a team of investigators
from the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) arrived to conduct
their investigation relative to the contamination incident.
The company fully cooperated with this group of investigators
in order to facilitate the AEC investigation. There was
some difficulty in locating SILKWOOD for the AEC. The AEC
indicated that they saw no need to restrict SILKWOOD’

s

movements as long as she took 100% bioassay samples. On
November 8, 1974, KMC received from the AEC, six urine samples
relative to SILKWOOD. Two of these samples predated
November 5, 1974, and four were samples obtained after
November 5, 1974.

SILKWOOD had previously been involved
,
in the

contamination incident at the plant in July, 1974, and at
the point previous to November 5, 1974, she was submitting
samples relative to the July contamination on a weekly
basis. These samples as well as many of the samples submitted
after the November 5, 1974, incident were not supervised; that
is, SILKWOOD submitted these samples on her own and not in a
controlled situation. Previous to October 25, 1974, her

1$
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urine sample was reading less than 0.1 dpnw The count
in the samples (unsupervised) increased thereafter
reaching a high on November 6, 1974, of 1.67 x 106 dpm.
Her fecal samples were also checking high.

- Her fecal sample of November 6, 1974, checked
2.0 x 10 ' dpm* It is estimated that in order for SILKWOOD
to have checked this high on this particular fecal count,
that it would have been necesary for her to have ingested
10 raicrograms of the KMC Plutonium product or 400
micrograms of the Plutonium Uranium mixture.

X-ray diffraction studies of material obtained
from SILKWOOD*s extremely high urine sample of November 6,
1974, revealed that included in the material left on the
filter was Uranium 205 an isotope which is not expected
to be found associated with the Plutonium that SILKWOOD
worked with at the plant.

This and other things have led KMC and AEG
to speculate that in addition to SILKWOOD having ingested
some insoluable Plutonium that some of her fecal and urine
samples whose collection was not supervised but submitted
by SILKWOOD, were in some way "laced" or adulterated
with radioactive material.

SILKWOOD* s boyfriend, was also
checked for contamination and submitted body samp1es for
analysis •

On November 10, 1974, both SILKWOOD and I

were sent to the AEG Los Alamos, New Mexico
, facility

for a full body count, SILKWOOD and
I were tested

on November 11 and November 12, 1974, at Los Alamos.
They returned to the Oklahoma City area on Tuesday night,
November 12, 1974. ELLIS indicated that they caught a
late plane and returned to Oklahoma City around 10 or 11:00
p.m. that night.

On November 13, 1974, SILKWOOD went to work at
the Crescent facility but never actually went on the job.
She participated in a company-union negotiation session which
lasted most of the day. She stayed in this meeting until
about 3:30 p.m. and thereafter met with AEG representatives
at the plant staying with them until 5 or 5:30 p.m.
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SILKWOOD thereafter went to nearby Crescent,
Oklahoma, to attend a union meeting at a local cafe.
It was after leaving the union meeting that she experienced
the fatal automobile accident*

Many things concerning the contamination
incident and related matters are as yet unknown to both
KMC and AEC. Based on all the information known to date
it would appear that the only conclusion that one could
reach relative to the SILKWOOD contamination of November 5,
1974, was that she internally ingested Plutonium at the
plant and/or in some fashion carried Plutonium out of
the plant and took it at home.

analysis relative to SILKWOOD,
are as follows:

made available copies of the bioassav
J2S and

b6
b7C

20
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III. INVESTIGATION RELATIVE TO NOVEMBER 13,
1974 Fatal
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1

Lieutenant
| pklahoma Highway

Patrol (OHP) , Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, furnished the
following information:

A fatal one car accident which occurred on
November1 13, 1974, in Logan County, Oklahoma, in which
KAKF.N GAY SILKNOOD died, was investigated by OHP Trooper

b6
b7C

He noted that this accident has received
widespread publicity and was separately investigated bv
an independent accident investigator;

|

of Accident Reconstruction Laboratory of nailas, Texas. b6
As reported in the media,

,

|~
]
conclusions concerning b7c

the possible cause of the accident were considerably
different than the conclusions reached by the OHP.

The OHJLjLmzestigation indicated no evidence of
foul play; while I

|

speculated that SILKWOGD* s car had
been struck from the rear by another vehicle thus
precipitating the fatal accident.

- Inspection of the accident scene by the OHP
failed to develop any evidence on the roadway of the
SILKWGOD car having been struck, that is there were no
skid marks indicated that would result from impact of
another vehicle. Indications were that any damage
sustained to the rear of the SELKNOOD vehicle may have
resulted from a previous wreck which was not investigated
by his department but is being investigated now and/or from
damage resulting when the wrecker was attempting to extract
SILKWOOD* s car from the culvert in which it came to rest.

It is further noted that investigation was
able to establish that the SILKWOOD car drifted off the
road and traveled some 255 feet down a bar ditch before
hitting the culvert wall. During its course of travel

Interviewed on_ p/26/74—
^ *3 Oklahoma City

-Qi-Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

—

f«<> * 159-45

by- _SA _Date dictated 12/3/74
b6
-b7C
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there were no marks that would have indicated SILKWOOD had
ever attempted to brake or steer the car back onto the
roadway.

It Is also noted that the autopsy of SILKWOOD
determined that she had a relatively large concentration
of a hypnotic drug, methaqualone, in her bloodstream. Also
less than .02 per cent of ethyl alcohol was found in her
blood. The methaqualone appeared to be in sufficient
quantity to alone have been a factor in causing the
accident and the alcohol, while a relatively minor amount,
also would have been a contributing factor.

I
I
had indicated that he was going to furnish

a copy of the results of his investigation into this
accident to the QHP, but such report has not been received
to date.

In regard to SILKWOOD* s accident that preceded
the fatal accident, this matter was not investigated by
the OH? when the accident occurred, however, it has been
determined that at 1:15 A.M, , on October 31, 1974,
(Thursday), at a point 3.8 miles west of Guthrie, Oklahoma,
on State Highway 33, SILKWOOD* s car, a 1973 Honda, went off
the highway going over backwards off a 13 foot embankment
and coming to rest against a fence post.

SILKWOOD left the car in the ditch until
morning and thereafter contacted Martin* s Wrecker Service
in Guthrie, Oklahoma. Wrecker service extracted vehicle
from ditch and as he previously indicated, this accident
was not reported to the OHP. It is his understanding that
as result of this accident SILKWOOD filed a claim with the
Allstate Insurance Company for damage to the left rear
quarter panel of the vehicle. It is also his understanding
the wrecker driver who picked up the SILKWOOD car after the
fatal accident observed in her car a recent estimate from
the Eskridge Pontiac-Honda Company relative to damage to
the left rear quarter panel. It is his understanding this
estimate Was in excess of $300.

Inquiry by his department determined that
SILKWOOD, on November 1, 1974, contacted Dr. CLARENCE

b6
b7C
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in Oklahoma City, at which time she complained
She subsequently contacted the doctor on

November 4, 1974, at which time she complained she could
not sleep* It is |understanding that|
prescribed the metnaquaione as result of SILKWOOD* s visits

.
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»

Date of transcription 12/2/74

. ,
Oklahoma Highway Patrol

(OHP) , furnished the following information:

OHP Trooper

[

fatal accident involving HOEISR
who investigated the

G SILKW00D, submitted to
the Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation, Technical
Services Division (Lab) evidence obtained from SILKWOOD
at the time of her death on November 13, 1974. The
evidence included two cigarettes, one tablet and one-half
of a capsule*

b6
b7C

Laboratory examination of this evidence determined
that the evidence was found to contain marijuana and the
tablet was found to contain methaqualone.

made available a copy of the Technical
Examination keport attached hereto.

I Inoted that in regard to the autopsy
performed on SILKKOOD , that her blood contained methaqualone*
There was also a considerable amount of undisolved methaqualone
in her stomach.

b6
b7C

In regard to the report which he has previously
furnished relative to the SILKW00D accident, which accident
was investigated by Trooper I I this accident
report is the official report of the DHP relative to
the accident. The report has been submitted to the normal
review processes which all accident reports are submitted
to and the report stands on its own as is. There is no
reason based on the evidence to suspect foul play
connected with the accident. OHP is looking forward
with .interest in receiving the report of

, ,

of Accident Reconstruction Lab of Dallas , who he understands
investigated the same accident some three days after it
occurred and concluded that SILKW00D had been forced off
the road bv another vehicle after having been struck from
behind.

| _J opinion in this regard is entirely
different that the opinion held by the Offf? and it does
not seem possible that

|
conclusions are truly valid

b6
b7C

11/27/74
Interviewed on

SA

Okldoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-45
_ot _ File #

by-
b6
-b7C

11/29/74
_Date dictated.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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conclusions ^ in r^rd to the accident inasmuch as the
physical evidence in the case does not support fmfl nl av.
His department has not as vpt , received a copy of1
report as promised bv l l The OHP’s knowledgeof

|

investigation to date has been limited to
information obtained from the media.

b6
b7C
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,
Trooper, Oklahoma Highway Patrol

(OHP), Badge Number I 1 District Number One* Oklahoma
City, stationed at Guthrie, Oklahoma, (Logan County)
furnished the following information:

On November 13, 1974, he was working the 4:00 p.m.
to 12:00 a.m. shift when at about 8:05 p.m, he was in
Crescent, Oklahoma when he was notified by the OHP, District
Number One Dispatcher, via radio of a signal 82, Accident
with injuries, with a possible signal 30, Fatality. He
was informed that the subject was pinned inside and he
asked the dispatcher to have the Guthrie Police Department
dispatch an ambulance to the scene of the accident. The
accident was reported to be about seven miles south of his
location in Crescent on State Highway 74, which runs north
and south in Crescent.

It is his understanding that the dispatcher at
District Number One was notified of the accident by the
Guthrie Police Department (PD) who was contacted by a
private citizen who informed them of the accident. District
One was also informed of the accident by a private citizen
who called in about the same time as the Guthrie PD.

He drove directly to the scene of the accident,
arriving there at about 8:15 p.m. When he got to the
scene he found some four to six people there. The accident
involved a 1973 xiate Honda Civic, two-door sedan bearing
1974 Oklahoma License YF 8261, He determined that the car
was occupied only by the driver who was learned to be
KAREN GAY SILKN00D,

The car was off the road laying on its left side
between the sides of a culvert on the east side of the
road.

He checked SILKW00D and determined that she appeared
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to be dead* The ambulance arrived on the scene about 8:30 p.m*
and she was transferred to the Logan County Hospital, Guthrie,
Oklahoma, arriving there at about 9:00 p*m, Subsequent
contact with the emergency room doctor determined that
SILKWOOD was dead upon arrival at the hospital and the
doctor advised that it was most likely that she died upon
inpact or very shortly after.

Estimates that the actual time of the accident was
approximately 7:30 p*m* Investigation revealed that
5XLKW00D had been in the Hub Cafe in Crescent attending
a Onion Meeting, having left there at 7:10 p.m. * according
to one of the Union Members*

I

another Union Member, "Ea1
and
indicated

to him after the accident tnat tney were concerned dxmt
SILKW00D*s ability to drive in view of her extreme emotional
condition caused by her concern about her contamination
problem* He understands that
drive SILKWOGD home, but she declined the offer.

]and| ] offered to

b6
b7C

His initial examination at 8:15 p*m* of SILKWOOD
determined that the blood on her face was already dried*
This would indicate to him that the accident had occurred
some 45 minutes previous, or at about 7:30 a*m. , as he had
previously indicated* It was necessary to pop the door
open with a porta power tool before SILKWOOD*s body could
be removed from the wreck* She had suffered facial injuries
and her legs were broken as a result of the considerable
portion of the front end of the car being driven back
to the firewall, which was pushed into the passenger com*
partment* SILKWOOD^ car was equipped with both shoulder
and lap belts, which were not in use at the time of the
accident*

Investigation failed to reveal any witnesses who
actually observed the accident* One or more fellow co-
workers of SILKWOOD* s, employed at the Kerr McGee Crescent
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Facility, who also are Union Members, were at the scene of
the accident shortly after it occurred*

His investigation of the accident determined that
the SILKWOOD car Was southbound on State Highway 74# He
estimated that her car was traveling 50 to 55 miles per
hour before impact* The legal speed limit in this area
is 55 miles per hour# He estimates the car speed at the
time of impact to be 40 to 45 miles per hour* The car
ran off the east side of the roadway leaving the road at
a very shallow angle, entered the east barditch and traveled
some 255 feet in the ditch* The car struck the north side
of the north retaining wall of the culvert, which crosses
the highway in a east-west direction, The point at 'which the
retaining wall was struck was three feet from the face of
the bridge or culvert* The car thereafter became airborne
for about 24 feet, traveling across the opening of the
culvert, striking the north side of the south retaining
wall at a point about three feet from the face of the
bridge and about three feet above ground level* The car
landed on its left side with the front of the car pointed
toward the culvert or west#

There were no skid marks at any point along
the path of the vehicle, either on the road or in the
barditch* The car tracks in the barditch were very well
defined and there was no indication that the driver appeared
to be fighting for control of the car* At a point just
before impact, the tracks appeared to turn slightly west
or toward the road.

He was able to accurately determine where the
car had left the road and entered the barditch and at no
point in that area on the roadway surface did he find any
skid marks, such as would be caused bad SILKWGOB’ s car
been struck by another vehicle#

At the time of the accident it was partly cloudy
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and dark (night)* The road conditions were dry and the
road surface was a rough asphalt. The accident occurred
in the rural area with no residents or businesses nearby*

The car was very heavily damaged, particularly
the front end. The sides and the top of the vehicle were
wrinkled. The tailpipe was buckled as result of the impact.
The Sebring Wrecker from Crescent was called to the
accidents Wrecker was operated by the garage owner*

Xt was necessary to roll the car over on its
wheels before attempts could be made to remove the car
from the ditch.

b6
b7C

He does not recall seeing any damage to the rear
of the car. He is quite certain that if there were any
major or extensive damage to the rear of the car he would
have noticed* If any damage did occur to the rear of the
car it likely occurred as a result of the car being
extracted from the ditch* Xt is his recollection that the
car was pulled into the south wall of the culvert on the
first effort to remove it from the ditch* It is his
recollection that the rear of the car may have struck
the culvert wall at this time* Before was able
to actually get the car out of the ditch* one of his
emolovees,

ge
f.

arrived on the scene and helped
get the car out of the ditch. The car was there-

after transported to the Sebring Wrecker Service in
Crescent*

b6
b7C

In regard to the contents of the car* he recalled
seeing at the scene of the accident in the back window
well a camouflage campaign hat, a raincoat, spare tire,
jack and wenches.

In the rear seat was a large clear plastic
bag containing many used sanitary napkins* Also in the
rear seat there were two stacks of paper approximately
one-half inch thick each, which contained papers relative

*
f/n
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fco Kerr McGee - Union Bargaining Session* Included in this
stack of paper he recalled seeing a letter from an individual
from Montreal* Canada* there were also some photographs
of SILKWOOD and her friends which were apparently taken
at a zoo* There was a thin spiral notebook* red in color,
approximately nine inches by eleven inches in size*

In the front seat was a plastic flask with a
jigger size top which appeared to contain spoiled tomato
juice* In the glovebox there were car papers including
title and a damage estimate for the Honda relative to a
previous wreck* There was no briefcase in the car.
SILKWOOD' s purse was in the front seat and from the purse
her identify was determined. Also from the purse were
obtained two marijuana cigarettes, a pill and one-half of
a capsule, all of which were furnished to the Oklahoma
Criminal Laboratory for identification*

Wrecker
The following day on the 14th, at the Sebrlng

Service, he ^aw a Union Representative,
J~
DCand

Tfiis was at about 10:30 a.m.
SILKWOOD* s yfriend*

They asked him what his
opinion was in regard to the accident* He told his investi-
gation revealed that the car had run off the road* It is
his feeling that SILKWOOD fell asleep and went off the
road causing the fatal accident* It is almost a classic
example, in his opinion, of the one car sleeping driver
type accident*

b6
b7C

tha
andf

J

t she had been run off the road*opinion
point, had not looked at SILKlvOOD's car as yet*

told him that it was their
They, at this

He told
them that he had found no such evidence*

It is his understanding that among the other
persons at the Union Meeting who offered to rfrlvp

‘iome prior to the accident was
|

b6
b7C
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Crescent, Oklahoma, furnished the
follosing information:

b6
b7C

He is employed by the Kerr McGee Corporation (KMC)
at the Crescent Nuclear Facility where he is a nonunion salaried
employee working the Uranium Plant X-Ray Section.

On the evening of November 13, 1974^ he went home from
work and was thereafter contacted by his wife, who informed him
she had a flat tire between Oklahoma City and Crescent on
Highway 74, at a location some 12 or 15 miles south of Crescent.
He called on a co-worker, I 1 a KMC office salaried
employee (nonunion)

. [ |
picked him up and they drove down b6

Highway 74 past the Crescent facility, past the intersection b7c

Of State Highway 33, and continued on south to where his car
was with its fait tire. They staved only long enough to change
its flat tire, and he and I 1thereafter proceeded up State
Highway 74, towards Crescent,

About one and a half miles south of the intersection
of State Highway 33 and State Highway 74. they happened upon a
wreck. The Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP), had not yet arrived

^ at the scene. There were five or six people there and perhaps
two or three cars. He does not know the identity of any of the
persons at the wreck scene. There was a Negro man and his wife •

who stayed only momentarily. It is his impression that the wreck
was discovered by a white male driving a pickup truck. He
cannot describe the pickup truck. It is his understanding that
the pickup truck driver was able to see partially into the
culvert where the wrecked car came to rest. Apparently persons
in passenger cars would not be able to see the car from the
road since their point of view would be closer to the ground.

He got out of his car and looked, at the wrecked car ©
which was a white foreign sub-compact which had been extensively
danaged. The pickup truck driver advised him that he believed
there was possibly a person pinned in the car.

The car was off on the east side of the road in a
culvert opening. The car was laying on the left side with the
front of the ear pointing toward the culvert opening and very

Oklahoma City
Interviewed on.-12/9/74 o' Oklahoma City, Oklahoma File # 159-45

by 54 .b6 _
b7C

Dale dictated. 12/10/74

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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close to the mouth opening* It was as if someone had tried to
drive the car on its side through the culvert. He had difficulty
visualizing in his own mind as to how the car had ended up
positioned as it was. He first assumed that the car had come
directly off the top of the road over the culvert into the
ditch. He later found out that the car had been traveling
south and gone off the east side of the road, traveled down
the bar ditch for a considerable distance and entered the
culvert area from the north side.

He took a flashlight and went to the car and could see
a white feamle in the driver’s seat. She appeared to be dead.
She was motionless and he could detect no sign of breathing.
It appeared as if the steering wheel had pushed against and
almost pinned her to the ceiling. There was blood on the girl’s
face which had partially dried.

After he did determine that there was indeed a person
trapped in the car, he informed his friend, I I who went to b6

ftiake sure the police and OHP had been contacted. He remained b7

at the accident scene. One of the persons kit the scene wanted
to turn the car over from its side to its wheels. He suggested
thd: inasmuch as the occupant appeared dead and that first aid
could not be administered, that the wreck scene be maintained
as it was until the arrival of the OHP. He noted that a woman’s
purse was laying on the ground next to the wreck and he would
not let anyone pick this purse up until the OHP got there.

He did not recognize the wrecked car, but he, after
first seeing the girl in the car, thought she possibly was a person
he knew, KAREN SILKWOOD, who was also employed at the Crescent
facility. Because, of the position of her face and the blood
upon it, he would not be sure in his identification.

He had been at the wreck *site for only a few minutes
when the OPH arrived on the scene. The OHP trooper assisted
by one or two other bystanders, turned the car over. It was
at this~ point he recognized the occupant of the car as being
KAREN SILKWOOD. The ambulance from the Guthrie Fire Department
arrived shortly after the OHP and it -was necessary to force
the door open with an air jack on the driver’s side in order to
extract the body. The ambulance immediately departed the scene.

of theFFord garage in Crescent
arrived on the scene about the time the ambulance left.

46’
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was driving his garage wrecker*

He and I left the scene before I I made any
effort to remove the car* When he first arrived on the scene,
ldoked into the wrecked car rather thoroughly to insure that
there was not a person such as a small child also trapped in
the car* He cannot recall seeing any papers or documents in
the car, and he does not know of any personel effects that
KAREN may have had in the purse which he saw on the ground.
The purse was recovered by the OHP tropp.er who investigated the
accident.

The car was very heavily damaged, particularly to the
front end. The windshield was knocked clear out of the car
and the top and sides of the car appeared damaged as well. He
camnot see what the extent of the damage was to the rear end of
the car, but he did not see anything in regard, to the rear end
of the car which would be Outstanding in his mind.

He cannot say exactly when he arrived at the
accident, but it must have been sometime between 7:30 and 8 p.m.
He and f Tmav have possibly driven by the wreck headed south
after it had occurred, but without noticing the car off the road
and in the culvert. He is not sure when he. left his house to
go fix the tire, but it may have been sometime a little after
7 p.m/

He did not see anything unusual in his trip from
Crescent to where his car was located, nor did he see anything
unusual between where his car had been located and where the
wreck had occurred. He did not recall seeing any speeding or
erratic driving vehicles, and did not recall seeing the SILKW00D
car on the road prior to its accident.

Neither he nor I jwere dispatched to the scene of
-the 'accifexrt by the company. They came there only by chance.

b6
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I*
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1 Date of transcription 12/5/74

I
,
age 30, residing

Oklahoma, telephone number
advised he is the owner and operator of Ted Sebring Ford,
303 North Grand, Crescent, Oklahoma, telephone number
969-2524, was interviewed at his place of business and
advised as follows:

In connection with his automobile Company he
also Operates a wrecker service under Oklahoma Corporation
Commission Number 31433W. He said he operates this wrecker
service primarily as a convenience to his customers.

b6
b7C

advised that on November 13, 1974. he
had sold a new automobile to a local resident.

who resides on
Oklahoma, telephone number 3 Following this sale

b6
b7C

and in the evening of November 13, 1974. he was at home
with his family and in hhp r.nmnanv nf I

and each was having a drink.

|
and

telephone number

He said the local police dispatcher at Crescent
called his home via public service, advising that the
District Number One Dispatcher of the Oklahoma Highway
Patrol (OHPT had relayed information that they wanted

] to respond regarding a serious accident at a
location one and one-half miles south of State Highway
33 on State Highway 74, He said this was approximately
8:15 p.m. to 8:30 p.m, when this call was received. He
immediately proceeded to his garage, put on a pair of
coveralls: cn over his suit and immediately proceeded,
full speed, to the reported scene of the automobile accident.
When

I arrived at the scene he said he was informed
by one of two OHP Troopers, who were already at the scene,
that the single vehicle involved in the accident had been
rolled over upright onto its wheels. He observed that a
single occupant had been removed apparently from the vehicle

b6
b7C

Interviewed on-11/27/74 -qI-Crescent, Oklahoma-

by. SA-
b6
_b7C Date dictated^.

Oklahoma City
.Fite # 159-45
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and had been placed on a stretcher and was being placed
in an ambulance parked on the shoulder of the roadway* He
said there were two anbulance attendants, one Negro male
and one white male. He said at that time there were about
six or seven bystanders standing around and there were
three automobiles on or along the roadway near the accident
site and he noted what appeared to be a red-cabbed, flatbed
welding truck. T ]said that to his recollection, the
bystanders disappeared when the ambulance left* He said
at that point the only individuals at the scene were him-
self* two OHP Troopers,

who had traveled on
C

He said the troopers were£
after [

lent
scene

land Trooper
|_ \

I I said he did not know the names of the
ambulance drivers but they were operating ambulance main-
tained by the Fire Department at Guthrie, Oklahoma.

I I
said that upon his arrival, he had parked

his wrecker on the west side of Highway 74, which he said
runs north and south, and that he walked across the road-
way to the east side and stood on the shoulder looking down
upon the accident scene until the troopers gave him oral
authority to begin removing the wrecked vehicle from its
location at the base of a concrete bridge.

b6
b7C

said -that upon viewing the accident scene
he recmesfcp.ri one of the troopers to contact by radio

employee

[

come to the scene to assist!

Land. request to

^
advised, however, that after he was

given authority to proceed to remove the wrecked car from
the scene that he had been assisted in hooking a chain o:I
the rear of the vehicle by I I

|

said that
|

I informed that he had hooked the
log and chain on to the rear of the car in an area under-
neath the rear bumper. said that he then made

b6
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tow taut which caused the rear end of the car to swing
around and the driver’s side and door came up against the
concrete wing of the bridge at the south side of the bridge
and the rear end of the car came against the soft ground
embankment as well. I . 1 said by this time I I

together with his son. I [ had arrived at the accident
scene and I I changed the location of his wrecker,
moving it farther south, closer to a barbed wire fence.

[then rehnokeri. the tow onto the rear of the wrecked
vehicle and

| |
then towed it up out of the ditch

towing the car backward* at which time the wheels and part
of the undercarriage made definite marks in the ground
showing the direction the vehicle was towed out from the
ditch. I 1 said that he was then unable to move his
wrecker around the wrecked vehicle and hooked onto the
damaged end of the vehicle, raising it up and towing it
from the location with the rear wheels being on the
ground on the way into Crescent, towing the car at approx-
imately 20 miles per hour. The rear tires were still
inflated following the accident and he noted that the
principal damage to the vehicle appeared to be to the
front and left side with the principal impact appearing
to be taken by the left front of the car.

|
[maintained that in turning the vehicle

around in the ditch and rehooking his tow on the vehicle
and bringing it up to the bank that no damage had been
done to the vehicle by doing it in this manner.

b6
b7C
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]said the wrecked vehicle was a 1972 Honda
white in color with black interior, two-door*
reiterated that the vehicle had suffered extensive damage
to the left front, damage to the whole front of the car
and the right or passenger door was jammed shut and not
openable and the left door, driver’s side, was standing
open when he first observed it in the accident scene.
He said at that time it was standing upright on its wheels,
facing southwest in the ditch at the bridge culvert on the
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east side of the roadway and the front wheels were jansaed
tip tinder the vehicle to the point where they would not
roll*

I 1 said^hat before, fib was engaged in re- b6

moving the car from the ditch that he observed that the b?l

troopers were examining a purse which they had picked up
from the ground and were examining its contents and he
observed that they looked at what appeared to be a check-
book, using a flashlight to examine the purse and check-
book* He said that he noted that the troopers had taken the
purse to their cruiser*

advised that had asked one
of the troopers the name of the occupant of the wrecked
vehicle, but the trooper would not give a name to him*

n
i , jaid that he believes that it was Trooper

who had informed that they had turned the car upright,
this being before

* ........

also had informed

arrived at the accident scene*

] approximately
had arrived at the scene that he15 minutes after

I
I
had to go to the hospital to conduct further

investigation in the matter of the accident.

| |
said that he had arrived back at his

garage towing the wrecked vehicle about 9530 p,m* and drove
the wrecker and towed the vehicle inside the front door
and closed the door* leaving the vehicle attached to the
wrecker and

| lthen went home to bed*

b6
b7C

b6
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About 12:15 a.m*, November 14, 1974, he
me call from the Crescent PD Dispatcher,
who informed him that some Kerr McGee peopl

received

wanted to
would let
without authority from the OHP’and

look at thf
them in* L

wrecked car*
[

report

t
Itasked if

e would not
informed that

b6
b7C
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a trooper was on his wav in to look at the vehicle, this
being in a call from at 12? 30 p*m*

V£

] then
went to the garage where four Kerr McKee proole were
waiting, who introduced themselves to

I

'Ll I

said he could recall the name of only one. I I

I lsaid he believes I I is some kind of a
laboratory technician* I I obtained a sample of a red
looking substance from a plastic container which looked
similar to a nint -wKfefay bottle which was in the wrecked
vehicle*

|
land another man checked the entire car

and contents witn a Geiger counter and nothing
the red liquid sample was taken from the car,
this operation was witnessed by Trooper

a uniformed Crescent Police Officer* r the

said

four men had finished their examination. Trooper
mentioned that he had the purse of the occupant of. the
wrecked vehicle in his cruiser and that he brought the
purse into the garage and set the purse on fchp wrecked
bed and opened the coin side of the purse and
said he noted two rolled cigarettes and two white pills

J
vneecription
or a similar

which the trooper said was a sleeping pill
type from a Guthrie doctor,

^

name. One of the Kerr McGee men questioned whether this
doctor was the County Coroner. The trooper answered no
but that doctor was an assistant. The Kerr McGee people then
checked makeup and other items in the purse with a Geiger
counter*

I advised further that the two rolled
cigarettes, a white pill and two other brownish-reddish
pills had dropped on the floor when the purse was being
examined* He said that a checkbook and other "women’s
stuff" was still in the purseft said that a
Kerr McGee Official said that the car was clean of "hot
raater£i"*

said that the next morning, about 9 s 30
:o pick up his mail and have a cup ofa*m* he had gone . ... _____ _ ^ __

coffee at a local coffee shop and then returned to his
b6
b7C
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office at the Ted Sabring Garage nnfi

.

opened his mail*
At that time

|
I employee, informed

him that the Crescent Polite Chief f land
1 had been there and had gone through the

1 informed that they had not taken any-
Trooper [

car again,
thing from lhe car and

>roi

informed that he had observed
the officers in their examination come across a cigarette
roller , which was contained in a letter in an envelope.

]had said that the signature on the letter yas TK
and was from “Ontario". %
him that the trooper had read the le
the letter or parts of the letter to

said that told
d had read

had not seen
, |

stated that he
, ,

— —
any documents in the wrecked vehicle or among the woman
occupant *s effects.

Following this. said that he obtained an
went about the matteroil case box and that he and

of gathering up all personal effects from the interior of
ked car and placing them in the box to be sealed,
said he recalls that the fallowing items were
,n the box?placed

1. windbreaker coat?

2. a hat Shaped like a troopers hat but being of
soft material* army type or style issue?

3. material from the glovebox consisting of a
comb, pencil, first aid kit in a round bottle and one or
two pieces of paper. Also ! I said that he recovered
the owner * s manual and as he handled it the Oklahoma Title,
the registration, -a. repair ticket and a paper in the nature
of a watanty guaranty fell from the manual. He said he
noted that the vehicle was titled and registered to KAREN
SILKWOOD and that the repair ticket was marked paid and

|said it was dated November 5, 1974, and he believes

b6
b7C
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the repair ticket had been issued by Eskridge Oldsraobile -
Honda*

I I
said that the repair ticket had specified b6

body1 work and repair to the left rear quarter panel and that b7c
as a force of habit,

| 1 said he ran his hand down the
quarter panel of the vehicle. He said that while soldoing
he does not recall that he observed any damage to the rear
of the vehicle and stated that from this he does not believe
that he had caused any damage to be done to the rear of the
vehicli when he towed it from the ditch.

At about 13:30 p*m. on November 14, 1974, another
Kerr McGee individual appeared at his garage and asked
for another sample of the red substance whic
had placed in the box of personal effects* I I said that
he broke the seal on the box and allowed the indjvTdtmt to
take an additional sample of the red substance*
said that he then resealed the box*

About 1:30 p.m. , November 14, 1974
J

came to Ted Sebring’s Ford Agency requesting that KAREN
-

SILKWQQD's personal effects be released to him* 1

b6
b7C

told
f

that the only way that the personal effects
would be released to; him would be for I I to show
proof that he is family* While in[
dialed a Texas telephone number under

office,
,

"^scrutiny
and was informed by the operator that he had dialed ah

went outsideinaccurate number* Following that,
to a car occupied by two men, came back and dialed another
Texas number and was connected with and spoke to a Mrs*
SILMOD first and then to Mr. SILICWOOD, at which time

Jsaid that he|_ spoke on the phone to the
man on the other end of the line calling him BILL, to which

b6
b7C

at this point explainedname the man responded*
,

, K _„
jr

that he had previously heard an uI-IP trooper mention the victim’s
fader’s name as WILLIAM SILKHOOD. In this manner!
said that he felt satisfied that

1 r“ *" “ f
was in fact speaking

S3
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to the parents of KAREN SILKNOOD and fat whatever authority
he would receive would be legitimate. In speaking with
BILL SILKNOOD. SEBRING said that he was informed that he
should let

| |
have SILKNOOD's personal effects

wasand her car and SXLKNQOD also mentioned that
a body man and had previously done some work on KAREN
SILKWOOD's car. Mf, SILKWOOD further mentioned that he
should get power of attorney fort since

and it
was in Oklahoma and the SILKNOODs were in Texas
would be easier to handle matters on their behalf,
then spoke to SILKUOOP about the AEC and I

asked Mr. SXLKNOOD’s permission to have an AEC
doctor accompany the autopsy of KAREN SILKNOO&L
said he heard Mr* SXLKNO0D say yes, that would be a good
idea,

|

I then remarked to SXLKNOOD on the phone that
he and KAREN had discussed during the last two months
that she would like to be cremated, Mr, 5ILKK00D, in
response, indicated that he and KAREN’s mother would
decide that matter.

After obtained KAREN SILKNOOD* s personal
effects and was leaving he said that he would be back later
in the afternoon with his own wrecker to obtain and remove
her car.

said that the two men with occupied
a blue Plymouth or Bodge, four-door sedan, white over white
about 1972 or 1974 model. The two men remained in the
car seated in the front and I I noted that one of the
men has a dark beard.

About 5s 00 p*m. , November 14,
called on the telephone seating tfrat he was on his way to
get KAREN’S car

arrived.T
d esked

1974,
hat he was oi

J if he would wait until
arrived about 5:45 p,m* and said

The_that he wanted to pay for the towing charges,
manager,

| |

took care of this matter and
.

$25,00 by check concerning the wrecker towing service.

service
paid

b6
b7C
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In this connection I Imade available acopy of Invoice
Number 3555 on the invoice form of Ted Sebring Ford, 303
North Grand, Crescent, Oklahoma, dated November !4r 1974,
bearing the name of KAREN SILKN00D, showing the $25,00
charge for “wrecker service" which was marked paid and b6

initialed by I L according to I l I I said b7c

he did not observe
|
wrecker nor did he observe

|
depart with the wrecked vehicle, at that time was

setting outside in back of Ted Sebring Ford building.

[ ] noted thatr
>osited in tni

kheck in the amount
.6 Bank of Crescent, November 20,of $25,00 was deposited

1974, according to a deposit slip of that date which was
a grand total of $3,702,09, which deposit slip was pre-
pared by[ employee*

b6
hlC
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale of transcription. 12/6/74.

^
Ted Sebrlng Ford, 303 N, Grand,

who resides 202 T>7« Jackson, Crescent, Oklahoma telephone
969-2916, was interviewed in a Bureau automobile in the
vicinity of his place of employment.

b6
b7C

advised that on November 13, 1974,
he received a telephone call at home from the
Police Department Dispatcher in Crescent, requesting
that he proceed and help I \

at an accident scene sixor seven miles south of
Crescent, Oklahoma on State Highway 74. He said
he proceeded immediately in a company pickup with his
son, |age I I and arrived at the accident scene
sometime Detween 8:30 and 9 p.m. He said it was dark.
He said a wrecked car was upright in the ditch at- the
location of a bridge, being on the east side of the highway.
The SEBRING wrecker was already hooked Onto the rear Of
the wrecked car.

| |
said he assisted in unhooking

a line cable from the Car and rehookirtg the line through
the winch line on the back end of the wrecker. He said
by so doing, the line attached to the car would be in
a higher position, tending to raise the rear of the
car up more. He said at that point the back end of the
wrecked car was facing due south Or perhaps a little

b6
b7C

]hadsoutheast. He said he was sure that]
pulled the car around somewhat and the car was
partially up on the bank and the left qupCKter panel of
the car was up against the wing wall of the concrete bridge.

£ __

said that at that point he was not sure
what the

^
tow line was hooked onto underneath the car, but

he said it was not. the bumper, for the reason that the
bumper was not stout enough to hold the tow line. He
said there was a good incline to the tank at the point
where the rear end of the car was resting at that time
when he had rehooked, the tow line.

b6
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Interviewed on. 12/2/74
_at_ Crescent, Oklahoma

Oklahoma City
FUe # 159-45

by_ SA b6
_b7C _Date dictated. 12/5/74
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I I said he did riot pay any particular
attention at that time to the specific condition of the
rear end of the car as to whether or not any damage
was apparent# He said the left driver* s side door was
open, the windshield had been knocked all of the way out,
and he was not sure, but the trunk lid may have been
up.

I I said that this one hookup thatl
had made with the tow line onto the rear end or the
car enabled

|
in the wrecker, to tow the

car up out of the ditch. He said at that time the
wreder was located about center distance from the berm
to a wire pasture fence line. He said that

I 1 then pulled the car far enough back from the
ditch in order to maneuver the wrecker around in front
of the wrecked Vehicle, and that then the wrecker
was hooked onto the front and the car was towed up
out of the ditch onto the highway. He said the
rear tires were still inflated, enabling the car to
be towed on the highway.

] said that the only other persons that he
knew at the scene of this towing operation, aside from his

, 1 werelson and

f

dan' He said when he first got to the:;

accident scene thee was an Oklahoma Highway Patrol Trooper
at the scene. Whose name he thought was

said tphat did not pay much attention
said he really did not nav much attention

was at the

lo
Trooper and.
to what the Trooper was doing while

however,
the

accident scene.

I
Isaid when he initially approached

the scene that he parked his vehicle on the east
side of the roadway facing the wreck, being parked on the
wrong side of the highway, in order for his headlights
to shine on the wreck scene. He said he noted that there
may have been a half dozen or so other cars parked along the
h^|iway south of the bridge where the accident took placej
however, he said he did not know who the Occupants of
those cars were.

He said when he arrived at the scene of the
wreck, he was told that a woman had been traveling south,
and he Said he could not believe it because of the location

^7

b6
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of the wrecked car on the wrong side of the highway
for that direction of travel, south. He said he
did not know how many persons had been in the
wrecked vehicle and did not know if anyone had been killed
in it.

mentioned that the wrecker
is a Ford product, one ton short wheel base. I

said when he arrived at the accident, scene, there were
no other wreckers or truck tvne vehicles there.

4.1%^ i i _ iy *V i T « 4 > « 7

b6
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Jwrecker. I said that heother than the f , ..... w
,

|aoiU U1L1CIU liC.

had picked up the windshield of the wrecked car and
stuck it back through the front. He said he did not see any
other property that might have belonged to any of the
occupants on the ground, but that he did note there were
chrome and parts from the outside of the car in the
creek bed where the car had come to rest. He said
he could identify a mirror, which was a racing type with a
dome shape to it, which was lying on the, ground, as
coming from the wrecked car. ;

[

SEBRING
J said the car was towed to the TED
in Crescent and that he followedgarage __

to the garage. The car was put just insideJ 3 1/-. -the Service Department door and left t-n frfrg
ixrr*ranIron-* -in O 'V*O /*V #*\ U/s #4 IrtkAJ. I I .. *1

andwrecker in the garage. He said that
were at the garage and that a man in ’ a Dig car got out and
looked at the wrecked car briefly, got back into his own
car, an Oldsmobile or a Cadillac, and left. He said
he was a small man, gray haired and bare headed,

said he thought this man was dust a curious

b6
b7C

onlooker and not an official of any type.

^
said that he and his son,

went home about 10 p.m.

The next morning, I I said he
the garage a few minutes before 8 a.m.opened _— 0 0— — —— .— ^ « utul>

and since the wrecker and wrecked car blocked access to the
Service Department, he had one of the employees move the
wrecker and car outside. He said when he opened up
the garage that I I an Oklahoma Highway Patrol
Trooper,

| | a Crescent Police Officer, and another

b6
b7C

Police OtUlcer from Guthrie, Oklahoma, were at the garage.
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These Officers examined
of the wrecked car ast

the Contents
] watched*

Q q£
t

interior
said he was

concerned about watching the car for the reason that
I I had previously instructed him not to move
the car outside. He said he observed the Officers to
examine or handle the following items i

i. A purse which was open on the floor
of the car, which contained personal letters.

b6
b7C

2 . A roller* One of the Police Officers
said this was a roller for rolling cigarettes.

I said he had never seen one of these
before^ It had been found on the floor in the
front part of the car.

3* I said the Officers picked up other ‘’stuff”

from the floor of the car, both in front and
behind the seat.

4. An Australian type hat,

In addition,
| |

said that he observed two
binders, which were approximately 3/8” to %” thick, which
had soft covers, which had black lettering on the outside,
some of which said Kerr McGee, and in part, “Nuclear’ •

He said these binders were not of the loose leaf type
and I I said he had occasion to flip the edges of these
with his thumb and he noted that they contained typed
document material. He said one of these was on the floor
in the front part of the car at the passenger
side and the other was on the floor in front of the driver* s
side. He said that later he and I 1 while
putting personal effects into a box, had placed these
binders In a box for safekeeping. He said he did not know

. was aware that these binders had been placed
into the box.

were gatherr
car that he
be sealed;

rncr rm tj>

said that later when he and.
ersonal effects from the interior ot the
put the following items into a box to

If *£he Australian type soldier hat.
2. A deflated air mattress.
3. A plastic like rain jacket or coat*

b6
b7C
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4. A white plastic flask with a silver cap containing
reddish appearing liquid.

,
said that a kitchen type butcher knife about

12-14” long was in the trunk of the vehicle, which he said
he leOt where he observed it.

| |
said he did not examine

any letters which were in a purse xn the vehicle, but
these letters had been examined by Oklahoma Highway Patrol
Trooper I L He said he believes that one of these
letters was from someplace, probably Ontario or Vancouver
or New York; and he was told by Trooper I I that this
letter instructed that the recipient of the letter
was to learn how to use the cigarette roller before a certain
time when the writer of the letter was due to arrive.

b6
b7C

Leers
| |

said that sometime after the Qffic
had left alter examining the car and after

|
land

had placed the personal effects in a box and sealed
the box, that a gray haired man came to I

r
r' r" ~office and

wanted a sample of the reddish liquid from the plastic
flask. The box had hardly been closed and sealed when
this man arrived and he talked to I I

about it.

I I opened the box and let him take a small sample of the
contents of the flask.

b6
b7C

On Monday, November 18, 1974,
go to Dallas, Texas, On business, and was gone for

left to

approximately a week. On that Monday,
call from Channel 5 News and later that day

and a cameraman.
[

said he got a
he met with

_
showed them

tne accident scene where tippy took pictures and he
answered the questions for

said he had also been called by station
KOTK and that he furnished them some brief information as he
could recall. He said also the Guthrie Daily Leader
newspaper had called

^
him, however, he said he did not know what

particulars he had given them.

Concerning recovery of the wrecked vehicle,

b6
b7C

said he observed
wrecker to tow the wrecked car away

when he appeared with his
He Observed

1 1
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did not see the wrecker, nor did he see him actually
tow the car away* Ha said he did not have any
conversation with l

b6
I 1 b7C
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Oklahoma, furnished the following intormation:

She is an employee of the Kerr Me Gee Corporation
(KMC) Nuclear Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma. She is not a
union member.

On the evening of October 16, or October 17, 1974,
she was at the Hub Cafe in downtown Crescent. There was a
meeting of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW)

,

who were KMC employees* also at the cafe. This meeting took
place in a back room of the cafe* She was not in attendance
at the union meeting, but merely a customer. At about 6:30 pm,
she saw KATffiN SILKWOOD pome out of the meeting. She was with

b6
b7C

fit ,
. and | [ She noted that KAREN

looKea very oaa, tnat is, she looked just like ’’death”. She
was very pale, moving very slowly and her speech was very
slurred. She asked KAREN what was wrong.

KAREN told her that a doctor had given her some
medication, not specified, that she felt sick because of
the medication and was afraid that she could not make it home.

She was aware of the fact that KAREN lived in
Edmond or Oklahoma City and faced a rather long drive. She
told KAREN that KAREN could come spend the night with her at
her Crescent residence. KAREN indicated that she would do that
and would be over; shortly.

However, KAREN did not show up until 1^:30 pm.
She does not know where KAREN was in the meantime.

b6
b7C

stated she was truly concerned about KAREN
and made this offer out of her concern. KAREN had not been
looking well for some time. She appeared to be losing weight.
When KAREN came to her residence, her son, who had not previously
seen KAREN, made an aside comment to her that there must be
something wrong with KAREN because she sure looted sick.

b6
b7C

by- ..Date dictated,.
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1

In regard to the medication that KAREN indicated
she was taking during the October 16, or October 17, 1974
conversation* KAREN sail she was taking this medication for
dpression.

,
KAREN spent the night with her without incident

and she awoke KAREN at 5:30 am the following morning and KAREN
thereafter went to work.

She was not at the Hub Cafe on the evening of
November 13, 1974. It has previously come to her attention
that apparently someone thought she was at the cafe on November
13, 1974, but she was not there at that time.

1

t,3
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|

Crescent, Oklahoma, furnished the b7c

following information:

He is employed at the nuclear plant owned by

Kerr Me Gee Corporation (KMC), which is located just south

of Crescent, Oklahoma* He is the chairman of the ' Oil»

Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) Local Bargaining

Committee and is considered to be the highest union member

employed at the KMC plant*

The company and union have been in a prolonged period

of contract negotiations. The company and union in late November,

reached agreement and the union membership ratified the agreement.

Prior to reaching an agreement , he ad "two or three
^

other union members were imminently in^olved in these negotiations.

On November 13, 1974, a meeting was scheduled for the then on

going negotiations. An international representative from Tulsa,

Oklahoma?
I

1 KAREN SILKHOOD.Ll |
and he

were to ieet about' §:36 am at the Hub Cafe in Crescent for a

pre-negotiation conference. KAREN did not arrne for thas

conference. However, she joinfed the group when they were enroute

to the plant.

The group entered into negotiations with the company,

which continued throughout the better part of the
j
ltlg

up around 3:30 pm. After the negotiating session, KAREN apd

|

UP
| stayed at the plant while KAREN talked to AEC representatives

about her recent contamination incident*

— She and thereafter joined some 12 to 15 union

members at the Hub Cafe for a rank and file union meeting.

During the course of the evening, _KAREN appeared to be a
little upset about her contamination problem. She started crying

during the course of the meeting, apparently as a result of her

concern. He is aware of the fact that]
~

A ^ because of

his concern over KAREN 1
s condition, asked kakisin xx ^he con

drive her home after the meeting. KAREN refused his offer,

i He is not sure the exact time KAREN left, in that kedidnot
see her go, but believes she must have left after the meeting—broke up and likely,' departed sometime around 7 . 00 . He_neyer

Interviewed on_ Crescent. Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-45

12/9/74
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saw KAREN after the meeting.

At about 9:00 t>m or 9:30 pm, he received a callJill y vv* W-

at home from a l I
an operator at the plant, who said he

had just seen a wrecker pulling a car, wbach appeared to him
to be very similar to KAREN * s car to the Ford garage in Crescent.

b6
b7C

He thereafter went to the garage, whfch was closed
,

at the time he got there, but he could see through the windows

a white Honda behind a wrecker. The right rear tail light was
-broken out. he was aware of the fact that KAREN's car had a
broken right rear tail light* The car was also heavily damaged
to the front end. In his mind, he was positive that this was
KAREN'S car, however, he conducted inquiry to positively determine
ttiis. He contacted the dispatcher at the Crescent Police Department,
'who would not reveal to him the identity of the driver, inasmuch

as the driver was dead. Apparently, there were not releasing any
detailed information concerning the wreck pending notification of
the next of kin.

He i-hareaftpr contacted a member of the KMC Health-
Physics Unit,] j

to advise
| |

that he believed b6

KAREN was either seriously injured or may be even dead. He b7 '

did so because he was aware of the fact KAREN was contaminated
however, he did not know the degree of her contamination. He
was apprehensive that should medical personnel be working on
KAREN, themmight be some danger to these persons from being
exposed to any possible internal contamination within the body
of KAREN*

He was successful in subsequent contact with the
Crescent Police Department in confidentially determining that
there had indeed had been an accident in which KAREN was
fatally injured.

He does not have any personal information or even
any suspicions concerning the circumstances of KAREN* s fatal
accident. To his knowledge, no union member at KMC or any
other KMC employee has any personal knowledge concerning
KAREN'S accidnt* He feels that it would-be highly unlikely that
the company was involved in any foul nlav connected with her
death. He heard a rumor that KMC

I 1 , ,

{ was at the scene of the accident sometime atter xt had
occurred, but he has no informati on that would lead him to
believe that the company had caused

[
|to go to that scene.

b6
b7C
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In regard to further activities on November 13, 1974, he was
in close contact with KAREN for most of the day, however, he
did not observe her taking any type of medication. He is
aware that she has from time to time taken medication;
in fact, KAREN sometime earlier in November, had received
a letter of reprimand from the company for taking some
type of medication during a break. It is against company
rules to take any medication that might possibly interfere
with your alertness or work performance.

f

<

He cannot positively state what KAREN drank \

during November 13, 1974, but he recalls that she
preferred to drink Dr. Peppers and he seems to recall
her drinking a glass of ice tea at the union meeting.
He certainly did not see her drink any beer or any other
form of alcoholic beverage during the course of the day,
which was also including the union meeting. In the last
five years, that he has been an active member of the union,
he cannot recall having seen anyone bring "booae" to a
union meeting and he would have been very much surprised
if anyone had a bottle at the meeting and in some way
offered KAREN a drink.

He has heard some speculation that art incident
involving a plutonium plant employee,

| |
which

occurred sometime on or about November 16, 1974, may
possibly have been related to KAREN* s accident, but he
finds this theory rather hard to believe. It is his undfer-
standing th£ someone had been "running up behind and following
closeT

I car".

He did not know anything about KAREN's supposed
meetingwith the "New York Times" and
City, which had been reportedly set
on the evening of November 13, 1974.

£
~[in Oklahoma

or sometime later
He feels if that if

anyone in the local union would have had knowledge of
this meeting, it would have been him, but he was completely
unaware of this meeting. He is somewhat offended that he
was not included in this meeting if it was as important
as the media had indicated. In fact, he did not know

was anywhere in the vicinity until about 10:00
when [

_n w,

Jca
Ehat

U_

called him at his residence at
_

told him that he was to have met KAREN in Oklahoma City
between

j?m

and she had not arrived at this
that from his information, he

understood that KAREN had been killed in a wreck.

7:00 and ?s00 r>

meeting. He told r.

b6
b7C
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land a "New York Times"
reporter thereafter came to tils residence, arriving sometime

between 11:00 and midnight. *hey had further conversation
about the wreck and telephone calls were made from his

residence, including a call to the hospital in Guthrie,
Oklahoma, where they learned that KAREN was in fact dead
and had been taken to a local funeral home.

From his conversations with I l and the
others at his resident e, he learned for the first time

that the purpose for KAREN*s meeting with the group was

to discuss allegations against the company concerning
falsification of documents, which assure quality control
of plutonium fuel rods, whbh are fabricated at the Crescent
Facility. He does not know what if any type of document
KAREN had to support these, allegations. He does not recall
seeing any papers that might relate to these allegations
in KAREN* s possession. He seems to recall that KAREN at
one time indicated that she had made some tape recordings
relative to some problem perhaps concerning quality control
and had sent the tapes to l l

>

On November 14, 1974, he went to Las Vegas,

Nevadk, for a nuclear council meeting and so he does rut

have much personal informatkn concerning- events immediately
subsequent to November 13. that related to the overall
SILKWOOD situation. I Iwas in attendance at this
Las Vegas meeting and told him that the union thought that
she might have been run off the road by someone unknown
and they were , therefore, going to hire an IndepehdeBfe accident

investigator,] X made the comment that
it did not look that there had been a collision prior to

the wreck, but she had gone off the road into a ditch.

He said something about KAREN was supposed to hase had something

^
at thfl time of the wreck, apparently meaning some papers,

but] |did not elaborate.

6 n

he
hlC

b6
hlC
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KAREN, even though she had been employed at
the nuclear facility for quite sometime prior to the
September meeting in Washington , D . C . f“aid not appear to
be overly concerned regarding the possible danger of
contamination from plutonium, however, this health-
safety meeting, she appeared to be much more cognizant
of the potential hazards from plutonium. In fact,
was his impression that she was unaware that plutonium^
could possible cause caacer in contaminated persons until
she attended this meeting. This may have accounted for
some of her distress connected with her contamination
incident.
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|
Oklahoma, furnished

the following information:
b6
b7C

He has been employed at the Kerr Me Gee Corporation,
(KMC) Crescent Nuclear Facility since August 12, 1968* He is
a member of the Oil, ChemicaLJ-Atomi c- Workers Union (OCAW) Local
5283. The President is

^

at Cubing, Oklahoma.
The employees of the Crescent Facility are a Separate branch
of the local and I

[
even though he is local President,

has very little to do with union -KMC relations. The union
at the Crescent facility has a three-person bargaining committee
led by

|

late KAREN SILKWO!J

rlity has i

Chairman;

|

D, Committeewoman.
Conmitteeman and the

He was not a close friend of KAREN andkiew little
of her outside of company-union activities, however, he was
very aheeraed about her physical, and emotional health after
KAREN became involved in a contamination incident sometime
around November 5, 1974. It was most apparent to him
that KAREN was under a severe emotional strain as a result of
this incident and apparently the exact nature of any medical
problem she may have had from the incident, was not yet known.
She had been sent to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) site
at Los Alamos where extensive physical examination was conducted
and returned to Oklahoma, he believes, sometime on November 12,
1974.

b6
b7C

The union and company had a bargaining session set
for November 13, 1974 at the Crescent plant and KAREN was to
participate in this bargaining session. The bargaining committee
was to have a meeting before they entered into negotiations with
the company shortly prior to 9:00 am, November 13, 1974 at
the Hub. KAREN did not appear for this meeting on time, but
joined the group as they were en route to the plant from the
Hub.

He, I | and KAREN went into negotiations
about 9:15 am. They stayed at the session until 11:30 Wh<=>n
they broke for lunch. The three of them joined by I

international lepresentative from Tulsa, Oklahoma, all went to
Crescent and ate lunch. They returned to the negotiating session
about 1:00 or 1:15 am and stayed in ses sion until 2:45 pm .

b6
b7C

Interviewed on. 12/3/74
_at_ Crescent, Oklahoma

SA
by

—

b6
,k7C Date dictated..

Fi i eQklahoma City 159-45

12/9/74
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After the negotiating session, KAREN briefly met
with company representatives relative to the fact that she
did not call to report into work that she was not coming in
the previous day-Friday. She became rather upset as a
result of this particular meeting. KAREN thereafter met with two
AEC representatives, one of whom was named I 1 in regard
to her contamination. He was present with KAREN during both
of these meetings. He was with her the entire day with the
exception of one or two occasions when she went to the restroom,
but during those times, she was escorted by another female
employee so that supervised body specimens could be obtained.
She apparently experienced some difficulty in locking some
specimen kits, which seemed also to be upsetting to KAREN.

The rank and file union meeting was scheduled for
that evening at the Huh Cafe. He and KAREN left the plant and
arrived at the Hub about 5:15 or 5:20 pm. She drove and he
rode as a passenger in KAREN* s car. No one else went with
them. The meting lasted to sometime between 6:30 and 7:00 pgjv

He was very concerned about her and felt that she
was in no condition to drive from Crescent to her residence
.and he offered^ to drive her home, which offer she refused.

|
also offered to drive her home because he too

was concerned. She refused his offer.

b6
b7C

During the course of her meetings with the company
officials after the negotiation session and during her meeting
with the AEG representatives, KAREN on several occasions
broke down and cried and he recalls that she even broke down
on one occasion at a union meeting. The entire situation
appeared to be upsetting to herj not only was she contaminated,
her apartment was tod, and she lost most of her personal effects
and furniture and did not seem to know for sure the full
extent of her physical contamination.

.
He did not see her leave the union meeting. She

did sav sometime ^irino- Aav f-hat- affray the unin meeting,
she and|

^ were going to the airport-

-

b6
b7C
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to pick up someone* He did not know the- identity of the

person or persons they were going to pick up until he
read about it in the newspaper, nor did he know the purpose
Of KAREN meeting with these persons until he read about
it in the newspaper*_Io_iiis knowledge, no local union
member, including I I the Committee Chairman, was
aware that KAREN was meeting with a national union officer
and "New York Times” reporter on the evening of November
13, 1974.. He did not know that she was making allegations
about quality control about plutonium fuel rods. He
said the first he knew of this allegation against the
company was when he read about it in the newspaper.
The fact that he and other unin members were unaware of
what KAREN was doing in this regard was upsetting to
him and several other people.

During the time he was with KAREN on November 13,

1974, he saw her eat fried chicken at noon. She did not
drink any alcoholic beverage, including beer, anytime
he was with her during the day. The only thing he saw
her drink at the union meeting was perhaps a glass of
tea or a cup of coffee. There is absoltfcely no drinking
that goes on during the union meetings. The Hub does not
serve beer. He is certain that no other union member would
have "slipped” KAREN a drink at the time of the meeting.
In regard to any document^ KAREN might have had in her
possession, both he and KAREN had in their possession
their roughdrafts of unin demands against the company.
He did not see in KAREN* s car any briefcase or large

^

file of papers or documents. He does not recall seeing in
her car any items that may have related to her allegations
concerning quality control. There may have been such
documents In the car, but he did not see them.

Neither he, nor any other local union member to
his knowledge, was aware of the fact that the national
union had hired an independent accident investigator to
investigate KAREN's accident.

b6
hlC
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He has no information that would indicate KAREN s

accident involved foul play. In fact, he knows nothing about the

accident, other than what he read in the newspaper* He, m his own
mind, would rule out the fact of KAREN committing suicide
itEBmuch as if she had been contemplating suicide, he doubts she

would have taken as much time as she did in locating specimen
bottles earlier on November 13, 1974.

He knows nothing in regard to the circumstances
surrounding KAREN* s contamination.
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Oklahoma, furnished the following information:
b6
b7C

mHe is currently employed as I

~
. --

the Uranium Lab at the Kerr Me Gee Corporation (KMC)
Crescent Nuclear Facility. He formerly was employed in the
Plutonium Lab. He has worked for the company some three years.

,

He is an active member of the Oil, Chemical and Atomic /

Workers Union (OCAW) and until very recently, was a committeeman.

On November 13, 1974, he first saw KAREN SILKW00D
thfc day at the Hub Cafe in Crescent at a union meeting which
was attended by some 15 to 20 members. He was aware of the
fact that she had been involved most of the day in company-
union negotiations at the plant.

At the end of the union meeting, he heard
.

Gffdr to drive KAREN home. He made a similar offer and she
refused both of them*

b6
b7C

He made the offer because it was very obvious to him.
that ahe was under a severe strain as a result of the contamination
incident and related problems.

KAREN's trrp to Los Alamos was supposed to have
been better organized by the company and Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) than it was, but KAREN had several aggravating problems
arise during the course of the trip, had problems in renting
a car using her own credit card and also incurred sorr|e Lodging
and food expenses on her own. Apparently, she would be
reimbursed for these expenses , but the overall hassle added to-

iler numerous problems. She indicated that she was very.upset b6

about the trip in general. During the course of the union ^b7c

meeting she was sitting with l 1 He did not recall seeing
her eat or drink anything other than agj.ass of tea. There. was
no beer or other alcoholic beverage at the meeting and he is certain
that KAREN at that time, did not drink anything . other . than tea.
There is no place that he knows of in the immediate vicinity of
the Hub that senes intoxicants. ^

72
12/3/74

Interviewed on.

SA

Crescent, Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-45
_ai :

File

b6
b7C
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KAREN seemed ’’normal" when she left the meeting
at about 7^00 pm. He cannot describe her condition, other than
normal. Ail he can say, is that she, just before she left,

did not appear to be behaving in any fashion other than her
usual iashion, but he was still concerned enough to offer
to drive her home.

He did not know that KAREN was going to meet anyone
after the union meeting and was completely unaware of the
fact that she was going to make further allegations concerning
quality control on fuel rods. He was aware of the initial
allegations made in this regard, but was unaware of these
additional allegations.

In regard to her accident, he does not know what
lappened. He has no information whatsoever and does not know
whether foul play occurred or not. He would find it hard to believe
that the company would have had KAREN killed because he thinks
that the company is aware of the fact that the company can
munipulate KAREN should they desire to place enough pressure
on her. KAREN will bend under pressure, he knows it and the
company knows it. So it would not be necessary for the
company to take such extreme action against her.

In late September, 1974, he, | land KAREN ***

went to Washington, D.G. to take part in an AEC Safety meeting.
This meeting was specifically in regard to the Crescent
Facility. A similar safety meeting had been held about one month
before concerning the Atomic Facility at Erwin, Tennessee.
The fuel rod allegations were not brought up during the course
of this meeting. Only allegations concerning health and safety
at the KMC Crescent Facility were discussed. The union'

s

allegations in this regard consisted of some three or four charges.

The allegations concerning the fuel rods were brought
up by thei National Unin after KAREN* s death and to his knowledge
there had not been a prior complaint.

He does not know what kind of documentation KAREN
may have had concerning the fuel rod allegations, but she may
have had some specifics in a small notebook, approximately
3X5 inches in size,which he has in tie past seen her carry.

-y
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On December 3, 1974, observed
the scene to which the fatal accident nf ~ SILKW00D
occurred on November 13, 1974. SA
the area.

made photographs of

b6
b7C

The scene is located on Oklahoma State Highway 74
seven and three-tenths miles south of Crescent, Oklahoma.
It is noted that the scene is approximately one and three-tenths
miles south of the intersection of State Highways 74 and 33
and the Kerr He Gee Corporation (KMC) Cimarron Facility is
located between Crescent and the accident site at a point
approximately two and one-tenth miles north of the accident
site. State Highway 74 is the most direct route between the
Cimarron Facility and Oklahoma City with access to the Oklahoma
City suburb, Edmond, Oklahoma.

The road at the point where the accident occurred is
straight and flat with a slight down grade (south) toward a
creek bottom.

The road is a two-lane, rough asphalt highway with a painted
center divided line* The Moulders (four reet wide) are smooth and
well maintained and at the same level as the road surface. On
either side of the rad is a broad, grass-covered bar ditch, which
surface varies from smooth to undilating.

Visibility north from the accident scene along the
highway is unrestricted for approximately one and one-half miles.
Visibility south along the road is unrestricted for approximately
one-half mile.

There are farm fields east and west of the road at the
accident site. There are no nearby residences or businesses*
The highway is not lighted in this area.

The concrete culvert in which the vehicle of KAREN
SILKW00D came to rest on the east side of the road is not clearly
noticeable from the road. The culvert is not readily apparent to
a south-bound driver of a passenger car.

Considerable debrj& including broken glass, ornamental

12/3/74
Interviewed on

SAl

Logan County, Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-45
of File # .

12/6/74

by_
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metal, broken plastic and a white racing mirror still littered the

impact area. Careful inspection of the north-bound and south-

bound highway lanes between the culvert and the section line
#

road some 500 feet north failed to reveal any skid marks, which
would appear to relate to the November 13 9 1974 accident*
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The odometer read 35596.4. The car was heavily
damaged on the front end. The extreme front portion of the
left front had been driven back to a point within 14 inches

of the fire wall on the driver's side. The fire wall,

dash board and steering wheel had all been driven forward
into the driver's compartment. The front windshield was
knocked out. The car roof was buckled and roof chrome
trim displaced. The left side, including the left door,

was heavily damaged with numerous dents and wrinkles in

the sheet metal.

The right door was wrinkled at the top just
below the window glass.

The right rear of the car was damaged, which
included broken tail light and cfemaged right tail light
assembly| wrinkled fender* right side immediately in front
of of tail light, near bumper creased and wrinkled right
of center to terminal portion of right side. The right
side tag license plate was cracked and broken.

At the extreme left rear comer (the rounded
surface between the outside c£ the left rear fender and the

flat surface from the iear of the car) at a point below the

rear bumper was an eliptically-shaped dent. The long axis

of this dent was nearly parallel to the ground* The
center of the dent was approximately 13 inches above ground

level. The dent had numerous horizontal parallel striations.

No paint other than the white Honda paint and underly&g
primer coats were obvious to the naked eye.

SA l 1 scraped the dent surface with a
hard steel tool and obtained paint samples. The dent was
approximately five inches long and jthree inches high.

This document contains neither recommendations nor

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside



Located on the under surface of the extreme
Left corner of the rear bumper was an undefined scratched
area bout one inch. in diameter. The bumper did not appear
to be dented at this point. There were no pieces of paint
discernible to the.naked eye in this scratched area. There
several small particles of what appeared to be soil in
this scratched area. The scratched area—waa at a point
some 15 inches above ground level. SA

| |
scraped the

surface of the scratched area with a hard steel tool
obtaining a very minute quantity of debr3&

SA|
which he examined.

took photographs of the automobile
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IV* AUTOPSY - MEDICAL
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1

I Office of the Chief
Medical Examiner, Hoard of Medicolegal Investigations,
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma* made available a copy of the
autopsy report relative to KAREN G. SILKN00D. The report
is dated November 21* 1974, and appeared over the b6

signature of A. J. -CHAPMAN, II,D., Chief Medical Examiner. t>7c

I Iadvised that the Atomic Energy
Commission (,AEC) at Los Alamos, New Mexico, still has an
Ongoing examination of the deceased* s internal organs
and tissues and the results of this AEG examination has
not yet been received by her office* Nhen the AEG
examination is completed and furnished to her office, it
will be incorporated into the present autopsy report
relative to SXLKET00D. She believes that it may be several
weeks Until her office hoars results of AEC examination.

Interviewed on_ 11/26/74

*7*9

Oklahoma City
at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma fu. # 159-45

b6
b7C

.Date dictated 12/3/74
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<2 BOARD OF MEDICOLEGAL INVESTIGATIONS

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER

824 NORTHEAST 15th STREET
Oklahoma City. Oklahoma

,
731 04

(405)-239—<71 41

AMENDMENT TO REPORT OF INVESTIGATION

Full Name of Dedecent Karen G. S il kwn n d

Date of Death: 11/13/74

City/County of Death: Sujihri e/Logan

File Number:

Medical Examiner: Robert Ringrose, M.D.

ITEMS AMENDED:

{ ) Cause of Death

( X) Manner of Death Accident '

( ) Other

HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS IS A TRUE

3RRECT COPY OF THE ORIGINAL DGCUMEHT^f
^ ^ .

. JAY CHAPMAN, M.D. ^ATED
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* ..Karen Gay Silkwood

EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION:

1. Tha body, is clothed as follows:

a. One brawn leather coat in the pockets of which there are the following items:

4 quarters , 4 pennies, I nickel, 6 dimes. A small notebook contains 2 one-
dollar bills and 1 $5.00 bill as well as a blank check, a professional card
from Dr. Sternhagen in New Mexico.

A Bradley brand Mickey Mouse pocket watch, 2 Kleenexes, used.
One vial containing yellow and aqua pills as well as powdered pills.

= One radiation badge with photographic ID and name.
One electronic security key.

b. One silver-chain necklace with multi -col ored and silver pendants.
c. One pair of red, white and black striped plaid slacks.
d.- One pair of white socks.
e. One pair of leather half-boots. •

f. One pullover black blouse.
g. A Kotex pad is in place as well as a tampon.
h. One pair of brown and white patterned extremely brief panties.

A vertical 3/4 inch laceration is present in the left mid forehead in the hairline extending
interiorly. .

The orbital contents on the left are displaced posteriorly, and there is along the. inferior
border of the left eyebrow extending from the base of the- nose laterally, .a 1-3/4 inch ir-
regular laceration. Marked orbital contusion is. present on the left.

There are multiple fractures of the nasal bones.
'

Blood is present from the nares ar.d mouth.

Irregular abrasions cover the anterior chest on the ’left in. an area up to approximately 8
inches in greatest dimension. These range from 1/2 up to 4 inches in greatest dimension.

Covering the left aspect of the abdomen interiorly and medially to the midline is an irregular
area of superficial abrasion which is 5-1/2 inches in greatest dimension.

Postmortem needle puncture wounds are present in the anterior chest wall on the left.

Irregular superficial abrasions and slight lacerations involve the entire right forearm from
the midpoint- ais tally, and these areas of injury range from 1/4 up to 3 inches in greatest
dimension. •

.

’

Similar injuries involve the left distal forearm from the midpoint. In addition there is a

fracture of the distal aspect of the 5th metacarpal.

There is marked distortion of- the left lower extremity in the mid thigh where there is com-,

plete fracturing of the femur overlain anterolaterally by areas of contusion and abrasion
as well as laceration covering an' area up to 6 inches. • •.

The left patellar area has marked laceration through the end re thickness of the skin with
apparent avulsion of skin and this area is 3-1/2 inches in greatest dimension* Irregular
•abrasions are present on the medial aspect of the left knee and on the proximal and mid
thirds of the anteromedial tibia! a* and these average 1-1/2 inche:

.continued ••
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Karen Gay Silkwood
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EXTERNAL DESCRIPTION (cont'd):

The proximal third of the right medial thigh has irregular laceration in an area 2-1/2

inches in greatest dimension. Over the middle third of the posterior right thigh there

is a puncture type laceration and irregular abrasion surrounding an area approximately

'I inch in greatest dimension.

An irregular fracture near the point of juncture of the proximal

right femur is present. The right tibia- and fibula; are fractured

middle and distal thirds, and the bone is comminuted.

and middle
near the

thirds of
juncture of

the
the

Irregular contusions are present on the medial aspect of the right ankle and cover an

area 2-1/2 inches in greatest dimension.

Irregular areas of bluish red discoloration cover an area 5-1/2 inches in greatest dimen-

sion over the medial aspect of the right knee and proximal third of the right leg. medially.

Over the lateral most aspect of the iliac crest on the right is an irregular superficial

abrasion associated with bluish discoloration 1-1/4 inches in greatest dimension.

The posterior aspect of the proximal third of the right thigh has a laceration i-1/2 inches

in greatest dimension diagonally placed and associated with irregular abrasion and contusion

in an area up to 5 inches in greatest dimension.

A marked hematoma is 2 inches in greatest dimension over the lateral aspect of the right

foot near the ankle at the base of the metatarsals.

In the midline of the forehead extending superiorly from the base of the nose is a vertical

1 inch irregular laceration with hemorrhage.
’* * *

Dr. Mike Stewart is prosector of internal examination.

Multiple fractures, contusions, lacerations, arid abrasions. .

/



Autoprv #501-74
Silwood, Karen Go

November 14 * 1974

INTERNAL GROSS AUTOPSY EXAMINATION

ABDOMINAL CAVITY : Incision of the ventral abdominal wall reveals virtually no

subcutaneous adipose tissue stores , although the shin turgor ana skeletal

muscle consistency do not suggest cachexia or inanition*

Incision of the peritoneum reveals an estimated 3 units of recent hemorrhage

throughout the peritoneal cavity without ^evidence of exudation or fibrinous

proliferation* The abdominal viscera generally occupy their usual positions but

it is noted there are blunt lacerations of the liver and spleen and contusions

of the small bowel without evidence of small bowel perforation* The mesentery

is somewhat displaced ventrally and retroperitoneal hemorrhage is noted

surrounding both kidneys and dissecting somewhat into the root of the mesentery*

The source of this hemorrhage appears to be from thepos terror surface of the

liver near the inferior vena cava c

THORACIC CAVITY:: Reflection of the ventral slcin of the thoracic cavity reveals

'contusion of the pectoral musculature and fracture dislocations of both sterno-

clavicular joints 0 There are displaced fractures of the left 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4ta*

and 5th ribs anteriorly just lateral to the sternoclavicular cartilages.

Contusion of the right chest anteriorly is prominent but displaced fractures

are not seen*

Removal of the sternum reveals no tension pneumothorax but both lungs are

somewhat collapsed* paricularly the left lung* There are lung contusions avid

a few cc c of blood-tinged proteinaceous fluid in each pleural cavity without

evidence of exudation or fibrosis* The mediastinum and pericardial sac are

intact*

. ORGAN SYSTEMS: •

CA1^I0\ASCULAR SYSTM-lhe pericardial sac contains a few cc u of proteanaceous

fluid without evidence of hemorrhage* The heart has a normal gross external

configuration, weighs 3.80 grams, and shows no evidence of contusion* Examinat ior

of the coronary arteries reveals virtually no atheromatous disase* Examination •

of the chambers of the heart show minor acute dilatation of the. right ventricle*

There is no evidence of hypertrophy, inflammation, interstitial fibrosis, or

necrosis. The heart valves and great vessels are nortually developed and well

formed*

RESPIRATORY System: The trachea is blood stained but there is noevidence of

active inflamination* The combined weight of the left and right lungs is 1200

grams* Both lungs have multipple contusions (considerably more severe left

anteriorly) but there is no evidence of actual .perforation^ Gross sectioning

reveals hemorrhages related to the contused areas but there is no gross evidence

of significant pre-existing pulmonary parenchymal disease* The pulmonary

arteries are clear*

/
/

3. Jm
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Silvood, Karen G. •

Continued:

GAS IK0HTIE&TIKAL TRACT-The esophagus is grossly normal. 'The stomach contains .. .

500 cc. of partially digested material without gross evidence of medications.

No mucosal abnormalities are seen, The small bowel and colon are practically

empty and contain no developmental or acquired abnormalities, The appendix is

normal

„

LIVLR-lhe 5 iverwoi ghs 1300 grams and contains multiple irregular blunt laceration.,

involvingthe ventr.,1 surface and dome of the right lobe extending posteriorly.

Gross examination of tie liver reveals no distortion of the lebuiar architecture
and there is no evidence of fatty parenchymal change or portal fibrosis. The

gallbladder is small and shows it to contain less than 10 cc. of green viscid
bile and no evidence ofstone formation or mucosal cholesterolosis. The common
bile duct is patent and delicate.

^

PANCREAS -There is some hemorhage surrounding the pancreas but no evidence of

active pancreatitis or pancreatic necros5_s.

GENITOURINARY SYSTEM-Both kidneys are surrounded by retroperitoneal hemorrhage
but there is no gross .evidence of actual contusion to the renal parenchyma. The
kidneys have a norraal weight and development. Gross sectioning reveals no evidence
of inflammatory or vascular renal changes. Roth ureters are patent and intact.

The urinary bladder contains approximately 100 cc. of clear yellow urine. The
uterus, ovaries, and oviducts are grossly normal.

ENDOCRINE SYSTEM- Both adrenal glands have a normal size, shape, color and
configuration. The thyroid gland is bilaterally symmetrical without evidence of

fibrosis, inf lamination, or nodularity. The pituitary gland is grossly normal.

EEMATOLYKPHATIC SYSTEM- The spleen contains irregular lacerations of the capsule
as mentioned. Trie organ weighs 110 grams and gross sectioning reveals no parenchym

abnormalities, other than the traumatic lesions as described. There are only a

few scattered small mesenteric and periportal lyrnph nodes which show no evidence

of inflammation or hyperplasia. The' thoracic lymph nodes have the expected

anthracosis without evidence of granulomas, fibrosis, or hypertrophy. Grossly,

the bone marrow of the sternum, ribs, vertebral column, and left femur is normally

cellular.

MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM =The skeletal muscles show no evidence of atrophy, dystrove,

or wasting. The skeletal syseoi is normally developed and generally intact with the

exception of the traumatic injuries as mentioned in the gross external examination

CENTRAL NERVOUS SYS TEM-Reflection of the scalp reveals no subgaleal hematoma. The

calvarium is intact.
Removal of the calvarium reveals no subdural or subarachnoid hemorrhage. The

brain weighs 1275 grams and is bilaterally symmetrical but shows apparent early

and minor cerebral edema with flattening of the gyri, narrowing of the sulci,

and slight uncal nicking. Gross sectioning of the brain reveals no contusions,

no internal hemorrhages, and no evidence of pre-existing cerebral disease. The

proximal Spinal cord is grossly unremarkable . Examination of the base of the

skull reveals no evidence of fracture.



MICROSCOPIC

Autopsy #5 01“74
S 5 Xwood s Karen G»

Heart: “the myocardium has a uniform consistency without evidence of trauma,

inf lamination , hypertrophy, fibrosis, infarction, or degeneration.

Respiratory System-The lungs contain large areas of contusion with acute

hemorrhage obliterating large areas of alveoli. There is no evidence of pre-

existing pulmonary disease.

Liver-Ihe hepatic lo'bular architecture is intact. The parenchyma cells are

regular and uniform without evidence of fatty- cytoplasmic change. The portal

areas and central lobular architecture are unremarkable. The liver near areas

of traumatic laceration show interstitial hemorrhage and early infiltration of

acute inflammatory cells,

Pancreas-Microscop icaliy there are no abnormal pancreatic parenchymal changes.

Some autolysis is seen and there is peripancreatic hemorrhage without evidence of

pancreatic contusion. .

Kidneys -Both kidneys show no' evidence of significant vascular or inf lamraatory

.disease. There are early ischemic tubular epithelial changes.

Adrenals -Both adrenal glands show acute hemorrhagic changes without evidence of

cortical necrosis or degeneration.

Hematolymphatic System-Microscopically the lymph nodes are within normal limits.

The spleen shows almost total depletion of the sinusoidal erythrocytic reserves.

The lymphoidal architecture is unremarkable. The bone marrow is adequately

cellular and shows normal, orderly maturation of both the erythrocytic and

granulocytic series. Megacariocytes are active and apparently functional.

Central Nervous System-Early minor acute perivascular edematous changes areseen.

There is no contusion, hemorrhage,' infarction or evidence of pre-existing centra}

nervous system disease.
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OFFICE OF THE CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER
Box 26301

800 Northeast 13th Street, 4*B

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73190m
REPORT OF LABORATORY ANALYSIS

name: Siikwood, Karen Gay LABORATORY NO.y^ggg

material submitted. Blood, Gastric Contents, Bile, date received: November 15. 1S74
Urine, Brain, Kidney, Liver and

SUBMi

s^all Via 1 Containing Yellow and Blue Tablets

ttedby: M.D. MEDICAL EXAMlNEhft0 j.)er |. gjj^gjCQSfU MJL
RESULTS:

Blood

r

Ethyl Alcohol - Trace (less than 0.02% w/v)

Methaqualone - 0.35 milligrams/! 00 ml

Barbiturates - Negative

Chlordiazepoxide - Negative

Diazepam - Negative

Liver:

Methaqualone - 1.08 milligrams/! 00 grams

Gastric Contents (118 grams submitted for analyses):

Methaqualone - 49.53 milligrams present in total specimen received

Urine:*

Ethyl Alcohol - Trace (less than 0.02% w/v)

Please Note: Unless notified in writing to the contrary, the specimen (s) submitted in this case will be discarded

at the end of 30 days.

/



I I Oklahoma
City, was contacted at tis ottice* tie was advised of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature
of the interview* He furnished the following informations b6

b7C

I

~
stated that he was KAREN G* SILKNOOD*s

physician from November 28, 1973* until November 4* 1974* His
records reflect that SILKNOOD was Single* worked nights* and
slept during the day* On October 25* 19/4* 1 [ saw
SIIKHGOD and prescribed Qualude (Methaqualone) to assist her
in sleeping* The prescription was for 30 tablets of 300
milligram Qualude and was to be taken upon retiring* The
prescription could not be refilled, but after 30 days SILKW00D
could return and have another prescription written.

\ records reflect that he saw SILKWOQD on be
November lf 1974, regarding minor neck pains as a result' of b7c
a previous auto accident. She was seen again for a follow-
up examination On November 4, 1974.

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. ft is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.





FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription
12/11/74

bora
1 Missouri* who resides at—

"lot Martin’ s Auto
“

* Mi ^ • » Al ** <4

1

Salvage and Repair, 2400 South Division, Guthrie, Oklahoma,
telephone number 282-1406. was interviewed at his place of
business. I |

advised as follows*

He has been in business three years at this
location. He operates a wrecker service in connection
with his business under a “Corporation Commission of
Oklahoma Wrecker and Towing License” number 26329W,
effective January 25> 1974,

b6
b7C

I exhibited a pink copy of a bill of b6

lading, number 1416, dated October 31, 1974, which bears b7c

the caption “Harbin* s 24 Hour Wrecker Service, 2400
S. Division, Guthrie, Oklahoma 73044, Tel. 282-1406 or
282-3022” which document shows the following data?

Vehicle
Tag number
Payment
Location
Remarks

Truck number

Honda
YF 8261
Cash
Five miles west on 33
Pulled Car from ditch
$3.00} five miles $5.00}
Total amount 313.00
2 (which 1 I said is
a GMC truck, 1973 model,
blue with yellow trim)

as *1GEO”
advised that

for his first name|_
lie- initialed this document

The bottom of the
form showed the answer of no to the following questions
on this printed form:

b6
b7C

Round trip?
Use of dolly?

Interviewed on_—12/3/74 °> Guthrie, Oklahoma FUe #
i

by SA
b6
b7C Dale dictated

Oklahoma City
159-45

12/6/74

This document contoins neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. ll is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.



OC 159-45
2

Was vehicle wrecked?
Was vehicle damaged?
Was vehicle loaded?
Perishables?

It is noted this form bore a space for customer
signature, however, none was shown.

| |
advised that this document was in

connection with the Honda vehicle believed owned by KAREN
SILKWOOD which he said he pulled from a ditch five miles b6
west of Guthrie on State Highway 33 at about 1:30 P.M. on b7c
October 31, 1974, at which time SILKWOOD paid him in cash
in the amount of $13.00 for his services.

|

|advised that SILKWOOD called him by
telephone between 9:00 and 10:00 A.M., on October 31, 1974,
and asked him to meet her at the car* s location at 1:30 P.M.,
on October 31, 1974, in order to tow it from the ditch.
In this telephone conversation she said she slid off the
highway into a ditch "five miles west of Guthrie on 33
highway".

He said it was his understanding that the
vehicle ran into the ditch at a time when SILKWOOD was
returning home from work and that she had been confronted
by a cow on the highway and in order to avoid the cow,
lost control of the car, spun in 180 degree turn and went
backwards into the ditch on the wrong side of the highway
coming to rest with the right-hand taillight against a
fence nost breaking the dome type lens in the taillight.

J said that this was the only damage sustained to the
car. He said the housing containing the light was not bent
or damaged and he could see the point of impact of the lens
on the fence post at the time he pulled the car from the
ditch. He said that when the car was retrieved from the
ditch he and SILKWOOD and a male friend that was with her
who apparently had driven her to the scene of the accident,
carefully looked over the car for any damage and as stated
above the only damage they observed was the the taillight
lens.

~~

|
said that on October 31, 1974, he had

not observed any personal effects or material inside this

9#

b6
b7C
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vehicle for the reason that he had no reason to examine
anything within the oar as his concern had primarily been
with whether or not there had been any damage to the
exterior of the car when it ran into the ditch and when
he towed it from the ditch back onto the highway. He
said in order to pull the car from the ditch it Was
necessary to ask SILKWOOD to unlock the car in order to
turn the wheels and secure the steering wheel with a rope
by means of tying a rope to the steering wheel and then
closing the other end of the rope in the door jamb. This
was necessary to keep the wheels straight for towing the
vehicle from the ditch. He said in towing the car out of
the ditch in that incident* he hooked his cable underneath
the car on a rear suspension bar making the attachment of
the tow cable on the inside of the tow bar towards the
center of the vehicle* I I stated that he was certain
that he did not damage SILKWQOD* s car in any manner_dn
towing it from the ditch on October 31, 1974.

| 1
advised that in his examination of her car on that date he
did not recall finding any paint scratches or dents on the
exterior of the car which he said was a ’’kind of blue color”

,

two-door vehicle, of the station wagon type or style,
”as I remember”.

b6
b7C

_
advised that he did not observe anything

unusual in SILICtJOOD’ s physical condition on October 31,
1974* He said she seemed to be very alert.

| |
said the individual who was with SILKWOOD

was a white male* in his mid or late 20* s, long blond hair,
approximately 5' 10”-6 I

, slender build, approximately 145-150
pounds, fair complexioned, waring a pair of slacks and
shirt.

b6
b7C

I I further advised concerning the accident
where SILKWGOD slid into the ditch, he would estimate it
was about 40-50 feet from the shoulder of the highway to
where the car came to rest against the fence post. He said
her direction of travel was east and the car had come to
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rest north of the highway. The highway was concrete, two
lane divided, and I I further advised he did not observe
any marks in the concrete on the highway on October 31,
1974.

I I said that SILKWOOD did not inform him
of the time when she ran off the highway, but merely
indicated she was going from work to her home* I I

noted that there was a ravine before the area where she
reported she had skidded and the highway at that point was
a fill area. He said he did not note the condition of the
tread on her tires. He said he assumed she was alone when
she skidded and went into the ditch, however, she did not
so state.

Subsequently[, __ showed the area where
SILKWOOD had slid into" the ditch on Highway 33 to a
Lieutenant of the Highway Patrol and to Oklahoma Highway
Patrol (OHP) Trooper I I on November 23, 1974. He
said he did not recall the Lieutenant* s name but the
Lieutenant was a Negro male. He said he showed the area
to them on November 23, 1974, at around 5:00 P.M. He said
he established this date from a record he has maintained
which shows that on that date he was engaged in delivering
a vehicle to an individual in Crescent, Oklahoma, and the
site of SILKWOOD* s skid into the ditch was on his route to
Crescent. He said he pointed out to the OHP officers on
that date the exact location from which he towed the vehicle
and pointed out to them the fence post which the car had
struck and pointed out some of the broken glass from the
tailllght lens still at the scene. stated that in
fact the fence post was broken and the bottom of the post
was still hanging in the fence wire.

advised additionally that on the
night that KAREN SILKWOOD was killed in a subsequent
automobile accident he was on his way home from his place
of business and the Guthrie Police Department was trying

noted that he hasto get hold of him by radio. [__ _
radio communication in his wrecker with the Guthrie Police
Department and the Logan County Sheriff* s Office.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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the Guthrie Police Station and
that District 1 of the

*

said that he walked into
was informed by Captain

[ ,
„

OHP had called indicating that a party was trapped in a car
in an accident one mile south of Highway 33 on Highway 74
and

| Jwas to get there as fast as he could. I 1

said that he left the police station immediately, driving
his wrecker, and as he proceeded to the scene of the
accident he was in view of Guthrie Fire Department ambulance
which was proceeding ahea^ of him. There were two men inng ahead
the ambulance, but ! Tdid not get close enough to the
ambulance to determine who they were. | | said that he
got as far as five miles west of Guthrie on Highway 33 and
was advised by radio by the Guthrie Police Department that
he was to turn back and return to Guthrie. The police

ihoma, had
said that

department advising a wrecker from Crescei
been obtained to take care of the wreck, I

he did as instructed, turning around, returning to Guthrie,
and went home and thought nothing more of the matter at that
time.

I |
advised that the Guthrie Fire Department

ambulance, to the best of his knowledge, is a Chevrolet
vaii'-type ambulance, is city owned, and is red and white or
orange and white in color.

Concerning interviews regarding KAREN SILKtJOQD* s
lg into the ditch on or about October 31, 1974,

f

advised that he has been interviewed by the
following:

of Channel 5 News, Oklahoma City.

the OHP.
A Negro Lieutenant and Trooper

A brief interview bv two men from the Atomic
Energy Commission whose names l I said he does not
recall.

b6
b7C

Two men from Kerr McGee Corporation.

b6
b7C
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Insurance , 4/up Northwest Highway, Oklahoma City, was contacted
at his office* He was advised of the official identity of
the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview* He
furnished the following information:

b6
b7C

ladyised that Allstate claim number 16F88344
for KAREN S1LRW00D* 908 North Washington* Apartment 2, Edmond,
Oklahoma, dated November 2, 1974* relfects the following:

Car year
Make
Model
Insured car damage
Date of loss
lire of loss
Location of loss

Description of loss

1973
Honda Civic
2-door
Eight rear side
October 31, 1974
1:15 am
Highway 33, five miles west of
Guthrie, Oklahoma
Insured swerved to miss cow on
road and ran off into ditch

Allstate estimate dated November 2, 1974* claim
number 16F88344 for KAEEN SILKWOOB on a 1973 Honda Civic*
white, odometer 35,167, identification number 1014541, license
number YF-8261, reflects the following decription of repairs:

j 1* Replace rear bumper;
2* Replace rear bumper arms?
3. Replace rear deflector?
4* Repair rear body panel
5* Replace right tag lamp assembly?
6* Replace right tall lamp assembly?
7* Repair right quarter panel

Ibis estimate reflects the following estimated costs
for the above repairs:

Oklahoma City
,n,erviewed on—

3:2/374 Oklahoma:
Gity, Oklahomd ile * 1-59 -45

by SA
b6
b7C

Date dictated £-2/3/74
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Labor $ 73*80
Paint sublet 56*00
Parts 93.62
Tax 2.81

Total §226723
Less deductible $100*00
Net total $126.23

The axH-mate reflects Whitfield Volkswagen as the
.

repair shop. I I advised that the Adjustors Inspection
Report dated November 4, 1974, reflects May Avenue Dodge, to

do repairs, paint rear body panel and right quarter.

, J
advised that Allstate records reflect that

Allstate paid $146.23 on November 4, 1974, by check payable to

KAREN SILKNOOD md May Avenue Bank, Oklahoma City.

b6
b7C
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Dote of transcription. 12/6/74

BOB SI-IULL Volkswagen,
(Formerly Miltfield Volkswagen;, 56UU Northwest 39th, Oklahoma
Gity, was contacted at his office. He was advised of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature o£
the interview. He furnished the following information

b6
b7C

stated he is familiar with KAREN SILKWOOB.
He stated that she was dating [
at the
SILKWOOD

~

I

who is an employee
or five days before
her Honda Civic into

the body shop for an ^timate of repairs on damage caused by
J described her automobile as aan earlier accident.

1973 or 1974 Honda Civic, two-door, white in color*

. ,
statdd that|

the repairs of damage to her car. [

drew up the estimate for
] stated he observed

the damage and described it as being damage on the rear of
the car, right of center. He stated that it needed a new
taillight assembly on the right side, a new bumper, and
that the gravel deflector was damaged.

| |
stated that to

his knowledge these repairs were not made prior to SILKWOODs
fatal accident.

b6
b7C

stated that he has seen SILKJ700D’ s automobile
since her fatal accident. He said that he observed new damage
to the left rear of the car which vas not there when it was
brought in earlier for the estimate. He said he knows the
whereabouts of the car but declined to furnish that information.
He said he feels this Infomation should be obtained from
another source. He said he feels
to furnish that information.

b6
b7C

will be willing

Interviewed on. 12/2fr4

by SA I

Oklahoma City
.fliahomn City, Oklahoma File # 159-45

b6
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1 Date of transcription 12/6/74

|
was contacted at Bob Shull’s Volkswagen, vformeri.y

Whitfield. Volkswagen), 5600 Northwest 39th, Oklahoma City,
where he is employed in the body shop* He was advised of the
official identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature
of the interview* He furnished the following informations

, I

~| stated that he was very close to KAREN
SXLKW00D and dated heroff and on for approximately two years
before her death*

b6
b7C

I stated in regard to the damage to SILKW00D* s
\y auto resulting from an accident on or about October 31, 1974,^ SILKN00D brought her car, a 1973 Honda Civic, two-door, white

in color, to the Whitfield Volkswagen body shop on or about
November 1, 1974, to obtain an estimate of repairs. |____
stated he wrote the estimate for the repairs for her* He
said the damage to her car at that time was as follows:

b6
b7C

1* Right rear qurater wrinkled;
2. Right taillight assembly broken;
3. - Bumper creased approximately 2** deep, right of

center;
4. Back panel around the license tag damaged

including the light tag lamp assembly and sheet
metal wrinkled*

The estimate for the repair was approximately $300*

|
stated that the damage was not repaired prior to her

fatal accident. I [said that he now has SILKWOODs b6
car and it is located at BOB IVINS* residence, 5818 Northwest b7c
33rd, Oklahoma City* He stated that there is additional
damage "to the left rear of the car which was not present at
the time he wrote the above estimate*

Oklahoma City
Interviewed on_ 12/2/74 of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma File #159-45

by_ -3A.
b6
-b7C Date dictated 12/3/74
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. Lynn Hickey

Dodge, (formerly may Avenue uoage/, -wzo worth May, Oklahoma
City, was contacted at his office* He furnished the following
information:

b6
b7C

I
|
advised that the body shop records reflect no

i records---icfenti£iabie with KAREN G. SILKWOOD and stated that to
his knowledge the body shop has made no repairs on her 1973
Honda Civic*

/' 6&

.
Oklahoma City

12/2/74 ^Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Fi | e # 159-45

by SA be
blC Date dictated 12/3/74
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale of transcript 3,2/9/74

On December 2. 19744
t-.el pbhonicallv contacted

an effort to set up an appointment —__
An atynointment was made for 6:30 pm on December 3, ly.

at I I
residence.

SA met
Identified himself to

~l at the appointed

J and indicated to

the nature of the current investigation.

,
advised that the wrecked Honda automobile m

which KAREN SILKW00D was killed was not at his residence,

but was at a location in Northwest Oklahoma City and
offered to take SAl there.

indicatedEnroute to the location,!
, ,

that prior to the examination of the car, that he desired

to return to his residence where he wanted the interview

between SAl I and himself to take place, inasmuch as

he had various papers and tape recorder,

he warSbed to record the interview.
He stated that.

SA
[ J thereafter explains

detail the nature of the investigation* '[
. . t . i r j iJL ^

1 thereafter explained in additional
* • — 1 1 status

as a witness and the fact that the circumstances of any
interview would not be dictated by| |» L_— 1

therafter indicated that if he could not record the

interview; he desired to have another person present at
, * *ii. ^ Ti * u ~~ « p-v? at bot-bor* vpt. an attorney

J that

b6
b7C

b 6

b7C

I

advised that he was not being

hostile or argumentative, but was merely following advice

that had been given to him in regard to fny.^epaews
relative to the SILKWOOD matter.

,

He advised that he had

id objections in showing SA I I
the car and He would

check and receive further instruction relative to any

possible interview. .^

b6
b7C

12/2-4/74 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City 159-45

Interviewed on jr"

SAl
-b6 -

b7C

.File #.

12/9/74

by Date dictated
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_SZL and f

residence with an attache'
that this xm?. thp residence

J
1
proceeded, to [
ocation was a
saF 1

which
girage ..

of a co-worker of[

private
was advised

At this location, SA ["

During the course or the examination, SA
] examined a white
ixaminaticn, SA
placing a telephone

v 1973 Honda. 0
OLSON partially overheard

, ,

call in the kitchen just off from the garage . At the
tonclusipn of tfhe car examination, SA l 1 asked I

what the result of his instructions were anc£
advised

|

that he.had been in telephonic contact
in Washington. D. C. ,who advised him thatwith)

| in washingta
the union preferred that he,

[_

present for ^nv tvne of FB I

indicated to
condition fo

have an attorney
interview. SA

|

"[again
I
that this was an unacceptable

actual interview, however, in the event tha!
furnish thefhad any information, he wished to

FBI, the FBI would accept this information,
fwas also advised that the conditions he set rorth in regard

to the interview would be brought to the attention of the
Hi—S . Attorney and that the U. S. Attorney could cause
_

[to be called before a grand jury to furnish them
information relative to the current investigation.

On the morning of December 4, 1974,

1

telephonically contacted SA l \ to advise that_ _ he would
be available that day for interview and he was not making
any conditions relative to the terms of the interview.

b6
b7C

,b6

b7C

b6
b7C

/off
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATEr

Date of transcription,. 12/10/74

b6

|
Oklahoma , furnished the b7 '

roxjLowmg mtormation:

,, - „
she

i
employed as an analyst at the Kerr

McGee Corporation (KMC) , Nuclear Facility,, located near
Crescent, Oklahoma. As of January 2, 1975, sho wil l
have been working for the company one year. j J
advised she can he contacted through hpr iiarpnt-g . i

who live
i

3

on a farm road. She was tne roommate of
KAREN SILKW00D , who is now deceased. She and KAREN
shared an apartment located at 908 North Washington,
Apartment #2, Edmond, Oklahoma, and shared the apartment
with KAREN for about two months prior to KAREN* s death.
S
2eT^7as Vot rZally what one would call a close friend

of KAREN s. They shared the apartment for mutual convenience.
Prior to moving in with KAREN, she was iiving at home and
wanted to get away and was anticipating attending Central
State University (CSU) in Edmond* About this time KAREN
T-iq/3 q f i-’L. -L ^ * n I I I . ^

r

rf.th

lived
him.

had a fight with herbnvfri e-rid.,

in a house on
| l KAREN lived there with mm.

J stated she believes they truly loved one another butthey both were coming off a divorce and apparently had
decided to bojft, remain "free*” From time to time either

b6
b7C

kaken or
| Iwould do something, such as go out with

someone else to demonstrate their freedom.

b6
b7C

Interviewed on 12/5/74 _ , . 4
OKLAHOMA CITY

01 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma File # 159-45

by SA b6
b7C

_Date dictated -12/9/74
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KAREN spent very little time at the apartment
and almost every night was at I I She would see
KAREN only infrequently at best, inasmuch as they worked
different shifts - KAREN worked days and she worked

©yErds

«

—KAREN was very much a union-oriented persons
however,]

|
stated she

| |
was not a union-oriented

person, has not joined the union, and is not thinking
about joining the union. When KAREN would try to discuss
company and union problems with her, she would simply
turn KAREN off and say there were more important things
to talk about. Therefore, KAREN and she would not even
discuss topics in this area, let alone KAREN confiding
in her concerning any important information relative to
the company and union. I I stated she is aware of the
fact that KAREN did not fully trust her and certainly
would not disclose to her any union secrets.

KAREN 1 s boyfriend,
union affai-rs with TTABEM I

would not dismiss

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

On the evening of November 12, 1974, L KAREN,
and she returned from Los Alamos, New Mexico, where they
were examined at the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) facilitym regard to a contamination incident. They got back into
town sometime around lljOO p.m. and the three of them briefly
stopped by a night club to pick up a friend of hers. Thereafter
the four of them went to DREW* s house where they all spent
±he night,

f
I

b6
b7C

_A_„T ,, j
She got up the next morning about the same time

KAREN did and briefly saw her at the house. During this time
she did not observe KAREN drink any other alcoholic beverage.
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She and KAREN went to the plant that morning
in their respective cars, KAREN went into union negotiations
and she ! I met with AEC representatives. She did not
see KAREN afterwards. She can not really say if KAREN on
the morning of November 13, 1974, was high or low emotionally
because of her limited contact ; however, the previous evening
KAREN was perhaps more relaxed than any time that she had
seen KAREN, KAREN had been very distraught over her con-
tamination and apparently thought she was going to die as
a result. The physical they took, hpwever, in New Mexico
put KAREN* s true physical condition in proper respective
and thus relieved KAREN considerably.

She has no personal knowledge concerning KAREN's
fatal car accident. Her first impression upon hearing
about the accident was that KAREN possibly committed suicide
but when she later heard that KAREN* s car might have been
forced off the road, she could see something like that
happening too. Just what happened, she does not know.
She has absolutely no suspects in the matter if there was
truly foul play. She never heard KAREN say that she was
in fear of her life; that is, she never said that she thought
any member of the company, an ex-girlfriend of Tor
any other person was after her.

It

and had a meeting set up
\ for the evening

She knew that KARE
. with a union representative,
of November 13, 1974, but she did not imow the purpose o
the meeting. She did not know that a New York Times
reporter was supposed to be at this meeting. She thought

was to be at house so she went over
. house about 7i00 p ,m. on November 13, 1974, and

found no one there. She thereafter left after waiting briefly

She knew that KAREN had been going around picking
up information regarding the health situation at the
Crescent plant, but did not know anything else about KAREN* s
activities. She did not know that KAREN had made any alle-
gations concerning falsification of fuel rod records.

About October 31, 1974, KAREN was involved in a
wreck between Guthrie and the plant. KAREN said a cow had
been out on the road and she went off the road when she
tried to get around the cow. KAREN wrecked the back end
of her car at that time. Another employee of the plant,

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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I who came to work just a short time prior
to when KAREN called about the accident, said she too
had seen a cow on the road at about the place where KAREN
indicated the wreck had occurred. KAREN told her that
she tried to flag down a couple of cars but was unsuccessful
in doing so. She walked back to her car and “took a pill”
and walked to a nearby farmhouse from where she called.
She does not know anything about KAREN having been prescribed
sleeping pills at this time.

However, on November 10, 1974, Dr. I 1
who was examining them at Baptist Hospital in Oklahoma City,
gave them both a prescription for Valium for their nerves.
He made only one prescription in KAREN 1

s name. She obtained
two of the pills while KAREN got the rest* She does not
know if KAREN received any other medication by prescription
at Los Alamos, New Mexico, thereafter.

If KAREN stole some nuclear .materi all from KMC,
she certainly would not have told her I because KAREN
knows that she would have turned her inZ She is totally
afraid of Plutonium and certainly would not have stood
for KAREN ever bringing any Plutonium or other radioactive
material into their apartment*

If KAREN had stolen some material from the plant
it would seem that she would have had a better idea of the
nature of her contamination problem, but she acted very
concerned and during the examination at the Baptist Hospital,
she told her I I that she had radioactive material in her
lungs and was breathing it out into the atmosphere.

She does not think that if KAREN had stolen
any material she would have dared told| I because she believes
that Iwould not go along with such an irresponsible act.
She reels that if KAREN did steal some nuclear material, she
did it on her own.

She has no information whatsoever which would
indicate that KAREN was salting her urine and fecal samples
with radioactive material.

b6

She was at the apartment on November?, 1974, when b7c

the apartment was being checked for contamination. She was
present at the discovery of

|

/e 4?
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1 She never observed 1 1 or
KAREN

|

[

not De surprised to learn rnacT
In her opinion, however# I

5
i

r

She certainly would
and KAREN used marijuana*

b6
b7C

The first night that KAREN had spent at the
apartment in a good long while, _was_the evening of November 6,

They may have also1974. She spent the night with
spent the previous night there hue she is hot sure since
she worked. On Wednesday night they were sharing a pizza
at the apartment when KAREN casually mentioned that she
had gotten contaminated the day before* She did not pick up on
KAREN’s remark and nothing was further said about the matter.

b6
b7C

She was at the apartment Thursday morning and just
got home when KAREN called and said some people were coming
to the apartment to check it for contamination. She could
not believe the remark KAREN made and just went to bed.
later on that afternoon, however, the apartment was checked
and determined to be contaminated. It was also determined
that she had surface contamination herself.

To her knowledge, KAREN never broke down to such
a point that she was crying in regard to her contamination.
KAREN did act as if she were truly concerned. Her understanding
of the contamination incident was that it was a result of
there being a leak in the gloves, which were in the glove box
KAREN had been working out of, fen November 5, 1974, When she
learned on November 13, 1974, that the company had apparently
found nothing wrong with the gloves, it indicated KAREN was
a liar. She believes that it is likely that KAREN was aware
of this information prior to the time she died.

Sometime during raid October, 1974,. perhaps two
weeks before the contamination incident, KAREN made the
remark that she was considering taking a vacation I

I does not know for sure but assumed that
KAREN was serious when she said this. KAREN had also told her

b6
b7C
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that shef

I | has no personal knowledge concerning
KAREN’s allegations about falsification of fuel rod records.
KAREN did not keep any documents or papers at the apartment.

|
I felt that if KAREN did keep papers, she would probably
kept them at |

~| house. She does not know of any
such as papers, notebooks, etc., which might have been
f A n'MVfl _ _ ^ /" j _ * J * 1.

have
items

,

missing from KAREN’s car after the accident,

b6
b7C
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following infanation;
furnished the

b6
b7C

He was the boy friend of the late KAREN SILKHOOD,
He formerly worked at the Kerr Me Gee Corporation (KMC)
Crescent Nuclear Facility and quit that iob in September ,

19741

He had been going with KAREN for most of the
time that she was employed at the Crescent Facility and
during the time that he was employed at the facility,
he was very active in the union affairs . KAREN was also
active in the union* KAREN was involved in a contamination
incident, which was discovered on or about November 5,
1974 and as a result of that incident, KAREN, her roommate,

I and he all were sent by the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) to the AEC Facility at Los Alamos, New
Mecixo for a full body count. They were at Los Alamos,
during the period of November 10-12, 1974, returning via
air to Oklahoma City at about 9:30 pm* They stopped at
the Crescendo Club located on N. W. 36th,

.
spending a

period of time there, arriving at his residence sometime
about 11:00 pm. They drank a little wine that evening.

l and KAREN both spent the.night at hs
residence* He saw both girls the next morning before he
left for work. He understands that KAREN went to the
Crescent Facility. He does not know where I _ 1 went
that day. KAREN was involved in contract negotiations,
which were then ongoing at the Crescent plant.

He and KAREN had previously made arrangements
P

"^"- ——

1

. , *] n1_ „ 1 J A 4-aw? a /Sn* r-i

to meet wiith
rv\ /

Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers
Unin (0CAW) international representative and

_

a “New York Times” reporter in reference to allegations
concerning falsification of fuel rod records at the
Crescent plant. He was to pick up at the Oklahoma

6:00 pm, November 13, 19/
Iwho Was to arrive

City aipnorL at
pick up

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

Hfr.
Oklahoma City, OkMioma

1974 and thereafter
on a flight a short time later.

Interviewed on.

12/4/74
_ol_

Oklahoma City 159-45
File #

SA
by
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.While he was still at work, just before 6;00
pm, he received a telephone call from KAREN who was then
at a union meeting at the Hub Cafe in p - “-•-

* ’ " •’ -* * ‘ ^ Tad 1 I ,
their plans for the meeting with

, |au , , an
KAREN was to meet them at the Holiday Inn Northwest,
Oklahoma City* She appeared to be in good spirits at
the time of their telephone conversation.

le finalized
and b6

b7C

«ad previously -made- arrangements to meet
prior to their going to Los Alamo sj.

Jie believes that the actual det& that the arrangements
were made was early on November 10, 1974. KAREN had been
gathering data for quite soietime on specific falsification
incidents relative to the quality controls that were set
up to check the fabrication of the plutonium fuel rods made
at the Crescent Facility. It is his understanding that
her data consisted of the weld numbers of rods that had
been passed that *tere not up to standard, and alphas (x-rays)
of the imperfect welds themselves. It is his understanding
that she had in her possession an actual negative that

3

had been altered.

He had not seen any of the documentary information
that KAREN had to support her allegations. He did, however,
have turned over to him all the papers and documents that
were recovered from KAREN* s wrecked car. He retained a
portion of these items and other items of KAREN* s personal
property and sent the remainder to her parents in Texas.
In conversation with KAREN* s family in Texas, he found
out they had in their possession something which might
have been the negative of which KAREN spoke. This was
sent to him by the family and inspection determined that
this negative had notting to do with the altered fuel rod
documentation, but related to a fuel rod examination (valid),
which took place sometime in December, 1973, which was
a time prior to the falsification incidents.

,
It is his understanding that KAREN had previously

had conversations , perhaps in Washington. D.C. * and perhaps
by telephone with L which ] I recorded, in
which she described the negative which she then apparently
had m her possession. He thinks that | | may have®or® specific information as to what material or data
KAREN was supposed to have.

b6
b7C
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KAREN had also gathered information where ghe

was able to document instances where a supervisor,
| |

I
recorded raw data and adjusted these figures to

conform with acceptable standards. She reportedly had
specific times, dates and the- numbers of the analysis
that had been altered.

He believes that she had mentioned to I

these falsifications in rather general terms, not p-ivnftj

specifics such as times, numbers, etc* , and that]
had told KAREN to get all of the stuff together in a form

that would be useable and it is his impression that this
is what KAREN had done and was going to give to

| —land

| at ‘the time of their November 13, 1974 meeting;
however, he has never actually seen any of this specific
information KAREN was supposed to have.

airport
came in

Ha left work at 6:00 pm, wen
and met

| |
plane at about 6:40 pm.___

_

on a later flight, getting there about 7:20. While the

three of them were together .in the airport, they saw an
. -* » • 1 _ FT \ II I -**.

AEC employee bv the name of
• - m ** I I

"I wonder if ]recognized me?”
]
commented,

and went to the Holiday Inn
Northwest and, tie went thome to change clothes. He joined

I I and f I at the motel about 8:15 or 8:30. Hey
decided that KAREN appeared late and called the plant and
found that she had left sometime earlier. They had telephone
trougle with the room telephone for abut 45 minutes and
r.ntild not complete an outgoing call. Around 9:30 . or 10:00,

(calledr I
at Crescent who told

]

I that
KAREN's car had been towed to a garage in Crescent (after
having been wrecked) and that he had gone down to the
police department and found that she had been killed.

,
|and he immediately thereafter

drove to Crescent^ while enroute there, they tried to find
the scene of the accident, however, could not do so.

They went to the Ford garage and could see the car still
attached to the wrecker inside the garage.

^
The garage

was closed and they could not closely examine the car.
Inquiry determined where the accident was located and they
went to that scbne and looked nronnd for a few minutes
and thereafter went to
few telephone calls to the hospital and so on, to gather

//&

I
house* They made a

b6
b7C
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additional details concerning KAREN* s death. He called
KAREN *s parents in Texas and got their consent to have
an autopsy perforated on KARENl__He_ thereafter went home
and to bed whiled and

|
went back to the motel.

Early the net day, the thrae_Qf_ them went to
Guthrie, Oklahoma, to talk to Trooper I L who conducted
the Oklahoma Highway Patrol investigation relative to
KAREN* s accident. They went thereafter to Crescent, to
the Ford garage where KAREN* s car had been taken and found
that the car was outside the garage. They looked at the
car and tried to find the documents that KAREN was bringing
to the mctel meeting. The man who ran the garage had
KAREN* s personal belongings, including some papers that
had been recovered from the car, boxed up. He called
KAREN's parents in Texas and secured their authority to
obtain KAREN *s personal .effects and the car.

They thereafter went through the personal
effects, but could not find the documents which would seem
to relate to the meeting. He found a folder containing,
old union papers, another folder consisting of information
concerning nuclear hazards and industrial ecology, . typewritten
union. proposals to change the contract and type-written
proposals to change the contract fmm the company.

.
There

was a small notebook about four by five inches, which
contained old notes . I has this notebook. There was
no spiral binder about nine by 11 inches in dimensions,
included in this material and there was ho material that
contained any specifics concerning the allegations of
falsification of fuel rod records. He thereafter had the
car pulled to its present location in Oklahoma City and he
took KAREN* s personal effects, most of which he shipped to
her parents in Texas. He retained certain papers.

His immediate thot^it when he heard of KAREN* s

accident was that she perhaps met with foul play because
KAREN was a very good driver, who drive that same road
every day. He and KAREN have participated in several
sport car events and he has had numerous opportunities
to evaluate her driving skill.

Itg

be
blC

be
blC
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It appeared to him that her car had gone off
the left side of the road at a sharp exit angle aid based
on his knowledge of her driving skills and her familiarity
with the road, he finds this hard to believe that she would
have just gone off the road on her own.

He certainly does not suspect that KAREN may
have committed suicide as others have suggested, because
she was very excited and looking forward to the meeting
that they were to have that evening because after a long
period of frustration concerning the union-company
problems, the safety situation and so on, it appeared to
her that at last, something was going to be done. He
does not believe that she could have purposely driven into
that particular culvert, since it is not visible from the
road, therefore, she would not have known that the culvert
was located there. Also when he had talked to KAREN earlier
that evening, when she called from the union meeting, she
sounded fine and in good spirits.

iierv-has no tangible information to support the
theory that KAREN met with foul play. The only information
he has in this regard is the report made by the independent
accident investigator, I 1 who the union hired.
I |

said he believed that her car \eb hit on the left rear
bumper by another vehicle, causing her car to go off
on the left side of the road. I I theory is primarily
based on the bumper damage as he understands it and not on
the dama££_to. the corner of the fender below. In regard
to the I I theory, he could go along with it or reject
it, he just does not know at this time.

In regard to the methaqualone sleeping pills
that KAREN had been taking, this was a prescripion drug
that had been prescribed to her by her doctor in Oklahoma
City,

| \ She is under quite of bit of
tension and strain and was relying- -on these pills, dot for
sleeping pills as such, but she was "dependent on them as
downers to keep her head together, that is, she was using
them as a sedative, hnd not as a sleeping pill". It is
her recollection that she had been dependet on thase pills

//€
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for about the la£ one and one-half months. He is avare
of the fact that some toxicologists involved in the
investigation have made a big point of the amount of
methaqualone in KAREN* s system at the time of the accident.
He has seen her on onerous occasions when she has been
under the influence of these pills and found her to be
perhaps a little drowsy, but still very functional. He
does not believe that the pills would have impaired her
driving ability.

In regard to the minute amount of alcohol
found in her blood stream, which some people have taken
great note of, he feels that this amount of alcohol
would not have impaired her driving ability and was
likely a residual amount in her blood stream, resulting
from the fact that the evsing of November 12, they
drank a little wine

.

He has no other information that would indicate
. that KAREN met with foul play from any other sources. He
knows of no person, including union officials or KMC
employees that have any personal knowledge of KAREN *s
accident or whose information would support the claims

- of foul play.

KAREN has taken in the past two years that he
has known her, a multitude of prescription drugs for a
variety of ailments, including sinus pills, stomach
relaxants and etc.

He heard that KMC had dispatched a salaried-
employee to go to the scene of KAREN’s accident, as soon
as the information came out that she had been involved
in the accident. He does not know the identity of this
employee.

He_heard_that a Guthrie, Oklahoma, wrecker
driver, I l had been dispatched to KAREN* s
accident and called back while enroute. Hu finds this
most peculiar. Of cours,e the accident was handled by
the Ford Garage in Crescent. He talked to 1 the
garage owner, who actually drove the wrecker that night
and he also talked to the' ’helper,

|
and from

//*?
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his conversation with them, he does not believe that they
caused the pertinent damage to the left rear to KAREN's
car.

He does not know the names of any other witnesses,
including union members who may have been at the scene of
the accident.

In regard to KAREN ’ s contamination, he has no
reason to suspect that she may have purposely contaminated
herself and believes that the contamination was of an
accidental type, which occurred on the job. He has no
personal knowledge as to how the contamination occurred.
KAREN told him that on November 5, 1974, she "cheek hot”
after working in a glove box. Two of the KMG Health Physics
people, he understands, checked the box out and found a
hole in the glove. KAREN thereafter followed the standard
decontamination procedures, scrubbing and so on, and was
found to be "clean” after the procedures.

He was at KAREN's apartment Wednesday evening,
November 6, 1974. This was the first time he waw her
in two days. At this time, she described the November 5, 1974
contamination incident. He spent the night at the apartment
with KAREN. KAREN called him on November 7, 1974 and told
him that the Health Physics people from the company had
checked her apartment and found It to be contaminated. She
indicated that I I

her roommate and he;.-both needed
to be checked to see if they were contaminated too. That
evening, he went to KAREN's apartment and found about 20
persons .there, including KMC personnel and State Health
Department representatives. Of these individuals, several
were in the safety uniforms with respirators and they
were checking the apartment and its contents for radioactivity.
He was ddeeked at this time and he showed no surface contamination

He asked some of the people involved in the
check as to what kind of levels they were getting. One
individual told him that they were getting readings in
the area of 400,000 disintigration per minute (dpm).
This is a very high level of radioactivity and he became
rather upset out of concern for the safety of KAREN and
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others that a contamination of this magnitude at the
Crescent Facility could occur. However, he later got
additional information that indicated the levels were
much lower and he also was upset over this becuase
there was such a variation in the informaticn that
people were giving him. Someone was wrong, but he
did not know who. He is also upset over the fact
that KAREN was not there, no One knew where she was and
no one was concerned. He felt that in view of the
severity of the problem, that someone should have gotten
hold of KAREN and taken care of her.

He thereafter went to his residence in Oklahoma
City with the Health Physics people who checked his house
and found it not to be contaminated.

Thereafter, KAREN called his next door neighbor’s
house in a_ hysterical condition. She was convinced that
she was going to die because of the abnormal high body
samples that she had submitted earlier that day. He
tried to find out her location so that he could come get
her, but she would not tell him where she was other than
she was in a telephone booth somewhere in Edmond, Oklahoma.

KAREN indicated she was coming to his house,
so the only thing he could do was wait for her. While
he was waiting, he got a telephone call from

| |

KAREN had apparently calledf I just before! KAREN had
related the full nature of the current contamination
problem to| I and l I was concerned for KAREN.

KAREN came in a short time later and he was
able to get her calmed down.

b6
b7C

He has no definite idea as to how KAREN* s
apartment got contaminated. He noted that the refrigerator
and some of the food therein was highly contaminated and
he is aware that the toilet bowl in the bathroom was
highly contaminated. He feels thafcKAREN may have ingested
at the plant a radioactive particle and brought it home.

J/9
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He is sure that the ingestion was accidental and from
what he has found out, the amount was very likely a
minute sample. KAREN was a mouth breather and therefore,
it would be very easy for her to contaminate her stomach,
rather than her lungs. From what KAREN said, -concerning
the contamination, she definitely believed that the
contamination was tied to a contamination incident at the

plant. KAREN felt responsible for bringing the contamination
to her apartment and did not think that her roommate,

|
I had been the source of the apartment contamination

through I I
having been involved in a separate contamination

incident at the plant. KAREN was aware of the fact that

| |
had checkd relatively clean.

He is also aware that certain allegations have
been made against KAREN having salted her body samples
with radioactive material. He has no personal knowledge
of her having salted her body samples and cannot conceive
of her doing such a thing. She came back from heir

Washington,D.G. trip in late September, 1974, very much
more aware than she ever had been concerning the/ gangers
involved in handling radioactive material. She had a
healthy respect, almost in fear of radioactive material.

He is convinced in his own mind, that she would not try

to handle radioactive material on her own outside of the

controlled conditions that exist in the laboratory.
_

She

certainly would not knowingly bring anything homip that was

"hot". 'll
During the period of November 7, through

November 11, 1974, KAREN was very distraught. Stfe was

upset because of the high readings obtained j the body

samples that she submitted on November 7, and /'her

own mind, she was convinced that she was going^tO die.

However, after going through the thorough examination at

Los Alamos, she had a better insight into her .physical

condition and found that she had no lung burden and

all indications were that her contamination problem was

not serious. Her spirits picked up considerably after this.

A

b6
b7C
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In regard to information concerning the alteration

of fuel rod records, he has no specific information or

personal knowledge in this area. KAREN revealed nothing

to him in regard to specifics.

nn was not surprising to hita

"that^the^place^was^nothlng'but a numbers mill" ad their

quality control procedures would be some^at
.

While he was working there, he made no effort to docoje

any derelictions in quality control, which he observed,

bSt he is aware that such things had occurred m the past

and would likely occur again. He cannot gse any specifics

concerning these derelictions.

KAREN was quite upset about the overall situation

at the plant, including union-company relations, safety

and so on, and he felt that it was best that shej*ot

worry about these matters as much as she did. J^ever
she would bring anything up concerning KMC, hewouidcut
her off and not let her discuss the matter, for he felt

it was better for her to try to put these thoughts aside.

-This is one reason why he kno ws as little as he doe

know concerning KAREN
-

* s allegations.

It is his understanding that [

has some tapes ;AaiNr?rffiS'se''Stlegations. the infor-

matio^contalnd in the tapes is the informtion that was

nr&viouslv gi&Bn to the AEG at the safety nieetxng in

Washington,D.C. and they included some additional telephone

conversations from local people who were no lfL^atte

at the meeting. Most of the information that I 1
has,

if not all, has previously been given to AEG.

He had been in contact with KAREN *s parents

in Texas and found that they
negatives that may have related to KAREN s aliegati

concerning alteration of fuel rod documents . Thismateria

was sent to him and examination determined t^at the tw

negatives pertinent to paminations ^de in late 1973

and did not relate to the fuel rod falsification matter.

b6
b7C
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He never heard KAREN mention the name of a specific
individual as having been involved in the fuel rod
falsification matter; however, on the evening of
December 3* 1974* he received a fcelenhfvnA c.«l 1 from anueceraoer o 9 ne recexvea a t:

"Oklahoman" and "Times" reporter,
,

supposedly a former employee by the name of I

| |
was involved in the falsification. How

got this name, he does not know.

1 that
1
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or VTT - CONTACT WITH USA

SA
On December 4, 1974, an on December 12, 1974, ^

1 th* prosecutive aspects^of
I Western

T*this matter with u. Attorneyl__—

|

l^dvlsed that

lt*wuld app^a^^’invgstt^tion^us far has

&%1^3SS^«»2fcSES-ta thifaatter before

“elSf thriewllfof ' the*iOTe^g^iQ^condSt
f

p

by tl»

V3S e
«n,i3r«tiIf^ g given*to'other

S!!Lcii of the case* such as possible diversion or theft of£ material and the -erlt. of the allegation, concerning

alteration of quality control records of fuel rods.
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LABORATORY 6 .

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535

To:SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) Date: December 23, 1974

From: Director, FBI

Re:UNSUBS; ®
KAREN G. SILKWOOD
(Deceased)
LMRDAj 00

J

00: Oklahoma City

Examination requested by: Oklahoma City jfj

V
Reference:

FBI File No.

Lab. No. PC-

Examination requested:

Remarks:

Airtel 12/11/74

Instrumental

Specimens Q1 and Q2 are being returned to your
office under separate cover by registered mail.

,
t f

:.:~s

REM7 /s~?

• y

\

* A ‘

Enclosures (2) (2 Lab report)

<'j)\
'

'
,

“&.:i/csl (4) ' —

H . -

•**?****& me^mmeems

S DEC 26 1974

\
f r ^ \ { , t .

ei^fed Copy Serrq

by Letter Dated, ->-/<=•- yfr
r

.q -//>-? f yTT,

jPer FOIBA Bequest ,-uu k . J *
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“““
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REPORT
of the

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535
To: SAG j Oklahoma City Date: December 23, 1974

FBI File No.

Re: UNSUBS
j

Lab. NO. PC-L4261 MW
KAREN G. SILKWOOD
(Deceased)
LMRjQAj OOJ
00: Oklahoma City

Specimens received 12/16/74

Q1 Paint from dented area of Honda
Q2 Scrapings from bumper of Honda

Result of examination:

The Ql specimen from the dented area of the Honda
contained paint particles exhibiting the following layer
structure:

1 . White enamel
2. Gray primer

The Q2 specimen from the bumper of the Honda
contained one paint particle that matched those of Ql in
colors, textures, layer structure and types.

No significant material or paint which could
be identified as foreign to the two-layered paint particles
was found in Ql or Q2.

‘A

,.JL

DUil/ccl (4)
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• RECORDED
12/17/74
cslL i''FEDERAL BUREAU C)F INVESTIGA®_

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
\^N

Laboratory Work Sheet

Re: BWSBB&y*WMva/ g(J$TJrtr*'
KAREN G, SILKWOOD
(Deceased)
LMRDA

; 00

J

00: Oklahoma City

File #

Lab.#

159-*—

PC-L4261 MW

Airtel 12/11

Examination requested by:

Examination requested:

Result of Examination:

SAC* OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45)

Instr (Spec)
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Date received: 12/16 _hw

Examination by:

Specimens:

Q1 Paint from dente^area oF Hos/Da
Q2 from bumper of Hoa&a

DOJ/FBl
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F B I

Date: 12/11/74

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

1

TOs DIRECTOR, FBI ATTENTIONS FBI LABORATORY . t

SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) (P)

UNSUBS?
KAREN Go SILKWQOD
(Deceased)
LMRDA? OOJ
OOs Oklahoma City

(Vw
Re Oklahoma City airtel to the Bureau, 11/27/74,

and Bureau airtel to Oklahoma City, 11/21/74,

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is one film
cassette container and one purple pill box. Enclosed
for WFO is {8New York Times" article of 11/19/74, and
telegram of

b6
b7C

For the information of the Bureau and WFO,
Oklahoma City has conducted expensive investigation -

relative to captioned case in the immediate Oklahoma
City area. Contact with local leaders and members of the
Oil, Gas, and Atomic Workers International Union (OCAW)
in the Oklahoma City vicinity has failed to develop any
person who has specific information or personal knowledge
of allegations of possible violations under captioned
characters.

Contact with the deceased 8
s boy friend has

failed to develop any knowledge of specifics on his part
as well.

when contacted on 12/3/74,
would not submit to interview except under his conditions
including • tape recording of interview and/or having an
attorney present based on instructions received from
OCAW Legislative Assistant T

Bureau (Enc. 2)

b6
b7C

T~- WFO CEhc'7 2)
2 - Oklahoma City

Approved:

LJG:pwo
Sent

(7)
.M Per

Special Agent in Charge GPO : 1970 O - 102-735
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whatsoever

On 12/4/74* after further checks with
, _

.

submitted to interview without any restrictions

It is noted that I Iwas one of the two
. ^ _

i.O I . .

persons with whom the deceased was to meet on the evening

of her death ( the other being "New York Times reporter

It is noted that the telegram over the name of

1claims that the union is in possession

of tape recordings, records, and other data relative to

this case*

officials, including
Accordingly,, it is felt that contact with union

and I I would be helpful
VA.JU-j.WJ.aAuj> i

^ w
I

1
*•

and leads in this regard are being set north below*

Oklahoma City has a pending report in this

matter in dictation setting forth results of investigation

to date*

On the evening of 12/3/74, SA|
.

at Oklahoma City examined the , deceased'

s

vehicle, a 1973 Honda Cipic, 2~door sedan, white in color*

VXN SBC1014541, bearing 1974 Oklahoma License YF 8261
* . 4 •% "

- J 1 _ jC M^ Mm A A AACn r* nl

car was damage believed by
[

]
stated that damage to left rear cornor of

Independent

Accident Investigator hired oy union, to be pertinent to
« /* * jC* »*} 1 . -2 m /s a 4“ ? y.f! {*•1^

b6
b7C

h6
hlC

theory of possible foul piay in connection with

fatal accident. Visual inspection of damage failed

note any particles of paint either on dent__or bumper other ,

Hian wEite_Honda-p.ai-nt-^ l
,fom~lnterviews with wrecker

^persormelTit was learned that car possibly received this

-damage~whin wrecker was_rempying_Gar £rom culverts The-

—Iraft rear quarter panel was at one time against wing well

^-f^(5n^e'te“b^l'dlf^Ih"iJ^ofced that damage^fcothe car” was

^tT^~pbinir*sorae iTTo 15", off of ground level at a point

below horizontal midline on Honda bumper.
02 \

Film cassette container contains white paint 1/

samples from dent area and /[
<^antit^r~o'f^crani-ngs~^bfcaihe^

i

rpm_buBiper

»

Samples

were collected with hard^sheel tool*

•“ 2 ^
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£s>

REQUEST OF THE. BUREAU '

It; is requested that the enclosed material be
examined for paint particles and other evidence so that a
determination can possibly be made whether or not
deceased’s car was struck from behind by another vehicle*

LEADS %
'

•

•••

D.Co Will locate

WFQ

AT WASHINGTON,
Legislative~£ssl^taHtr^tW;"^nd
Legislative Director f - OCAW, 3.126 ibth street l Northwest $

Washington ? D*C* 9 and. contact them for any pertinent
information they may have in this case to support their
allegations concerning violations in areas of captioned
characters* should..be asked to specify nature, and
extent of documentary information believed to be in
possession

,
of deceased. for her use in intended meeting

with

b6
b7C

3* •
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Airtel

To: SAC, Oklahoma City (159-45)

2&#i~ r,
From: Director, FBI /-> (

0

UNSUBS;
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED);
LRMDA; 00

J

CO: OC

t

12/24/74

1 -
b6
b7C

ReButelcal to Oklahoma City 12/24/74.

This will confirm reButelcal wherein you were advised that
on 12/24/74, 1 l Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) Operations
4350 East-West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland, telephone 973-7353,
contacted FBIHQ relative to a report prepared by AEC concerning
captioned matter. I I related he desired to brief representatives
of the FBI concerning this report on either January 2 or 3, 1975. He
requested he be telephonically contacted at the above number so that
a definite date and time could be agreed upon.

b6
b7C

NOTE: Retelcal made to L. J. Olson, Oklahoma City by SA
b6
b7C

Assoc. Dir.

Dep. AD Adm.

Dep. AD lnv.

Asst. Dir.:

S Admin.

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com.

Gon. lnv,

Ident.

Inspection

Intell

Laboratory

Legal Coun. .

Plan.&E>pr_
£

Spec.

Training
.

plophono Rm.

irector Soc'y

ELR:cjl (4)

mailed b

DEC 2 £ 1974

umu
MAIL ROOM

Deleted Copy Sena
by It tv.T.ItvlcJi -?,&> ,/y.y

. .

b6
b7C

P6X 1? it-r-C

TELETYPE UNITCD
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i
F B I

Date: 12/19/74

t

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority)

b6
-,b7C

v )

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) P

UNSUBS
; £5*

KAREN G . iSILKWOOD (Deceased);
LRMDA; OOJ
00 :0C b6

b7C
:S
fr

Re: Oklahoma City,_aixl£j to Biixaaii n /?7/7A

;

Report o£ SA

fO

I ,a>0C 12/13/74;
M^entitledOklahoma City tel to Bureau 12/17/

"SCATTERING OF URANIUM FUEL PELLETS, KERR-MC GEE CORPORATION (KMC)
CIMARRON FACILITY, CRESCENT, OKLAHOMA, 12/16/74; AEA".

As the Bureau is aware, several allegations stemming
from the captioned SILKWOOD case and related matters have arisen,
both from the Oil^'Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW) and
from representatives of the KMC. It has been alleged that

]

SILKWOOD’ s death was the result of foul play, that KMC was in

j

violation of AEC health-safety standards at the Cimarron Facility,
that quality control documents regarding plutonium fuel rods
fabricated at the Cimarron facility had been falsified and it
has been alleged that some of the contamination incidents at the
Cimarron facility may have been contrived. It is also alleged
that SILKWOOD’s body samples were salted with radioactive
material and that SILKWOOD herself may have diverted some of the
nuclear material responsible for her contamination and also
diverted material used to salt her body specimens.

The most recent known incident regarding the KMC
Cimarron facility concerns the scattering of uranium fuel pellets^
as set out in referenced teletype. ^£QJ72 J

——* i
'

^

C34Bureau
^-Dallas
2 -Washington Field -si- v

4-0klahoma City (.1- 11 7 -43) (Cimarron Facility)
(1-117-4$) (Uranium Fuel Pellets)
(2-159-45)

h.TO : ddw (11)

9 DEC^'Jv/4

/

^ (

*; s

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M Per

U.S.Governmenf^Rrlnting Office: 1972 — 455-574
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OC 159-45

The resultant widespread local and national
publicity given to the SILKWOOD case and attendant matters
at the KMC Cimarron facility has generated considerable
interest from various parties. The matters *;hich appear
to relate to AEC have been thoroughly investigated by that
agency

.

As set ou t in rerep, the USA at Oklahoma City,
WDO, indicated he was desirous that the

ivcc arso rurnisn tile results of their completed investigation (s)
to the Department and his office so that consideration can
be given to other asnects of the case...

b6
b7C

As recently as 12/18/74, USA,
,

interest in the status of the AEC investigation, uetans c
AEC investigations are unknown to the Oklahoma City Office.

again expressed his
Details of the

REQUEST OF THE BUREAU

It is requested that the Bureau through liaison
with AEC insure that results of AEC investigations are
obtained and insure that AEC remains conversant with the
investigative interest and jurisdiction of the FBI in re-
gard to the Atomic Energy Act and related matters.

DALLAS DIVISION

_
Will expedite reporting of results of th e obtaining of

the accident investigation report of
[

WASHINGTON FIELD DIVISION

representatives
Will expedite reportin g of interviews of OCAW

and

b6
b7C

- 2 *-
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F B

Date: 12/24/74

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

Kii
iNj

I
i

J

<1

X
<1

TOs BIRECTOR, FBI

FROJ&^A/j / ACTING SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) P 5

tfSIJRS
; (p

KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LMRDA; OOJ
OOs Oklahoma City .

JP'
Re Oklahoma City report of SA

ft

b6
b7C

SR. dated 12/13/74; Bureau telephone call to Oklahoma City
on 12/24/74; and Oklahoma City airtel to Bureau dated
12/19/74.

Enclosed for Baltimore are two copies of referenced
Oklahoma City airtel dated 12/19/74.

On 12/24/74, |
I Labor Section,

FBIHQ, telephonically contacted the Oklahoma City Office
to advise that FBIHQ had been contacted relative to report JU
resulting from Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) invest i pat. I'm*rff
relative to captioned case and related matters. I _T *

of AEC Operations, 4350 East-West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland,
telephone number 973-7353, was in possession of the report
and desired to provide same to the FBI.

would be available on the afternoon of
1/2/75 or 1/3/75 and requested that he be telephonically
contacted by FBI representative prior to his coming by
to pick up the report.

For the information of Baltimore, captioned case
relates to a deceased empbyee of the Kerr McGee Corporation

ffic-tti' /sy~
\ / ^ «

(3/- Bureau
z - Baltimore (Enc.-2)
3 - Oklahoma City (l - 117-43) (Cimarron FaciLfty)

j

LJO:mbs
(8) //

3 PEC 27 1*7

A

I ‘

, •Special Agent in Charge

Sent .M

7

JFet

U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574





OC 159-45

(KMC), Nuclear Products Division, Cimarron Facility,
Crescent, Oklahoma, which facility is considered to be
a critical AEC licensed facility. The facility has two
production units - uranium enrichment plant and a plutonium
fuel rod fabrication plant.

SILKWOOD was active in the affairs of the
Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers Union (OCAW).

On or about 11/5/74, SILKWOOD was involved in
a contamination incident at tne plant. Her residence was
found to be contaminated. SILKWOOD and two others were
sent to the AEC facility, Los Alamos, New Mexico, for
examination on 11/10-12/74.

On 11/13/74, SILKWOOD, upon her return to Oklahoma
was involved in union-company negotiations , aad at about
7:30 p.m. , 11/13/74, she was involved in a fatal one-car
accident when reportedly she was enroute to meet with a
union representative and a New York Times reporter.

OCAW made allegations that SILKWOOD* s death was
a result of foul play.

The Department requested an investigation re
captioned case under LMRDA since allegations, if substantiated,
may constitute violation through the impairment of SILKW00D*s
rights (as a union member) guaranteed by the act and 00J
(in that SILKWOOD was a witness in a pending investigation
before AEC).

For the further information of Baltimore,
additional related allegations have been made re health
and safety standards at the Cimarron Facility that SILKWOOD*

s

contamination was contrived that body samples submitted by
SILKWOOD were "salted" with radioactive material and quality
control records re plutonium fuel rods were altered (by the
company)

.

Several related investigations have been conducted
by various departments (units) of AEC concerning the various
aspects of this case. Some of the allegations, if substantiated,
could possibly constitute violations of the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA) within the investigative jurisdiction of the FBI.

-2-



F^D-36 (£t£y. 5-22-64)

I I
F B I

Date: 12/31/74

Transmit the following in

u,.„ AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

a
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: ACTING SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) P

UNSUBS
; //)

KAREN GrSILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LRMDA; 00

J

00: Oklahoma City Deleted Copy Sent
b-y h^~cter Dated
Per JUlbA Request^, £, Ju

b6
b7C

//.

/f

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are five (5) copies
of LHM dated and captioned as above. Enclosed for Dallas are
two (2) copies of instant LHM. (One copy of LHM being furnished
to USA, Oklahoma City. ) MQIs

On 12/30/74,^
L

KOMA radio station, Oklahoma City (offices and transmitter,
Moore, Oklahoma) telephonically contacted the Oklahoma City
FBI Office to advise that his station was in possession of
information of possible interest to FBI concerning captioned
case. This information consisted of a tape recording of an
unidentified female who telephonically contacted statTbr? dhrrng
a radio talk show 12/29/74, and an unsigned letter received
by the station 12/30/74. >/ @0 JAN 4 1975

Tape and letter would appear/^ both be
\

hoax-type. It is noted letter refer§/to victim as KAREN LYNN
SILKWOOD, true name being KAREN GAyCsiLKWOOD. As set out on
enclosed LHM, Kerr McGee Corporation (KMC) advised that SILKWOOD
on two dates was alleged to have made trips to Dallas 9/14/74
and 10/12/74 and worked at the Cimarron Facility 12% and 11
hours respectively. KMC also advised they have no financial
or other interest in the company mentioned on page 2 of
letter - Odessa Pipeline Inc., and that this company is owned
by El Paso Naturall'jjSas Company. . v . n ,

-i , MMM&i See ROM CRIM.
j jW - Bureau (Enc.-5; ' /cc /) i~B

2 - Dallas \Enc.-2) (159-10^ LABO&JffSg- TICKLER
J l mm nirl .onnmn

—

f*\r — B /2 - Oklahoma—City
ft c LJQ:mbs- (6)'y

^

Approve^ Sent

W

b6
b7C

Per

Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574
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Of the individuals specifically mentioned in
instant letter, Oklahoma City indices are negative re the
following:

b6
b7C

Jt a*so noted there is no motel known as
the Capital Inn as such in Oklahoma City: however, there is
the Capitol Motel, 2900 Lincoln Blvd.

The envelope and letter furnished by KOMA were
handled by numerous station personnel and not preserved
for latent fingerprints.

. Liaison with Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation
(OSBI) determined that that agency had no investigation re
SILKWOOD or related matters in that the names of individuals
mentioned in letter are unknown to them.

It does not appear that any extensive investigation
regarding contents of letter is warranted; however, Oklahoma City
is requesting that Dallas conduct the limited investigation
set out below:

LEADS:

DALLAS

, ,
AT DALLAS. TEXAS, Will conduct indices and cz&dLt

check rer rand datA-i-mina j± I

b6
b7C

- 2 -
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LEADS:

BALTIMORE

AT BETHESDA, MARYLAND. Will contact

|

AEC Operations ,4350 East-tfest Highway, and
obtain copy of AEC report relative to captioned matter



In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNlJjLD STATES DEPARTMENT OF jpTTIGE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
December 31, 1974

Unknown Subjects

;

Karen G. Silkwood (Deceased)
LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING
AND DISCLOSURE ACT of 1959;
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

On December 30, 1974,
KOMA radio station, uKianoma city, with

oil: ices and transmitter, 820 Southwest 4th. Moore. Oklahoma.
U _ 1 - _1 _*_**__ . I * I . . 7 f

b6
b7C

J advised thatwas contacted at his request.
, ,

during a Sunday morning radio audience participation talk
show entitled "Sunday Forum", December 29, 1974, an unidentified
female called the station and made reference to the Kerr McGee
Cimarron Facility. The station received an unsigned, and undated
letter on December 30, 1974, which referred to the deceased
Karen Gay Silkwood.

|

made available a copy of the tape
recorded conversation of the female caller and made available
the original envelope and letter received. The transcription
of the tape recording is set forth below and a copy of the
letter follows.

Radio Disc Jockey - DJ
Unidentified Female Caller - Unfemale

DJ: "This is Sunday Forum. You* re on the air."

Unfemale: "Ah yes. I am calling concerning the Kerr
McGee situation at Crescent, Oklahoma."

DJ: "Okay."

Unfemale: "I noticed one man already called in and a
team of us have been investigating this and we
have reason to believe it is definitely true there
are 60 lbs. missing of that plutonium. We have
reason to believe it has been sold to Russia due to
some very informed sources. Unfortunately I can not
divulge where my information has come from."

l-iin ncirc.frins trvi

revert”. r.jJcSi' vr. nor evncirtr* jc«s of
•.J o ,-fr X. It is iLe prcytvty ic* -

ryf. is 1r:cd t j •'

it .* its cor-isntfe' jy,* ^



t #
Unknown Subjects;
Karen G. Silkwood (Deceased)

DJ: "Uh-huh."

Unfemale: "However, we have just about traced it,
and yotire going to be hearing about the next
two or three weeks, a team of very dedicated
Oklahoma Citians are going to reveal the facts
about this, and we are very interested in America,
and you know a friend of mine has found that
through very, very much investigation, his life
has been threatened several times, that the plu-
tonium is missing, and that the man has checked
in at the Hilton Inn at the time of Karen Silkwood*

s

death, and this is one reason we feel that her
death was not accidental. I*m sorry but this is
all we can tell you at this time, but you will be
hearing about it in the future. Thank you."

DJ: "Okay."

- 2 -



Unknown Subjects;
Karen G, Silkwood (Deceased)

On December.
(kmc),]7

SO. 1 974, | | Kerr McGee
advised that his company wasCorporation .

furnished copies ox tne aroremdntioned tape and letter.
Review of company records reveals that on the two dates
that Karen Silkwood reportedly traveled to Dallas, Texas,
September 14 and October 12, 1974, she worked 12% and U
hours respectively at the KMC Cimarron Facility.
advised that Kerr McGee has no financial connection or owner-
ship in the Odessa Pipeline Inc., Midland, Texas, and this
company is owned by El Paso Natural Gas Company.
advised his company considers the tape recording ana letter
both to be nuisance-type crank material. | I advised
the information concerning Silkwood' s contamination set out
iti the letter was well reported in the media.

On December 31, 1974, I J Department
Director, Special Services, Oklahoma State Bureau of investi-
gation (OSBI), advised his agency had also been furnished
copies of aforementioned tape ana letter by the KOMA. radio
station. I 1 advised his agency had conducted no investi-
gation relative to Karen Silkwood or related matters, and
the names of the persons appearing within the letter were
unknown to his agency.



2 -64 )

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

Date: 1/6/75

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

/o

JBJECT:

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

Gf FROM: SAC, BALTIMORE ( 159-618) (RUC)
i A /i

SUBJECT: UNSUBS; KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED).
LMRDA; 00J; /
(00: OKLAHOMA CITY) v

Re Oklahoma City airtels to the Director, 12^19/74;
12/24/74.

Enclosed for Oklahoma City are the following:

1) A copy of the autopsy report dated 10/21/74 .

signed by Dr. A. JAY CHAPMAN re KAREN SILKWOOD

i

2) One copy of the accident report prepared by L-

the Oklahoma City Highway Patrol of the /

accident in which SILKWOOD was killed. /

;3) A copy of the Atomic Energy Commission report
regarding "An employee and her residence were
found to be contaminated with plutonium on
11/7/74."

4) A copy of an Atomic Energy Commission report
regarding various allegations against the
Kerr-Mc Gee Nuclear Corporation, Cimarron
Facility, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

?

Bureau

REC43

2 - Oklahoma City (1^9-45) (Enc. 4)
1 - Baltimore
GGS :mjm
(5) Deleted Copy Seni/

by Letter Bated ~

v
.

JAN 8 1975

Approved:

Special Agent in Charge U.S.Government Printing Office: 1972 — 455-574





On 1/2/75, |
Atomic Energy b6

Commission, 4350 East-West Highway, Bethesda, Maryland, b7c
made available the above enclosures.

For information of Oklahoma City, the Atomic Energy
Commission, in their report regarding the contamination of
KAREN SILKWOOD and contamination of her apartment, does not
set forth names of those contaminated and identifies them
in the report as Individual A, Individual B and Individual C.

2*



^ FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

I

Transmit the following in

Date: 1/8/75

(Type in plaintext or code

)

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: ACTING SAC, OKLAHOMA CITY (159-45) (P, ^

WbJECT : UNSUBS ;/D
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)
LMRDA; OOJ be
00: Oklahoma City b7c

Re report of SA L dated
12/13/74, at Oklahoma City; Oklahoma City airtels to
Bureau, dated 12/19/74 and 12/24/74; and Dallas airtel to
Oklahoma City, dated] 12/23/74.

^

For the information of WFO and Baltimore, the
Bureau has advised that the U. S. Department of Justice
has indicated that they are desirous of bringing this case
to an expeditious conclusion.

For the information of the Bureau, Dallas, by
referenced Dallas airtels • furnished Oklahoma City a
copy of report of [

Accident Reconstruction'
Lab, which report is relative to a fatal accident of

b(

deceased. Copy of report also furnished bvl I to b -

Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP). | report is
being critically analyzed by OHP. Oklahoma City will
include report and results of OHP analysis in subsequent
Oklahoma City report. fr"

n

_ \ .
-» — ...

LEADS .
' 16 j/ia, , , L<T I

CQ Q> g.

>> 0>

O > *
O H "?*

IN lL|

i An o O
•ss*
-H
M M

® ft ®
« fiL P4,

16
11 1975

(T WASHINGTON. D. C. Will expedite rage

vP - Bureau
2 - Baltimore

2 - /&lhhoma City
LJO/.Ms/





OC 159-45

of leads and interview oil, chemical and atomic workers,
union officials,
submit report*

and[ 5and

BALTIMORE

AT BETHESDA. MARYLAND. Will expedite reporting
of contact with AEC Operations , and submit
report.

b6
b7C

2



4
Airtol 1- Mr. Rothman

TO: SAC, Oklahoma City (159-45)

Fro*; Director, FBI

UNSUBS; <D
KAREN G. SILKWOOD, DECEASED
LMRDAj OOJ
00; OC

1/10/75

ReBuairtel to Oklahoma City 12/24/74. and
Baltimore airtel 1/6/75.^

* ana

, ,
Enclosed for the information of Oklahoma City

^eJS™f
?llowing docUEe«ts, which were made available

to FBIHQ by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
, Washington,

AEC News Release #U-11 dated 1/6/75

AEC News Release #U-12 dated 1/7/74

AEC Report of Inspection during period
11/21 & 22/74, and 12/5 & 6/74.

( ' j

AEC Investigative Report #74-09

AEC Division of Inspection Report 44-2-339

Enclpsares (5)

Dep, AD Adm. __

Dep. AD Inv.

ELR ; maw
'D /

GO JftU 14 1975

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

Files & Com. .

Inspection

Intel I.

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Counflfc£

Telephone F^gpj

Director Sec'y .

MAILED 21 t

JAN 1319ZS

TELETv”^ UNIT CZD

f •, ft/-

GVO 954-5,



11 .,14 1975

gw*
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10

MAY 1962 EDITION

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27

5010-106

JkUNITED STATEMjj>VERNMI

Memorandum
PVERNMENT

Mr. McDermott DATE: 1/13/75

<£&&*/****

CONGRESSMAN JAMES R, JONES (D-OKLAHOMA)
INQUIRY TO DETERMINE IF FBI INVESTIGATING THE
DEATH OF KAREN G^SILKWOOD AT KERR-MC GEE
AEC FACILITY; CIMARRON, OKLAHOMA

!dent^£j|

Inspection

Intel I.

Laboratory

Plan. & Evol.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coun. ?

Telephone Rm.

Director Sec'y

| ,
I Congressman Jones*

Office, telephonically contacted Unit Chief
|

|l/l3/75
and stated the Congressman is interested in knowing if the FBI is

investigating the death of Karen G. Silkwood who was employed at

the Kerr-McGee.AEC Facility, Cimarron, Oklahoma. A check was '
.

made with the General Investigative Division and
| was /

advised that allegations had been made by the union to which j ,

Miss Silkwood belonged that her death was not accidental. At the / |

request of the Department of Justice, the FBI is conducting an investi-

gation to determine if her rights as a union member had been violated

under the provisions of the Labor Management Reporting and Disclosure
Act. She was further advised the results of our investigation will be
furnished to the Department and other interested Government agencies.

We have had limited cordial contact with Congressman
Jones. ill jmm r xl
RECOMMENDATION: ^ y

JDfciJS 14 JAK 1975

None. For information. * I

14 JAK 1975

- Mr. Adams
- Mr. Jenkins
- Mix Gebhardt
- Mr. McDermott
^Mr. Wannall
-^Congressional Services Office

'tA
—""——I

b6

CW'.nmi \&)
b7c

A/M

&





~T. AFD-263 (Rev. 1 -7 -72)
^ V * r m

FEDERAL ||L)^EAU OF INVE^GATION
ING OFFICE OFFICE OF ORIGIN

OKLAHOMA CITY

DATE INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

*A*

m

fi. fILKWOOD fDeceased)

1/21/75 JL2/18/74 r 1/15/15
REPORT MAnc

CHARACTER OF CASE

LMRDA; 00J

be
hlC

1
TYPED E3Y

1)'-

REFERENCES: fS
Report of SaC

airter
at_Oklahoma City, 12/13/74;

Dallas airtel to Oklahoma City, 12/23/74$ 10;
% taRaltljeore airtel to Bureau. 1/6/75;

^^i?Gklabwiei City airtel and LHM to Bureau, 12/31/74;” '
' to Oklahoma City 1/10/75;

b6
b7C

•P*

URES:

MO BUREAU

Deist 2d Copy Sent
by Letter Dated

, g -to -?aXU
Per Lvn-A Requests /<, . TTJ^t

b6
b7C

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies of xerox copies
of Accident Reconstruction Lab dated December 15, 1974, and two
copies each of the following items:

ACCOMPLISHMENTS CLAIMED .{ACQUIT-
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR Y KS [X/ N
PENDING PROSECUTION _

OVER SIX MONTHS L_jYES S3NO

APPRO VED

COPIES MADE:

<3> Bureau (Enc. - 13)f|ElOSB*-
2 - USA, Oklahoma City(Enc. - 6)
1 * WFO A,,!
2 - Oklahoma City (159^^0^^^

ic.c
Dissemination Record of Attached Report ,

j

Notations
^

c , 75T;frlL-jff-'.
•.

*

Agency

Request Reed.

Date

How

leo-ROKl-SHaiir

By

DXf

^ wd
* k/j c/?$~

Fwd -

7‘* *

r.

-dWtaproc^

lM>^
b7C

£i i>
-A-

COVER PAGE
A#
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OC 159-45

AEC News Release #U-11 dated 1/6/75;

AEC News Release #0-12 dated 1/7/74; v

AEC Report of Inspection during period 11/21 and
22/74, and 12/5 and 6/74;

AEC Investigative Report #74-09;

£XC Division of Inspection Report 44-2-339.

Three copies of the Accident Reconstruction Lab
report were furnished to the Bureau, one of which is for
dissemination to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).
Dissemination of other enclosed material to AEC is not
warranted since the material is originally obtained from
AEC.

'W

Baltimore by re Baltimore airtel furnished
Oklahoma City draft copies of mush of the material furnished
to Oklahoma City by the Bureau by re Bureau airtel, 1/10/75.
None of the Baltimore material is being disseminated since
it has been included in the material furnished to Oklahoma
City by the Bureau by ire 1/10/75 airtel. All the material
in enclosed re Bureau airtel has been disseminated by this
report.

Three copies of report being provided to
Bureau in view of Obstruction of Justice aspect of this
case in event that dissemination of report to AEC is desired.

LEADS :

WFO (Info) . Information copy furnished to
WFO in view or outstanding investigation that division.
OKLAHOMA CITY _ _

OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. Will recontact USA, WDO,
upon receipt or outstanding investigation from WFO.

•B*-

Cover Page
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FD-204^(Rev. 3-3-59)

UF^PED STATES DEPARTMENT OF I^STICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Copy to: 2 - USA, Oklahoma City

Report of: SA
Date: 1/7X771

Field Office File. #159-45

b7c Office: Oklahoma. City

Bureau File #:

UNSUBS;
KAREN 6. SILKWOOD (Deceased)

Character: LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT of 1959:
OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

Synopsis:
I Accident Reconstruction Lab, Dallas, Texas,

on 12/18/74, made available a copy of his report dated
12/15/74 re fatal auto accident of KAREN G. SILKWOOD.
FBI Lab advised no significant material or paint could
be identified as foceign to paint particles submitted.
Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP) critically analyzed I

report and advised that | report does not alter
their original conclusion re SILKWOOD* s death and that
there was no evidence of foul play connected with her
accident. Kerr-McGee Cimarron facility, advised
she attendee union meeting 11/13/74 aid saw KAREN SILKWOOD
at the meeting. SILKWOOD had in her possession a tan
manila folder.

Enclosures:

TO USA. OKLAHOMA CITY .

One copy of the Accident Reconstruction Lab
and one copy each of the five enclosed AEC material is
being furnished to USA, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Details

:

On December 18, 1974,
~| Accident Reconstruction

Lab, 1710 Boll Street, Dallas, Texas, made available a 17 page report
dated December 15, 19/4. concerning the fatal accident of KAREN SILKWOOD
November 13, 1974.

| _ I
advised that tha original report was

sent to the Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union (OCAW)
aid the OCAW has been advised that he is providing a copy of the report
bfflis ItOTrffent^'onfaiRs

^tnda^msSwr^onclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1970 O - 406-840
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Date of transcription 1/18/75

Lieutenant Public
Information, Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP), furnished, the
following information;

The OHP is in receipt of the report prepared by
Ipf Accident Reconstruction Lab, Dallas, Texas,

whichl brepared relative to the fatal one car accident
Of KAREN G. SILKWOOD which occurred in Logan County,
Oklahoma, on the evening of November 13, 1974*

Upon receipt the report was studied at length by
three Highway Patrol accident specialists led by Lieutenant

The group studied the report for a week.

On January 10, 1975, a lengthy press conference
was held at OHP Headquarters, Oklahoma City, at which time
the Highway Patrol’s critical analysis of the I Ireport
was stated , far Pnhlie. ^nfety Commissioner! I ,

Lieutenant!
and

No formal written report hv the
Highway Patrol relative to their analysis of the
report has been prepared.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

He was in attendance at the January 10, 1975,
press conference and also was aware of the complete details
of the OHP study of the I Ireport. The OHP has ruled
out any possibility that foul play was involved in the
SILKWOOD accident* All the known evidence indicates that
the crash was accidental and apparently the result of Hiss
SILKWOOD having fallen asleep while driving. It was noted
that the State Medical Examiner’s report indicated that Miss
SILKWOOD had one and one-half times the therapeutic dosage
of Methaqtialone, a hypnotic drug, in her blood at the time
Of the accident with a large quantity of undissolved drug
in her stomach.

There was no evidence of SILKWOOD’ s car having
been struck from the rear, thus precipitating the fatal
crash as postulated bv

|
|

The dents to the left rear

Interviewed on 1/15/75 oi Oklahoma City. Oklahoma File #
Oklahoma City
159-45

by-
-5AI

b6
-b7C Date dictated 1/1-6/75

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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bumper and left rear corner of the body noted by| |ware
in the Highway Patrol* s opinion caused by wrecker drivers
in their attempt to remove the car from the culvert where it
came to rest* If the dents had been caused from impact of
another vehicle, they more than likely would have been
smooth^ however, close-up photographs of the dents were
taken reflecting raspy-type indentations showing a sandpaper
effect such as would come from the car having come in contact
with the rough concrete surface of the culvert* White paint
flakes were found on the top portion of the south wing of the
ctilverfc thus indicating that the dents to the car that

|

thought significant occurred there*

The GHP also noted that these dents that]
|

thought significant occurred relatively close to the ground
from 13 to 15rt above the ground surface on the lower surface
of the bumper and below the bumper* The OHP could not
visualize what type of vehicle would be closer to the
ground than a Honda that could have caused fchp. accident in
the version that! I described » I I reconstruction
of the path of the siLKwGOD car as it left the road and
striking the culvert was thought to be contrary to the laws
of physics*

| [
contended that SILKWOOD overcompensated

upon receiving a blow in the rear and swerved from the right
land across the left lane and off the left side of the road,
but the OHP was unable to find any skid marks to indicate
she lost control of the car before leaving the road*

leited three lines of tire indentations
toward the culvert which I Ibelieved were caused by
the SILKWOOD car moving in a somewhat -sideways configuration
toward the north wing wall* If that were correct, the tire
impressions would have ground up the turf along its path,
hut no such evidence was found by the OHP*

I also thought it significant that a tire
tread mark found on the road surface indicated to him that
the SILKWOOD car was jackknifing, but if 0. jackknife
situation had occurred the OHP noted that the tires would
not have left the tread marks thought significant by | I*

|
I interpretation of the significance of

SILKWGOD* s car leaving the left side of the road was also



/
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faulty. I I had indicated because the road surface is
crowned, that is slightly higher in the center* that
SILKWGOD* s car would have veered to the right side if she
had fallen asleep. The OHP noted that this would have
been true only if the car had been in alignment. The OHP
noted SILKNOOD* s car had been in another accident just two
weeks prior to the November 13* 1974, accident. The damage
from this accident had not been repaired indicating that
the SILKNOOB car was likely not in proper alignment.

The OHP noted that[ |
opinions load no

real physical evidence to support the theory of foul play.

The| |
report in no way altered the OHP

initial findings in the SILKNOOD fatality.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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FEDERAL SUMO 0F INVESTIGATION

to: SAC, Oklahoma City Date: December 23, 1974
FBI File No.

Re: UNSUBS; Lab. No. PC-L42S1 MW
KAREN G. SILKWOOD

,

(Deceased)
LMRDA

;
00

J

00: Oklahoma City

Specimens received 12/16/74 *

Q1 Paint from dented area of Honda
' Q2 Scrapings from bumper of Honda

Result of examination:

The Q1 specimenfrom ’the dented area of the Honda
contained paint particles exhibiting the following layer
structure

:

* •
*

;

1. White enamel
2. Gray primer

The Q2 specimen from the bumper of the Honda
contained one paint particle that matched those of QX in
colors, textures, layer structure and types.

N.o significant material or paint which could
be identified as foreign to the two-layered paint particles
was found in Q1 or C2.

l

/
5
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The Atonic Energy Commission (AEG),
Washington, D.C., made available to FBI Headquarters,
Washington D.C. the following items:

AEC News Release #U-11 dated January
4, 1975}

AEC News Release #U-12 dated January
7, 1974;

AEC Report of Inspection during period
November 21 and 22*1974, and December 5 and 4, 1974;

AEC Investigative Report #74-09}

AEC Division of Inspection Report 44-2-339.
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At Oklahoma City, Oklahpma

uary 8, 1975,
| |

Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International
Union, telephonically contacted the Oklahoma City Office
of the FBI to advise that he had received information that
a union member, who is employed at the Kerr-McGee Corporation
(KMC)

, Cimarron Facility, saw a folder in possession of
KAREN SILKWOOD at the union meeting, November 13, 1974 just
prior to SILKWOOD’s fatal accident. The folder contained
information that would support the allegations concerning
the company having been involved in the falsification of
fuel rod records.

|
advised that he received much

of SILKWOOD’s personal possessions obtained from the car
involved in the fatal accident but he did not receive a :

folder such as described by the union member. 1

I | advis ed that the union member who saw the
folder was

|
of Oklahoma. I I does not

desire to be contacted at the plant inasmuch as she is appre-
hensive that the company may take some type c£ disciplinary
action against her should it be known that she is talking
to tie FBI

«
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1 Date of transcription
’i.f'i. 5/7?

, ,
Oklahoma

vas interviewed ar ncr residence. a isoaiio nom* located at
the corner o£
information:

b6
b7C

and furnished the following

She is employed at the Kerr-McSee Corporation (KfIC)

.

Cimarron Facility, and has worked at that plant for the
past IS months. She works in the pellet assembly room of the
plutonium plant. She was acquainted with KAREN SILIG700D.
SIhIC.’OOD worked in the laboratory in the plutonium plant.
She and KAREN worked in different sections and often times
on different shifts* Both she and KAREN are members of the
Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International Union.
She knew ICAREN through their mutual association in union
activities. She and KAREN did not socialize with each
other. She and KAREN were not close friends but were
acquaintances

.

un the evening of November 13, 1974, she attended
the union meeting held at The Hub Restaurant in Crescent.
KAREN also attended this meeting. There was a total of six
or eight union members in attendance at this meeting.

She also attended a union meeting on the evening
of January 7., 1975 at which the international representative,

was also present. It was not until conversation
developed, at this January 7, 1975 meeting that she recalled
seeing certain items in possession of SILKWQQJ1 at November
13, 19 74 meeting. In the conversation

ILKVahlfl at the IJoy

with
| |

a
menber. I ~lmentionedCimarron Facility employee and a union

that she believed she recalled seeing KAREN with a folder
at the November 13, 1974 meeting.

After mentioned the folder, she also recalled
seeing KAREN with a folder at the November 13 , 1974 meeting,

union meeting

b6
b7C

ICAkEN arrived at the November 13, 197^ _
after it had started. KAREN was accompanied by

~

She did not sit with KAREN, She recalled that KKKFK had Iff
her possession at the meeting a purse and a brown manilla folder

Interviewed on • X/9/ 75
Oklahoma City

Okla. File *-—159-45 :

—

by. _ n n Date dictated

b6
b7C

1/13/75

This- document contains Neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It i§qthe property of the FBI and 15 loaned to your agency;

• if and its contents- are not to be distributed outside your agency. - ^
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approximately one inch thick containing papers and a dark
bro\im spiyal notebook approximately 8 inches by ten inches
and a half- inch thick. She believes that the notebook

\ contained KAREN'S notes concerning union- company negotiations.

The manilla folder was identical to the folder
which she now observed in the posses sion of the interviewing
agent. (It is noted that the folderf ~1 is referring
to is a tan manilla folder nine inches by twelve inches.)

She does not know what the nature of the papers were
within the manilla folder that KAREN had at the November 13,
19 74 meeting. KAREN did not tell her what the papers were
nor did she actually observe the contents of the folder.
She assumes that the papers in the folder dealt with the
information that KAREN had acquired regarding the falsification
of the fuel rod quality control records but she does not
knoiv this to be a fact, it is merely an assumption.

After the meeting had broken up on the evening of
November 13, 1974 . KAREN mentioned to her that she was going
to thereafter see
concerning the falsification
nature of the evidence that

l
KAREN said that she had evidence

of fuel rod records. Just what the
KAREN had, she does not know.

b6
b7C

During the course of the November 13, 1974 meeting,
KAREN was visibly shook. By this, she means that KAREN
appeared very nervous and very "scared". This condition
was a result of KAREN having been contaminated. At the
meeting, KAREN broke down and cried. She heard KAREN say
"I don't know who got it in for me to take my life with
this contamination. I've got enough to kill me."

It was her opinion that KAREN should have someone
drive her home because of her "condition". She did not
hear any of the other union members make any offers to drive b6

KAREN home prior to KAREN's l eaving but after KAREN left, b7(

she learned that |had offered to drive KAREN
home but she refused.

She ‘di4. not see KAREN eat~'OT—d-ri-nk-_anything at the
union meeting., She did not see KAREN take any type
or medical ion at the union meeting.

\
~
!fHSgrr ~

-*-



It was shortly after the November 13, 19 74 meeting,
that KAREN was involved in the fatal automobile accident.

She has no personal knowledge as to how the fatal
accident occurred. She has no personal knowledge as to how
KAREN became contaminated. She has no personal knowledge
concerning the allegations that KAREN’S body samples were
tampered with.

She has no personal knowledge as to what information
KAREN had acquired relative to the falsification of fuel rod
records . The only information she has in this regard is
information that KAREN told her in various conversations at
union meetings, etc., subsequent to the September, 1974
meeting in Washington, D. C. that KAREN and other union
officials attended. From her conversations xtfith KAREN and
other union members, she is aware that KAREN had gathered
much information concerning health-safety conditions at the
. Cimarron Facility and to her knowledge, KAREN had passed
on this information to the Atomic Energy Commission.

She was at another union meeting sometime in October,
1974*, - exact date unfecalled, x>rhich meeting was held at
The Hub Cafe in Crescent.

_

During this meeting, KAREN had
complained that she was sick, coming down with a vi rns
KAREN^looked sick to her. KAREN talked to
a C ften-'union employee, who waf
at. The, Hub but not in attendance at the union meeting.

invited KAREN to spend the night with her and from
conversation with both KAREN and I I she unders tands
that KAREN did in fact spend the night with

b6
b7C

She does not know where KAREN went immediately
after the union meeting and presumes that KAREN xvont directly to

house.
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Reference is made to the report of SA
|
at Oklahoma City dated December 13, ly 74

.

It is noted that
Ted Sebring Ford Company, Crescent, Oklahoma, as set out on b6

page 59 of the above-mentioned report recalls observing b7c

two ’’binders” which were placed in a box containing personal
effects from SILKWOOD's car.

SILKWOOD’s boy friend, as set out
on page 115 of above-mentioned report, indicates that he
obtained from SILKWOOD’s personal effects two folders, one
containing old union papers and the other concerning nuclear
hazards and industrial ecology.

11
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Dale of transcription
i/16/75

Texas

,

telephonically contacted the Dallas Officetelephone^
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation at 12:40 p.m. and furnished

the following information:

b6
b7C

She stated she had just read an article in the

January 20, 1975, issue of ‘’Time” magazine pertaining to an

FBI investigation at Kerr-McGee Plutonium Plant* Cimarron

River Facility, in Oklahoma. She said the article concerned a

girl named KAREN SILKWOOD, who was killed in an automobile

accident on November 13, 1974, at approximately 7:3Q P.m.

while driving on Oklahoma State Highway 74.
| |

said she inferred from the article that the Oil, Chemical and

Atomic Workers Union (OCAWU), bocal 5-283, Was implying

that SILKWOOD was killed intentionally by persons unknown
because of SILKWOOD’ s criticism of Kerr-Hc Gee for handling

nuclear materials.

explained she often visits in Guthrie,

Oklahoma, and was in the general vicinity of the Eerr-McGee

Cimarron River facility on November 13, 1974, in her own

automobile. She said the wind gusts were very strong that

day and estimated the wind to be gusting up to 60-70 miles

per hour. She said the "Time” magazine article revealed

SILKWOOD raps driving a Honda automobile at the time of her

accident,
|

said, in her opinion, in view of the

windy conditions on November 13, 1974, and the fact that be

SILKWOOD was driving a lightweight car, it is highly probable b7c

that the wind blew SILKWOOD’ s car off the road.

btated she has never been employed

by or associated with anyone with Kerr-McGee or OCAWU. She

added she has no direct knowledge of the conditions at the

Kerr-McGee plant or the circumstances of SILKWOOD' s death

other than what she read in ’’Time” magazine. She said her

Interviewed on 1 /15 75 el Dallas ,

by SA

Texas Fi ie & Dallas 159-107
Oklahoma City 159-45

b6
b75 Dale dictated 1/15/7

5

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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reason for contacting the FBI was simply that she was in the
general area during the approximate time SILKWOOD had her
accident and wished to point out her observations to responsible
authorities of the wind conditions at that time.

|

added she has not been contacted by anyone b6

from Kerr-McGee, or OCAWU in regard to this matter and has no b7<

interest in it other than to furnish information which may be
of assistance as a responsible citizen.
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KAREN Q, (DECEASED)

4

Autopsy performed on Silkwaod indicated cause of
death was multiple injuries, and that she was under the
influence of hypnotic drug# methacraalone# at time of her death.
A trace of ethyl alcohol was also found in her system.
Investigation has determined methaqualone was prescribed for
Silkwood by her physician on October 25# 1974# to assist her
in sleeping and was to be taken upon retiring.

Silkwaod had previously been involved in a one car
accident October 21, 1974# which was not reported to the police
at which time the right rear of her car received damage,

investigation fey the KB2 to date has developed no
information indicating the death of Silkwood was other than
accidental.

A review of the results of an investigation conducted
fey ABC based on allegations that Kerr McGee Corporation was in
violation of the AEG health-safety standards# is feeing made
and upon completion of this review, final results of requested
preliminary investigation will be furnished to the Criminal
Division of the Department*

** ^
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ADMINISTRATIVE

and
An attempt was made to contact

on 1/27/75.

lahoiaa 01 tv a±etal0%
advised that[
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy (JCOAE), had 'contacts

to the Director, dated 11/27/7 A,
Executive Director, Staff of

Acting
of no testimony by
lie had $ staff a ss1stant

,

EDI Headquarters and stated that testimony taken from
ember, 1974 might be pertinent to t.hi s 1 nvest i fra t i nn

.

has retired from the JCOAE.
Director, jpOfirt was contacted and he advised he knew

lb ft fnre the JCOAE in September, 1974.

b6
b7C

make a check to deter-'
mine if

|
had ever testified before the Committee

and the only record that could be located was testimony of
on 6/8/67. A copy of

is enclosed for Oklahoma City.
testimony on t/0/67

As UFO does not know the extent of the investigation
conducted by the Oklahoma City Division, no leads are being
set forth to interview any of the individuals in attached
report

.

LEADS

WASHINGTON FIELD

Af NASHIlIGTON, D.C. Will maintain contact T-rir.h

OCAW, to obtain copy of the report of
pertaining to the rubber smudge on SILKWOOD T s car.

b6
b7C

B'"'

COVER PACE
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Copy to: 2- USA, Oklahoma City

Report of;

Date:

Field Office File #:

Title:

275775

159-369

b6
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° f,ice! Washington, D.C

Bureau File #:

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

Character:

Synopsis:

LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT OP 1959;
OBSTRUCTION OP JUSTICE

OCAW, advised that on
11/7/74. SILKWOOD telephpned him reporting she was contaminated

] flew to Oklahoma on 11/8/74 andand requested his help,
met with SILKWOOD who told him her apartment was contaminated,
especially her refrigerator and food. SILKWOOD stated she felt
someone had tried to poison her. SILKWOOD stated she had also
reported fren snsrn.c
also told
while a-t

ons to two AEC investigators. SILKWOOD
fellow member of the PCAW. of her belief

stated thatp.nion meeting evening of 11/13/74.
observed SILKWOOD in possession of a file containing
which SILKWOOD stated would document the falsification

b6
b7C

documents
of cmfrlltv control data.

stated that
stated this file is missing.

who investigated SILKWOOD’

s

accident for OCAW, felt that if her car’s left rear fender
had been damaged at time it was extracted from the culvert
there would be concrete fragments in the dents sol

with approval of the OCAW, engaged
I Hand I

,
Consultants, to examine the fender and bumper of

SILKWOOD ’ s car. Their reports are set forth.

- P -

DETAILS

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the-FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Oil, Chemical
and Atomic workers International Union (OCAW), 1126 16th
Street, furnished the following information:

"

—

In September, 1974, KAREN SILKW00D, together with
opher OCAW members employed at the Kerr-McGee Nuclear Cor-
poration Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma, were in
^'^S-^^ngton (WDC) to inform the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) about the unsafe working standards at the facility.

While in WDC, SILKW00D mentioned that documents were
£
alsifl

f
d concerning mmlity control data at the facility. b6

SILKWOOD was instructed by | I to secure documentation con- b7c
cerning the allegations and to keep him apprised of her progress.
SILKWOOD did as she was instructed and by late October or
early November, 1974, it was decided she was ready for a meeting:to discuss the documentation she had obtained.

It was first decided to meet SILKWOOD in Dallas,
Texas, and he purchased an airline ticket on November 6, 1974

it f
ly to Dallas to mee '

fc him on November 13,1974. SILKWOOD decided she did not want to go to Dallas tomeet him because of her contamination problem so the meeting
was changed to Oklahoma City on November 13, 1974. On
November 13, 1974, he and a reporter for theTr >-r Tr n

~ r U *
i 1 x or out

New York Times”, were waiting for SILKWOOD at the Holiday
Inn , Oklahoma City , when he learned of her death after he
made some telephone calls to OCAW union officers employed
at Kerr-McGee when she failed to appear for the meeting by
10:00 p.m. 0

b6
b7C

On November 14, 1974, he talked to
Oklahoma Highway Patrol (OHP), who conducted the investigation
of KAREN SILKWOOD’ s accident on November 13, 1974. He told
FAGAN he suspected foul play and that it was not Just a normal
accident . FAGAN replied that he was going to proceed on thetheory it was a normal accident unless the autopsy examinationshowed something to the contrary. WODKA’s suspicions of
foul play were based on information he had received as setforth below.

Interviewed on 1/28/75 01—Washington, D.C-r
File *—WFO 159-369

by BA
be
blC Date dictated

2/3/75
2

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On the evening of November 7, 1974, he received a
telephone call from KAREN SILKWOOD who told him she had been
contaminated and asked him to help her. On November 8,
1974, he flew to Oklahoma and met with SILKWOOD, who told him
that she had been discovered to be contaminated on November 5,
1974, and that it had been discovered on November 7, 1974,
that her apartment was contaminated, especially her refrigera-
tor and food therein, which she had eaten. During their con-
versation, SILKWOOD said she felt someone had tried to poison
her.

SILKWOOD also told him that she had been on a four
day break from work from November 1 through November 4, 1974
and had not been at her apartment during this period until she
returned on November 4 . imM— SILKWOOD told him that during
this period 1

had workedon__grave-yard shires at the plant. SILKWOOD also
said that I

| often had difficulty locking the apartment
door and left it unlocked. SILKWOOD had said she felt that
during this period someone had entered her apartment and con-
taminated the food in the refrigerator, STT.Trwnnn told
him she had reported her suspicions to 1and

. investigators of the AEG, who were then conducting
an investigation at the Kerr-Mcfiee faailiiLZ_c

1
oncerning the

contamination Incident.
| and 1 * * - -

b6
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AEC Glen Ellyn Office just outside Ch

iuxiutsx'nxng une
Jwork out of the

eago, Illinois.

wpr
resides at
Oklahoma

.

-On November 13, 1974,
-L told him that SILKW<

Oklahoma, from November 1 to November 4,

told him that SILKWOOD had stayed with a friend.
lin

who works at the Keir-MoGee facility, now

I H also told him after SILKWOOD 's death that on
the evening of November 7, 1974, the team from Kerr-McGee
that were decontaminating SILKWOOD r s apartment stopped working
about 9:00 p.m. At the time they found the apartment to be
contaminated they requested that all keys to the apartment

onebe turned over to them; however, according to,
,
v .

key to the apartment was kept by SILKWOOD and she went to
the apartment after the Kerr-McGee men left fro gefc-aomething
she did not want them to find. According tot the

b6
b7C
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Kerr-McGee men placed a slip of paper on top of the door when
they left so they would know whether anyone had entered the
apartment after they departed. On returning the next morning
they observed that the paper was not on top of the door.

.li-on November
he, together with I

Ford Agency, Crescent, Oklahoma, where]
SILKWOOD 1 s personal effects after her naxen

I to take custody of them.
(

box which was still sealed when he rece j

was opened in the presence of l L

^3-974 , after talking to
] I 71 went to. tne seorxng

:szed.

picked up
;s had authorized
was given a taped

This box

b6
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andtno documents were located relating to quality control work.
but

[

Subsequently, he received information from
J a Kerr-McGee employee and a member of the OCAW
JTt f 1 J i r'i.r t . * -i. - -- .

local
the facility, that on the evening of November 13, 1974, both
SILKWOOD and

| |
attended a union meeting at the Hub Gafe,

Crescent, Oklahoma. According to I I SILKWOOD had a legal
size folder about one inch thick with her. According: to
SILKWOOD was going through the documents at the meeting '

arranging them in some order. At the meeting, SILKWOOD told

at

b6
b7C

'—' <
—— — — " — ~ w ****•*' W V **.*+{—, 5 W**|*MIVW*/ vy W4-U

that the documents pertained to the falsification of quality
control documents and said she had it all there . According

|
there were loose documents, a yellow tablet, and what

appeared to be graph paper in the folder. During the meeting,
SILKWOOD also told I I that she did not know who had it In
for her so bad that they would contaminate her apartment

.

[

. , . J stated that after receiving the above informa-
tion frorn l | he telephoned the Oklahoma City Office of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and related the inform
matron to a Special Agent. He said he has since been told by

J Lthat a Special Agent of the FBI had interviewed her.
stated that 3 another union member who attended

the November 13, 1974 meeting at the Hub Cafe, had also told
him that ^TT.KWO^D had with her that night a folder as described

b6
b7C

stated that thi
^

file folder was not among the
] and he has notpersonal errecus turned over to

able to learn if it was ever found. He also stated [

been
] had— — — «*» v v*.**^. w « V M WW.VVU I I ilCLVA

said that on the evening of November 13, 1974, SILKWOOD also
had an 8” by 10” spiral notebook which is also missing.

4
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. stated he has been told that

,

a trucker from Covington, Oklahoma, had discovered the
wreck and notified thp oirTahrmia

. Highway Patrol. Thereafter
I
and|

l Kerr-McGee employees, came
npnn f.h<=»

" *

Thereafter

b6
•pfirnfrpjzed SILKWOOD and telephoned Kerr-McGee. b7c

_J Kerr-McGee employees.and[
I | I I

— —' >

were sent? to the wrecic scene to determine if there were any
signs of contamination.

stated that he had been talking with
and

1
the AEC investigators, on the

evening of November 13, 1974, as they were also staying at the
Holiday Inn, Oklahoma City. When he learned of the accident
he went to their room to inform them of the accident but they
had already left for the wreck site.

I | stated he had gone to the wreck scene on the night
of November 13, 1974, and there found SILKWOOD * s pay check
but nothing else. He again went to the wreck scene on
November 14, 1974, but found nothing.

I |
exhibited a green spiral stenographer type

notebook, captioned “Eye Tint 2000, Easel”, stating that this
notebook came from the personal effects of SILKWOOD received
by

I I
on November 14 , 1974 . Two pages of the notebook

contained handwriting. One page contained a notation of a
phone call on October 22, 1974, and the other page appeared
to be an inventory of clothes.

leiftfcifritefl an AEC report dated December 19,
titled ”Kerr~McGee — Nucleara1974, byy ° I I - — *fcY* * X* WVO JLVUX

Division, Cimarron Nuclear Facility-Crescent, Okl ahoma -- „ 5 —-ahoma
Alleged Falsification of Quality Assurance Records.” [

stated that this report of investigation conducted by the AEC
had developed that photographs of plutonium rods had been
retouched and that analysts had unauthorized knowledge of
sample dajw> before they began their analysis of plutonium
pellets

. | |
stated that this investigation had developed

information that several employees in the laboratory at
the Kerr-McGee facility had said they knew that SILKWOOD
had been staying after work going through files and that she
had told fellow workers what she was doing, that is looking
for documentation to support her charges of falsification of
documents pertaining to quality control.

b6
b7C
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I |
also exhibited another document captioned

nRO Investigation Report No. 74-09, Directorate of Regulatory
Operations, Region 3

M regarding examination of SILKWOOD '

s

contamination. This report set forth a record of the con-
tamination found in SILKWOOD' s urine and fecal submissions
from the time she was employed.

| |
stated that all samples

set forth in the report contained a low level of contamina-
tion up to sample number 22 . He then furnished the following
information concerning samples 22 through 28 set forth In
the report

:

Sample Type(*
Date Sample

) Taken Submitted
Where
Taken Contamination

22 U 10/15-
22/74 10/22/74

Home High

23 u 10/31/74 10/31/74 Home High
24 u 10/31/74 11/8/74 («*>

11/5/74 11/5/74
Work Low

25 TJ Home High
26 F 11/6/74 11/7/74 Home Very high
27 U 11/5-

7/74 11/7/74
Home Very high

28

(*) - TJ

u

denotes

11/7/74 11/8/74

urine, F denotes fecal

Work Low

(**) - Sample was stored in a locker between October 31 >
1974 * end November 8, 1974, when submitted.

stated that the AEC had concluded that some-
thing had’ been added to samples 22, 23, 25 and 27 between the
time they were taken and the time they were analyzed to con-
taminate them. He said that he feels that somebody wanted
to get SILKWOOD removed from the laboratory area, a hot area,
to stop her from securing documentation to support her allega-
tions concerning the falsification of quality control data.

stated he feels someone deliberately salted samples
22, 23, 25 and 27, in the attempt to get her removed from
the laboratory knowing that if SILKWOOD *s samples showed
she was contaminated the company would remove her from the
laboratory, a hot area, and place her In a cool section
of the plant. By being removed from the laboratory, SILKWOOD

b6
b7C
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b7C
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no longer would be in a position to obtain the documentation
she needed, according to

[
~|
.

I I stated that Kerr-McGee ordinarily sends samples
to be tested to the United States Testing Laboratory,
Hanford, Washington, and there is usually about a 30 day delay
before the results .of the tests are made known to Kerr-McGee.
According to|

|
samples 22, 23 and 25 were sent to the

United States Testing Laboratory and the results had not .

been returned to Kerr-McGee at the time of SILKWOOD’s death.

|
stated that samples 24, 26 and 27 were

analyzed by Kerr-McGee after SILKW00D was found to be con-
taminated on November 5, 1974.

I I stated that he believes that someone,
realizing that SILKW00D had to be removed from the laboratory
and due to the delay in the results of the analysis of samples
22, 23 and 25 not having been returned, decided to contaminate
SILKWOOD’s apartment and food.

"

|
pointed out that fecal samples were taken

from SILKW00D and
| _ ~L at Los Alamos,

New Mexico, on November 11, 1974. He stated that SILKWOOD’s
sample showed a high rate of contamination while

|

was fairly high, although both of them had been removed from
their apartment on November 7, 1974.

foul play m si
stated that inasmuch as the OCAW suspected
[iKWOOD ’ s accident and death, it decided to hire

of Accident Reconstruction Lab. Dallas,

concluded that SI
Texas, to investigate the accident.

[

another vehicle, causing SILKWOOD’s
then engaged the services of

investigation
KWOOD’s car was struck from' the rear by

Z2J2 tr> gq fflit of control.
a former

professor at the University of Oklahoma, and now a structural
engineer in.
analysis. |_
findings ofigs off

Jsubml

Dallas, Texas, who specializes in vehicle accident
findings supported the

He
submitted his and

as, Texas, whc
1 stated that f

tated tjiat bn December 18 , 197^ >

l report to the FBI office
in Dallas, Texas 5 and also sent copies of the reports to the
OHP.

b6
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stated that the OHP contends that the dents
in the left rear fender of SILKWOOD"s car were aansed_Hhen
it was being removed from the culvert . It was I 1 feeling
that if this was so there would be concrete fragments in the
dents. Therefore

,

| | with the approval of the OCAW,
engaged the services of Dr. GERALD U. GREENE , Socorro, New
Mexico, a former professor of metallurgy at Fenn College
and the New Mexico School of Mines. Dr. GREENE, retired since
1961, does consulting work as a metallurgist. Based on
Dr. GREENE'S report,]

|, with the approval of the OCAW,
engaged the services of ERNEST L, MARTIN, a consulting
chemist with the firm of Martin and Carlisle Chemical Labora-
tory, Inc., 715 San Mateo Boulevard, N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico, Copies of GREENE’S and MARTIN’S reports are set forth
below:
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OOMH.W1.TANT
X*. O. llox 081 -I- l>|,o„0 <cos) 888-1238

fiOCOKKO, NEW MKXICO 87801

January 20 , .1975

iicciaont: deconstruction Lab
1710 Boll St-.
Dallas,' Texas- 75201

Be: Karen Silkwood
'D/A: 11-13-74

Dear Sir:
'*

the rear^bumnbr ilfi + .

m^e metallurgical examination on

Karen
V
Silkvrood?^

C

^°. ^^^^^^ivic^autbmobil^drivon^by^

presence af?o“tov?n/?ev!l'St%'r ?Spo”4p“photor4iphs?''f

was examined vc?y cSre'nn •
°-“b ?

f
,

hmPor
v,nr. rn j - {,

cii)j-[../ . j. i. xc my opinion that this dent
car
“

'tho'wo?’-^
0 C

Sh
Cr

°-t0 *i?y
r,a11 ‘‘“ring removal or the

t&cev&’sss assjar^-ssys*
Hov

;
ovcr there did appear to be"u^ex- smml-eo L

this. 'Thio
S
don?

r
couid

n
Set -

A ch?alcal analysis would confirm
wall during remova? by- ?he Sr^kerf

"a ‘to by the concrete

Very truly ypurs,

Orcon 3*

t

I



ERNEST- L. MARTIN

CONSULTING CHCMIST

Marlin end Carlisle Chemical Laboratory, Inc.
7IS San Matoo Boulnvard, N. f:.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

4238 North 3lst Place
Phoenix, Arizona

B.S. New Mexico Stole Teachers*’ College i 920
‘

M.A. Indiana University 1930

Ph.D. fndiono University 1946

Technical Societies — American < Chemical Society, American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, New Mexico Aademy of Science, Phi lambda Upsilon, Sigma Xi, Alpha
Chi Sigma, .

*

Listed in American Men of Science, Who's Who in American Education, Who's Who in

the West.

Previous Experience “ Professor of Analytical Chemistry at the University 'of New Mexico*
and fcohsulfanf chemist. Former consultant to the Director of .Transportation, New Mexico
State Deportment of Education. Director of the Northwest New Mexico Regional Science

Fair. Research qn analytical procedures; consultation on properties of gases and causes of

gas explosions; analytical methods to determine product failure. Consultation ‘with lawyers
on problems Involving science.

Publications anti Patents — Over forty publications in scienrr including laboratory Manual
and Problem book in Analytical Chemistry. Research and articles in electrochemistry.

Analytical studies of vanadium, analytical procedures for the determination of various
m^als, analytical procedures for the determination of cystine and cysteine, narcotics. and
barbifuratos. Studies of methods of detection of gases find movement of gases through'
soils, concrete and other materials.

Staff — Graduate chemical engineer as full time manager of the laboratory arid graduate
students.

laboratory Facilities — Complete analytical laboratory with modern instruments. Program
sot up to- handle research and consuhotion in the hold of- chemistry.

Scopo of Activities — Spnciolmng in gos explosions, arson, poisons, chemical research, con-
sultation and court testimony, product failure.

Telephone: (SOS) AM 8.54M

Telephone: (£0?) 2£S-M84
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uUfeCl

Martin and Carlisle Chemical Laboratory, Inc.

715 San Mateo Blvd. NE

Albuquerque, N.ew Mexico .871.08

bhone ir,.84461 .

January 18, 1075

1^7000

EXAMINATION OF AUTOMOBILE
BUMPER •

To:

b6
b7C

Accident Reconstruction Lab.

1710 Boll St.

Lallan, Texan -75201 .. . ,

* * ' " '
' •

EXAMINATION:

A rear bumper reported to be from the 1973 Oonda Civic

automobile belonging to Karen Siluood was "

scopic procedure to check a dent on the bumper. The ind*n„

dAiion vas approximately «3*h inches from the left end.

The microscopic exumintaion of the marks on the bumper

showod sharp ntriation maria* in the lower chrome p a o.

The marks were at an "^indentation
a metal object. Ah a result oi the impact a ang*

had. been made in the center of the damaged area.

There was no evididneo of any foreign material and the doat wan

result of contact betwoon two metal surfaces.

By:
f .-S ,

E. L. Martin

i

i.%
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, , _ , , i
^stated that Dr . MARTIN is presently analyzing*the rubber smudges on the left rear fender and as soon as the

Ff
sul

t
s examination are furnished to the OCAW, they will b6

_and!lARTIN?3
1
?enor»t? ?!

F
?
1

* .
H
f

Said that c°Pies of GREENE'S b?cand martin a Reports are also being furnished to the OHP.L__Jstated that the assumption is, based on GREENE's and
st^k oTr ?frnnm

* that
,
t
J
e Jumper of the automobile which

its bumper^
000 S ^ had a protective rubber covering over

stated that
of SILKWOOD's car are in. iDosse^qinn

t0 the
?
BI 0r ^ ror examination. He said thg>has no£_2n££ examined the bumper or fender after

aia
I I T>Gr4AV>+* O YiTAvia "I -i j * • —

.

imper and left rear fender
possession and will be made

4 “ OHP1Je“? once examined the bumper or fender afterapd 1 __ [
reports were furnished to the Patrol although

SfnS *5® ?eP°rtB ' He said that the press htt Imported
bS? for re-examination.

stated that
appearea ratiqued 1!>Ut alert i

had told him that

a*

he
hlC

-x r X3 >
I I

Stated he is awarmethaqualone had been found in SILKWOOD's blood and thateveryone assumed that SILKWOOD's accident was thfresultof drowsiness. He stated, however, that soSe pathologists feelthe lerel of methaqualone in SILKWOOD's blood iould hfre befn
ierero^ihfdreS

1^ fe *?°k *he prsvi°us
ox the drug in her blood was not eyen at a

,
®v

i^ and was insufficient to cause drowsiness. WODKA stated
^
a f

J
els was highly unlikely that SILKWOOD would have taken

SeL2?afi2
n N°V

??
ber 1974, knowing she had ?o atS uSoS

whioh woSf keep^her up late.
^ ““ “Set hlm that evenlnS

, T
I I

sbabed that he also wanted to mention three
tiot

a
SitS3^pSe

s?tSofStS?
been brousht to hls atten-

i*h-e first na~n— received by
at her home

The caller asked
Tn

'on January 14, 1975. me caner asked I h r she
nhonp^oan

her husband was and what she was wearing. This
pattern nr

repoFbed
'fco ihe police who stated it fit apattern of phone calls received by women recently in thearoa •

b6
b7C
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The second call was received on January 18, 1975

>

by I l employed by National Public Radio, WDC.
I Ihas been doing feature stories on the SILKWOOD case
and was in Oklahoma in late December, 1974 , gathering informa-
tion* The caller is reported to have told] |”to get

*off the Kerr-McGee case or else.”

b6
b7C

by
to kill

The third call was received on January 20, 1975 ;

l a Kerr-McGee employee* The caller threatened
boy friend in New Jersey

member and who is mentioned elsewhere inA an OCA¥
his report, told

[

that very few people even know she has a boy friend
in New Jersey, but the caller even knew his name.

made available the tape recording and documents
3 Legislative Director, OCAW, offeredwhich

to make available ip his telegram date
to Attorney General

iber 19, 1974

,

stated that
all the material pertained so the matter of quality control
at the Kerr-McGee facility and copies of the tape and docu-
ments had harm marlp flya-nahla An WoYAfflho-r* 21, 1974, to

[Division of Inspection, AEC,

b6
b7C

uermansown, Maryland

.

conversation with
stated the tape had been compiled from a recorded

OCAW member, when he was in
WDC in September, 1974, from a recorded telephone conversation
with SILKWOOD and from recorded telephone conversations
on November 17.
members *

1974, with and OCAW

stated that the document, identified in the
upper right corner as I-A, was received from| in
September, 1974 , and pertains to the plutonium rod photographs
which had allegedly been retouched* The documents identified
as II-A through II-F are copies of pages from several small
notebooks which SILKWOOD gave him on November 8, 1974,
while he was in Oklahoma. Copies of the documents identi-
fied as I-A and II-A through II-F are set forth below:

b6
b7C
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Date of transcription. 2/5/75

,
Oil,

Chemical and Atonic 'Workers International Union (OCAW)

,

, furnished the following information:

b6
b7C

The only time he has ever met KAREN S1LKW00D was'
on September 26, 1974, and again briefly on September 27, 1974,
while she was in Washington,. „B> C. (WDC), to present a complaint
to the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) about the health and
safety problems for employees of the Kerr-McGee Nuclear Cor-
poration Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma. All the infor-
mation he has concerning SILKWOOD ! s death is based on informa-
tion developed by and furnished to him by his assistant,

and from the reports of consultants the OCAW hired

b6
b7C

to investigate the accident.

At first he was very skeptical that SILKWOOD’

s

death was anything other than an accident but now, based on
information developed by I l and the engineering reports of
the consultants hired by the OCAW, he Is convinced that she was
killed. He is not alleging that someone set out to deliberately
kill SILKWOOD but someone may have tried to "shake her up"
and SILKWOOD’ s hitting the concrete culvert was unforseen.

The OCAW at Kerr-McGee 's facility is a weak union
and SILKWOOD undoubtedly was well aware that her efforts to
report on the health and safety standards and the falsification
of quality control data at the facility would incur the wrath
of the company resulting in her dismissal at a future date.
In talking about the health and safety standards and the falsi-
fication of records one was talking about a lot of money. He
can even conceive of SILKWOOD contaminating her apartment with
a minute amount of plutonium to help prove her point but he
feels it is sheer "baloney" that SILKWOOD would contaminate
her refrigerator and food therein with plutonium, which
she knew was deadly toxic, and then eat the contaminated food.

The OCAW felt morally responsible to pursue
SILKWOOD ’s allegations after she had reported the falsification
of documents and after her death the union felt it had to hire
consultants to make an independent study of the accident in
view of the possibility of foul play.

Interviewed on_ 1/28/75 nl
Washington, D.C.

.File #. WFO 159-369

by_ SA b6
“b7C .Date dictated. 2/3/75

22 *
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions,of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agencyj

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agencj
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JMTOERALBUREAU OF iNVE^i lG*tlOM

REPORTING OFFICE

OKLAHOMA CITY

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

OKLAHOMA CITY

|

DATE

2/12/75

|

INVESTIGATIVE PERI'*,

|

1/23/75

TITLE OF CASE

UNSUBS; n
KAREN G . SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

REPORT MADE BY | TY P ED BY

SL abp
CHARACTER OF CASE

LMRDA; 00J

REFERENCES:

V' Oklahoma City report of SA[

Baltimore letter to Oklahoma City, 1/23/75.
1/21/75.

/f
J

ENCLOSURES

:

- P -

b6
b7C

Deleted Copy Sent,,

by Letter DatedS&7o77 .

Tl k . 4 I 1 * i

TO BUREAU:
Per PQIPA Request

A
>u

a ^ • N
*

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three (3)

copies of Atomic Energy Commission Report dated 12/19/74
regarding the Kerr-McGe^ Nuclear Division, Cimarron Facility,

Crescent, Oklahoma - Alleged Falsification of Quality
Assurance Records.

•J

i





.
- **

?

1
#

4

1

OC 159-45

ADMINISTRATIVE:

It is noted that the enclosed Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) report contains information relative to

a separate criminal violation of the Atomic Energy Act
(AEA) . This possible violation has been mentioned in
brief in previous reports and communications submitted by
the Oklahoma City Division. The enclosure sets forth the
first detailed information Oklahoma City has received in
this regard.

Oklahoma City is conducting no active investigation
relative to the allegation but is awaiting receipt of Bureau
instructions concerning Department’s attitude re this
particular aspect of the SILKWOOD case.

Oklahoma City furnished the Bureau three copies
of referenced report. Thereafter, Oklahoma City was informed
by the Bureau to submit three additional copies of all
future reports or communications preparedifor dissemination.
Accordingly, Oklahoma City is furnishing six copies of this
report to the Bureau. Only three copies of enclosure being
furnished to the Bureau inasmuch as the material was obtained
from AEC, therefore, dissemination to the Energy Research
and Development Administration and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission is not warranted.

LEADS

:

WFO

Information copy furnished to WFO in view of
outstanding investigation in that division.

OKLAHOMA CITY

AT OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA. Will recontact USA,
WDO upon receipt of outstanding investigation conducted
at WFO.

-B*-
COVER PAGE



FD-204 (Rev. 3-3-59)

•f STATES DEPARTMENT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

•t
OF J^TICE 1

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

1 - USA, Oklahoma City

12/12/ /b

b6
b7C

Office: Oklahoma City

Field Office File #: 159-45 Bureau File #: 159—4005

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS ;

KAREN G. SILKW00D (DECEASED)

character: LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE
ACT OF 1959; OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

Synopsis:

_
I Inspection Division,

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC), made available a copy of
AEC report dated 12/19/74 regarding Kerr-McGee Nuclear
Division, Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma - Alleged
Falsification of Quality Assurance Records.

ENCLOSURE:

To USA, Oklahoma City:

Enclosed one copy of Atomic Energy Commission Report
dated December 19, 1974 regarding the Kerr-McGe^ Nuclear
Division, Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma - Alleged
Falsification of Quality Assurance Records.

Details:

On January 23.
FBI advised that!

1975. the Baltimore Division of
the
Inspection Division, Atomic Energy commission (AEC )

,

Germantown, Maryland, made available a copy of an AEC
Report dated December 19, 1974 regarding the Kerr-McGee,
Nuclear Division, Cimarron Facility, Crescent, Oklahoma -

Alleged Falsification of Quality Assurance Records.

b6
b7C

-I*-
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is- loaned to your agency; it and its contents

are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1970 O - 406-840
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FEDERAL
• « ! "^7

REAU OF INVES^GATION
REPORTING OFFICE

OKLAHOMA CITY

OFFICE OF ORIGIN

OKLAHOMA CITY

DATE

j

2/18/75

^INVESTIGATIVE PERIOD

l 1/28 - 2/11/75
TITLE OF CASE REPORT MADE BY

v. a TYPED BY

CHANGED
UNSUBS : m

JDO

b7C jlw

KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED), aka
Karen Gay.’ Silkwood '

~

LMRDA
; 00J

7
•'ft*'- I

V /l-

Title changed to include middle name of KAREN GAY SILKWOOD.

REFERENCES : Oklahoma City report of SA
dated 1/21/75.

WFO report of SA--*
, , dated 2/5/75.

Bureau telephone call to Oklahoma City, 2/10/75.

b6
b7C

ENCLOSURES
P -

TO THE BUREAU

Deleted Copy Sent
by Letter Da.ted.3~/f~

J.-

ADMINI STRATIVE

Per FQ1PA Request a» .

ur
CAW Un

J and
[

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are six copies of letter
dated 1/20/75 to members of tlie QCAW Union at the Kerr McGee Nuclear
Corporation from 1 " 1 r

b6
b7C

>ON VI C.

ACCOMPLlicnrtcNTS CLAIMED
FUG. FINES

c£none
SAVINGS RECOVERIES

SP ECIAL^Sb
IN CHAR 3//

„ , .Vv

ACQUIT-
TALS

CASE HAS BEEN:

PENDING OVER ONE YEAR [ZjYES ^QnO
PENDING PROSECUTION

OVER SIX MONTHS Y ES IXInO

fcO VED

MADE;

/

V- Bureau (159-4005) (Enc. - 6)
2 - USA, Oklahoma City (Enc. - 1)
2 - WFO (159-369)
2 - Oklahoma City (159-45)

!

1

/ cl Q 7-
Dissemination Record of Attached Reprfi***^ M-/

f *f
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t
ftjh n

14 FEB 24 1975

/
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OC 159-45

Referenced WFO report enclosed three items to
Oklahoma City (none of which \iexe furnished to the Bureau)
as follows

:

1) Tape of conversations furnished by
and referred to in WFO report;

2) One copy of hearings before the Subcommittee on
Research, Development and Radiation of the Joint Committee
on Atomic Energy; and

the OCAW LiniotL

and[
at Kerr MrGoe Nuclear Corporation from

J

by V/FO
Oklahoma City is disseminating only Item 3 enclosed

in referenced WFO report. It is noted that the tape
furnished by I I had previously been made available by

|on 11/21/74 to | | Assistant Director, Divi-
sion of Inspection, AEC, Germantown, Maryland. This tape
is in germane to captioned case, but pertains to the quality
control investigation conducted by AEC at the Kerr McGee
Cimarron Facility. The FBI at present does not have an
ongoing investigation relative to this particular aspect of
the SILKWOOD case.

Item 2 enclosed by WFO pertains to a 1967 hearing

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

. U1

in which|
|
testified and his testimony has no

relevance to captioned matter; therefore, it is not being
disseminated.

This report contains, as requested by th e Bure an
further details from the Chief Medical Examiner,

T

1
M.D., Oklahoma City, of the Board of Medicolegal Investigations
regarding the effect of methaqualone on SILKWOOD at the time
of her death.

WFO is maintaining captioned case in a pending
status based on lead to maintain contact with I I

OCAW, to obtain a copy of the report of I I

pertaining to the rubber smudge on SILKWOOD* s car. I

also has indicated that he would make available to the FBI
the rear bumper and fender portion of SILKWOOD’s car, which
have been examined by several experts retained by OCAW.

b6
b7C

- B -

COVER PAGE
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The Bureau has previously instructed that six
copies of all LIEIs and reports in this matter be furnished
to the Bureau.

LEADS

WFO

with
and fC

f
irT.

WASHINGTON , D. C. Will
, UACB, upon recontact

in the event that he offers to the FBI the bumper
c
-’om SILKWOOD's car for FBI Laboratory examination
the FBI will be unable to accept these items

inasmuch as they had previously been examined by several
non-FBI experts.

hfider f
advise

OKLAHOMA CITY

AT_QiaAHOMA CITY. OKLAHOMA. Will recontact USA,
WDO, upon receipt of outstanding investigation from WFO.

b6

> b7C

~ c* -
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AUNITE#^TATES DEPARTMENT OF JU
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

5 *

Copy to:

Report of:

Date:

Field Office File #:

Title:

2 - USA, Oklahoma City

b6
b?c Office: OKLAHOMA CITY

17W75
159-45 Bureau File#: 159-4005

UNKNOWN SUBJECTS;
KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

Character: LABOR-MANAGEMENT REPORTING AND DISCLOSURE ACT
OF 1959; OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE

Synopsis:

A. J. CHAPMAN, M.D.
, Chief Medical Examiner, Board

of Medicolegal Investigations, advised methaqualone is
hypnotic, sleep ' inducing drug and the amount of this drug
found in the system of KAREN G. SILKWOOD subsequent to her
death would indicate that she was under the influence of the
drug at the time of her death, and was drowsy or sleepy.

- P -

- ENCLOSURE

:

TO USA

1/20/75
Nuclear

Enclosed herewith is one copy of letter dated
to members of the OCAW Union at the Keyr McGee
Corporation, from| and

Details

:

b6
b7C

1

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents
are not to be distributed outside your agency.

U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1970 O - 406-840
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1

%
fUe8BERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Dale of transcription 2/14/75

A. J. CHAPMAN, M.D. ,
Chief Medical Examiner, Board

of Medicolegal Investigations, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,
furnished the following information:

In regard to the autopsy performed on KAREN GAY
SILKWOOD, his office has previously furnished to the FBI and
many other interested agencies or persons, an extensive report
concerning the autopsy. As set out in this report, laboratory
analysis of blood gastric contents and etc., indicated that
found within the blood of Miss SILKWOOD was methaqualone in
the amount of 0.35 milligrams (ml.)/100 ml. The average
therapeutic amount is considered to be 0.20 ml./lOO ml.
and the average toxic amount is considered to be 0.50 ml./lOO
ml.

The amounts given above are averages and there
have been numerous instances of persons dying from an overdose
with less than 0.50 ml./lOO ml. methaqualone in their blood
at the time of death. Variables such as the deceased’s
physical condition and constitution at the time of death are
all factors that have to be considered.

The drug methaqualone is a hypnotic drug which is
prescribed as a sleeping pill. SILKWOOD’ s doctor,

M.D. , of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, did pre-
scribe to Miss SILKWOOD methaqualone in the amount of 30
tablets of 300 ml. qualude (methaqualone). This drug was
prescribed to SILKWOOD to assist her in sleeping with instruc-
tions that the drug be taken upon retiring.

b6
b7C

The drug definitely is a sleeping pill and this
fact should have been definitely understood by SILKWOOD^ inasmuch
as it was prescribed to her by her physician. It is evident
that one should not operate machinery, drive an automobile or
etc. , after ingesting the drug and such instructions are
usually so stated when the drug is prescribed.

If SILKWOOD was using the sleeping pill as a
’’downer" this would most clearly be an abuse of the drug.

Oklahoma City
Interviewed on —2-/11/75 «»- Oklahoma City ,

-Oklahoma Fil ° *—159-45 .

—

by £A b6
b7C

Date dictated 2/-3rg/75

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;

it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

2
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It is noted that methaqualone was also found in her
liver in the amount of 1.08 ml./lOO ml. and in her gastric
(stomach) contents, there was 49.53 ml. of methaqualone
(undissolved) present in the total gastric specimen received.
This would indicate that SILKWOOD had sometime shortly prior
to her death ingested methaqualone which would have continued
to have entered into her system had she not died.

The effect of the methaqualone on SILKWOOD would
be to induce drowsiness and to make her sleep. From the
distribution of methaqualone in her system, it would he
evident that she was under the influence of the drug at
the time of her death.

There was a trace of ethyl alcohol (less than
0.02% w/v) in SILKWOOD* s blood at the time of her death.
It is rather doubtful that this minor amount of alcohol in
her system would have had any magnifying effect on the
methaqualone influence.

In his opinion, based on the autopsy findings,
SILKWOOD at the time of her death was under the influence
of the drug methaqualone and that the drug was working on her
system at that time in the desired fashion; that is, the
drug \tfas inducing sleep on the person of SILKWOOD.

3



r .On January 28, 1975,|
|

|
Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers International

Union (OCAW) , Washington, 0. C.
, made available a copy of

a letter dated January 20, 1975, to the members of the OCAW
Union at the ICprr McGee Nuclear Corporation in Crescent.
Oklahoma, fronj and

4 *



JfTED STATES vIENT

Memorandum
A Dep. AD Adm.

Dep. AD Inv. _

Asst. Dir.:

Mr . Gebhardt / DATE: 2/14/75

FROM R. E. Lone

V, dp
\ SUBJECT: KAREN G. SILKWOOD (DECEASED)

\ LMRDA; OOJ

1- Mr. Gebhardt
1- Mr . Long
1~ Mr. Moore
1- Mr. Wannall

Comp. Syst.

Ext. Affairs

"f^ilesA Cam.,,V^FitesjSt Ca

{
^Corj/lny*.^^ Idlnt

Inspection

Intel I

Laboratory

Plan. & Eval.

Spec. Inv.

Training

Legal Coun.

(Attention Legal
Analysis Office

)

Telephone Rm.

Director Soc'y

This is to advise of the status of the ongoing ML/*
LMRDA; OOJ investigation being conducted by our Oklahoma

-• City office wherein jeaptioned individual, a former
employee at the^Kerr McGee Corporation (KMC) , manufac-
turers of plutonium at Crescent, Oklahoma, and a
member of the Oil Chemical and Atomic Workers International
Union (OCAW) was killed in a one car accident on 11/13/74

.

Since this individual was reportedly engaged in union
business at the time of her death and was a witness in /
a pending investigation before the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) , the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice
requested a preliminary investigation be conducted by the
FBI. This investigation was to determine if violations of
Section 530, Title 29, USC (through the impairment of
Silkwood' s rights guaranteed by^ Section 411, Title 29, USC)
and Section 1505, Title 18, USC- (fnv%that Silkwood was a

- witness in a pending investigation before AEC) existed. ~~l .̂. .

’
!

.
, . REG-50 .

M ? -
. Wdrt% 0

This investigation continued "to receive wide-
spread publicity due primarily to^jallegations/Cby *$£ficials
of OCAW, who claim the results of an investigation conducted
by an independent accident investigator, hired by the union,
suggested that Silkwood 1 s automobile was hit from behind
by another vehicle causing her to run off the road resulting
in her death. This accident, which occurred at 7:30 p.m.,
on 11/13/74, approximately seven miles south of Crescent^, „

Oklahoma, was investigated by the Oklahoma Highway Patrol
(OHP) , whose official report revealed no indication o^^cp^

j.9 1975
play. A critical analysis of the report prepared by this
independent investigator was made by the OHP and they «Jshace’a4lfee:e-~~“

advised this report does not alter the official conclusion that
there was no evidence of foul play connected with Silkwood'

s

accident. Investigation by the FBI 4iQt.fia.te:~has- developed no
information indicating the death of Silkwood was other than
accidental

.

ELR^awt 1 ,
7 )) CONTINUED - OVER

/ < £•y
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~
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Long to Gebhardt Memo

An autopsy which was performed on Silkwood indicated
the cause of her death to be multiple injuries and that she
was under the influence of a hypnotic drug (methagualone) ,

at the time of her death. A trace of ethyl alcohol was also found
in her system. This drug had been prescribed by her physican
on 10/25/74, to assist her in sleeping and was to be taken
upon retiring.

Investigation by the Oklahoma City office concerning
'the activities of Silkwood on 11/13/74, prior to the time of
her death, revealed she had been involved in union-company
negotiations , met with AEC representatives , and later that
day attended a union meeting at Crescent. Two union members
offered to drive her home from this meeting, since they
felt she was under a severe emotional strain as a result
of her union activities and having been involved in a

contamination incident at KMC. Silkwood turned this offer
down and left the meeting shortly after 7 p.m. and was
involved in the fatal accident at 7:30.

The contamination incident referred to above
allegedly occurred at the KMC on 11/5/74. Silkwood was
sent to AEC at Los Alamos, New Mexico, for examination on
11/10-12/74. Investigation conducted by the AEC revealed
that Silkwood was "probably" not contaminated in an accident
or incident at KMC. There were indications that sometime
after she had been tested in New Mexico and before the tests were
analyzed, plutonium was added to her urine samples. By
whom and how the plutonium was added was not known

.

Allegations have also been made by the union that
KMC was in violation of AEC health safety standards, that
quality control documents regarding plutonium fuel rods
fabricated at the KMC facility had been altered and
that enriched uranium fuel pellets had been scattered around
the plant grounds at KMC facility.

CONTINUED - OVER

2



Long to Gebhardt Memo

These matters have been investigated and reported

by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and this information

,

as well as all information in possession of the FBI concern-

ing captioned investigation , has been disseminated to the

Internal Security Section of the Department. To date no

request has been received from the Department for the FBI

to conduct an AEC investigation.

The results of the investigation conducted to date

relative to requested LMRDAj 00J matters have been

furnished to the Management and Labor Section, Criminal

Division of the Department? as have all inquiries from the

press

.

On 2/12/75, Silkwood' s former physician informed the

Oklahoma City office that he had been contacted by representatives

of the press and has been led to believe that the possibility

exists the Silkwood incident would be made into a special for

the CBS program 60 Minute.*. The Security Manager for KMC

has also advised that he has heard a rumor to the effect

that ABC intends to use the Silkwood case as a special on

the Rea.Aone.si Report. These individuals were unable to

furnish any information as to the date of those telecasts

.

Our preliminary investigation in this^ma^'er has

been completed with the exception of the receipt of a report

concerning the above accident from Stephen^SfSclka, Legislative

Assistant, OCAW. Mr. Wadka has advised this report is in

preparation and he desires to furnish it to the FBI upon

completion. WFO is following this matter closely.

ACTION : For information

Sut ex*'


